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FOREWORD

During fifteen years as Oonnecticutls State Director. of

Vocational Rehabilitation Serviceb (1956-1971) the writer has been

interested in the growth and deirelopment of vocational rehabilitation,

internationally as well as nationally, mate- federal progrmaeo

Ao a participating state -aide observer, it has een easy to

attribute a for cause of this growth and development to the role

played by the private and public sectors in the building, expanaion

and improvement of rehabilitation'workshops and facilities. Today,

the utilization of these facilities is commonplace.' Our biggest

e

problem ie that of keeping them funded and making more of them avail-
,

able to handicapped and dieadvantaged people.

Farwell over two decades we have read and heard of the

modern and progressive rehabilitation movement in Europe. We have

been especially interested in the delivery eyetem as promulgated in

federal laws through national health, social security,.welfare and

other programs,' J1 seems that workshops and rehabilitation facilities

make up an integral part of the spite% making vocational rehabili-

tation more effective. We desired to study and observe the uystem

close range.

The study reported here would have been impossible without

the financial, moral and technical assistance of many people and many

organizations. An thanks due to persons omitted-is merely an over-

sight and does not in any way lessen his or her contribution°

A first thanks goes to Dr. James F0 Garrett, Assistant

Administrator, Research and Demonstrations, who saw merit, in such a
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project eeveral years ago; . Francis M. Griffin, Executive Sedretary,

Research Fellowship A for her advice and encouragement; and Dr.

Martin Bo Meavi Chief, Division of International Activities, for

p=ranging the E peen visits and assisting with technical details.

They are staff ,t embers of Social and Rehabilitation Service, Depart-

ment of Health, Education, and Welfare° A special thanks to the Lardy

Committee for the travel grant which enabled,the study to be condcted.

Without the recommendation by the Honorable Dro William J.

Sanders, Commissioner of Education, State oreonnectiOut, that a sab-

batical leave of six months be granted me. by the State Board of Edu-

cation, this research study would not:have been possible. I am in-

debted to him and the Board for their faith and confidence in meo

While in Europe many people - professional, clerical and

volunteers assisted with the language, direction, etc., but time

and space allow for only the major persons responsible for py visits

to be included in this acknowledgement. They are as follower's,

Dr. E. Weisgram, Barichgasse 28,' A-1030 Vienna,
Austria

Mro Armand Maron, LoAdministrateur-Directeur,
Fonds National de Reclassement Social deo
Handicapes, 14, Rue du Meiboom, Brussels 1,
Belgium

Mr. Jean Regniers, President, Rehabilitation
International, Association Nationale dtAssistance
aux Enfants Estropies, 9 Wei do Flandre,
Charleroi, Brussels, Belgium

Mr. Bo Nygaard Jensen, Principal, Vocational School,
Society and Home for Cripples, Esplanades 34,
Copenhagen K, Denmark

leer. P. Hoeg Albrethsen, The Society and Home for
Disabled, Esplanaden 34, 1263 Copenhagen K, Denmark
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Commander In R. Henderson, Secretary General,
British Council for Rehabilitation of the Dis-
abled, Tavistock House (South) Tavistock.Square,
London, WC111 9 LB. England

Mr. George Wilson and Mr. Duncan Guthrie, M.A0,
gestral Council for the Disabled, 34 Ecoleeton
Square, Landon, S.W.1, England

Mr. Robert Prigent, Comite National Francais do
Linisan'pour,le Readaptation des Randicapea,
38 Houlevar0 Raspail, 75-Paris 7, France

Profeeeor Dr. Klaus Weinschenk, Chairman:EASE/1TM-

Committee, AuguateViktoria-Strabe 75 / 78,
1 Berlin 33 (Grunewsld), GermaUY

(EASE:European Association for Special Education)

Mr. Cola J. qtreeney, National Rehabilitation Board,
25 Clyde Road, Dublin 4, Ireland

Dr. Anton H. Hearing, Vdnisterievan Sociale Zaken
Volkagezenheid, Zeeetraat 73, The Hague,

Netherlands

Mr. C.D. Moulijn, .Nederlandse Centrale Vereniging
ter bewildering vad de Revalidatie, Stadhouderslaan
142, The Hague, Netherlands

Mr. Oivinn Olafeen, State Rehabilitation Center,
Box 65, Refatad -Oslo, Norway

Dr. Albert Bergh, Head, Vocational Rehabilitation
Div lion, National Labor Market Board, Stockholm 12,
Swedes .

Mrs. Ellika Ljunggren, Swedish Committee of the
International Society Hardikappinstitutet, Pack,
S.161 03, Bromma 3 Sweden

Miss Ruth Staehelin, National Secretary, Pro Infirm's,
Zurich, Switzerland

Dr. Sulejman Masovic, Secretary, National Association
for Mentally Retarded, Mihanovica 34, Zagreb,
Ingo/aerie

Dr. Bosko Zotovic, Center for Prosthetics, Bulevar
Vojvade Putnika 7, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Dr, Angelina Boric, High School for Defectoloy,
Rhiveraity of Zagreb, Kuslantiva 59/2, Yugoslavia

Mang thanks to Dro David Komisar, Vice President for

t
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Academic Affairs, University of Hartford, fdi his support in the certi-

fication of my fellowship. We also wish to thank Professor Gerald E.

Cubelli, Program Director, Psychiatric Rehabilitation Internship Pro-

gram, and Dr. Jack Ewalt, Superintendent and Professor of Psychiatry,

Massachusetts Mental Health Center, Harvard School of Medicine, Depart-

ment of Psychiatry, Harvard University, for their recommendation that

I become a Research Fellow with their institution during my research

year.

On my Western trip to visit rehabilitation facilities,

Messrs. James Burress and Andrew Marrin of Social and Rehabilitation

Service, U.S. Department of Health) Education, and Welfare; Region VIII,

Professor Mildred Alexander, University of California, School of Social

Service Administration, and Dr. Gertrude H. Clemens, Clinical Psychologist,

Los Angeles, California, were very helpful.

My wife, Marie F. Peters, Assistant Professor, Department of

Child Development and Fampy Relations, University of Connecticut,

accompanied me on my trips to Europe and served as my research associate.

I am deeply indebted to her for assistance and encouragement.

Back at the shop, Joseph L. Marra, Bureau Chief, Bureau of

Vocational Rehabilitation Services, Miss Mary M. Daly, my able Admini-

strative Assistant, and our truly wonderful Administrative Secretary,

Mrs. Anne K. Cosmini, kept the work of the Division of Vocational Re-

habilitation moving ahead. Without their willingness to fill in for me

I could not have taken the sabbatical.

A special debt of gratitude goes to James A. Howard, writer,

and Dr. Benjamin Hoffmeyer Headmaster, The American School for the Deaf,

for assistance in publication of this manuscript.

James S. Peters, II
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PART I - INTREDUCTION

A Comparative Study of ministration and Facilities for
Vocational Rehabilitation of the Disabled and Dieadvantaged .

_in the United States and Europe

Daring the eixementh period from July 41971 to January 1,

1972 we investigated the delivery eyetems for the disabled and culture

ally.dicadvantaged of the United Statee and selected countrieo in

Europe. The primary objective of the study wee to'determine and =dere

otand to what degree 'aorkahopS and rehabilitation centers and/or facil-

ities aie meeting the needo of handicapped individuals in their adjuut

went to dieablement and the world of work.

Vbcational rehabilitation of the disabled and the disadvantaged

has become over the peat fifty or more years a universal hemenitaria6

endeavor, having a ealntary'effect on the eelf and social develepment
OOP

as well ae the economy of countries where the program ie instituted.

Sheltered workshops, industrial workshops and rehabilitation facilities

aid greatly in the vocational rehabilitation of the handicapped person,

thereby increasing hie degree of independency and potential for earning

wages and supporting himself and family.° For yeare the vocational re.

habilitation program ban served an a buffer between independent living

and welfare of thousands of handicapped per;one througheut the world.

The need of trained manpower and the eaployment of trained and pro-

fessional workers inoreaeasthe grow) national product of the country;

therefore, it was timely to undertake an investigation which Would also

include a study of the influence which the national policies of European

countries have regarding training and employment of the handicapped and

make some comparieen with those of our national and state govermment.

1 3
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A corollary to the primary objective was to deterdne the

linkage between the national government and the workshops and centers

in fostering policies and procedures that aided in the eventual ad.

aptation of the individual so disabled to self, hcme and society.

17ie study was made during a sabbatical leave from the

Connecticut State Department of Education. Interviews and confereaces

were held with 'governmental officials and wOrkers in Health, Welfare,

Social Security, Education, Rehabilitation, etc. in, the tbited States .

and the' following European- countries:

1. United Kingdt

a. England

b. Sccrtland

c. Wales

d. Northern Ireland

2 France

3. Ireland ,

Low Countries

a. Belgium

b. Netherlands

Switzerland

Austria

7. Ttigoslavia

8. ,Scandanavia

a. Norway

'b. Denmark

c. Sweden

West Germany

s2



During this six-month period the investigator was a Research

Fellow, Psychiatric Rehabilitation, School of Medicine, Department of

Psychiatry, Harvard University.

The following published and unpublished information was used

extensively for providing background material for Part I of this study

1, "Rehabilitation of the Disabled in PI/U.4ns

Countries," U.S. Department of Health, Eduw

Cation and Welfare, Washington, DO., 1964

" Rehabilitation and Facilities of

U.S. Department of Health, Folui.

cation and Welfare, WaShingtot4 D.C., 1963

"Partial Agreement in the Social and Public

Health Field," 13th Session, Joint Ccerittse

It

pnthe Rehabilitation and Resettlement of the.

Disabled, Council of Europe, 1969 (unpublished)

3
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utirrzo laNGDOM

The DnitedKingdam of Great Britain colpri-ses England, Wales,

Scotland, Northern Ireland o Ulster, the Isle of Man, and the Channel

Islands. It has an area of 93,898 square miles and a population (1961)

of approximately. 52,8314,229. England is the largest and most heavily
pOpulated country of the Mined Kingdom. She has an area of 50,874

square miles; exoluding Wales, and a population, as estimated in 1961,,
of /L30714661. Scotland has a population of 5,178,490 and an area of
29,795 square miles and is the next. largest in both area and population.

The population of Northern Ireland is 44252462 and the area 52459
square miles (14)2 London, in the southeast, is the principal city.
London, Southampton, Bristol, Liverpool, Hull and Newcastle are its

major porta. Among its principal industrial cities are Birmirlipam,

Sheffield, 24anchester and Leeds.

The econapy of Great Britain is among the Most Keay
trialized in the .warld. Nearly one.halt of its working population is

engaged in nationalized industries, such as manufacturing, mining and

construction, where unionism is very strong (7).

The number of disabled persona in Great Britain is not avail.

able for sosiParieon. The beet figure is the nuebea, of disabled persons

registered at local employment exchanges under the Disabled Persons

(Employment) Act of 1911414 whiaha in April 1962, totalled 6562460. At

the beginning' of 1961 there were about 107,000 registered blind persons,
about two.thirds of whom were under 16 or over 65 years of age. There
were approximately 25,000 to 30,000 deaf and a million and a half who
were hard of hearing persons.,

Sj
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d Facilities

v.

Rehabilitatio in Give Britain is divided among a number of

govermeenkal and volunt= agenci These agencies' services have at-
.

tained a hi4Oevel of offectivene s. Emphasis is on vocational re-

habilitatian and plie to 11:24epu for a small percentage, the dis-

abled persons who, undergone tional rehabilitation have obtained

gainful employment in industry orsheltered workahops. The major cities

are conscious of the/ needs of the disabled, as shown in publication (1).

RehabiliStion in Great Britain"was largely the responsibility

of. the private agenCiees working usually in collaboration with the local

public authorities and acme of the Government departments until World

War II. Historically, the first training school for the blind was es-

tablished in 1791, and in 186EPthe Royal National Institute for the

Blind was founded as a coordinating, agency for blind welfare.

Following World'War I, a Central Committee (later Council)

for the Care of Cripples was organized in Great Britain with a sittrulAr

organization in Northern Ireland° The Council itaffiliated with the
A

national organization of the International Sociity.forRelebilitation

of the Disabled (ISRD)0 The Council's program was originally confined

to the care of crippled children. The Council developed an extensive

regional gyatem of orthopedic services and later, cooperating with

Government departments, it became the recognized national body dealing

with crippled children and adults. By 1936, it was administering 40

special orthopedic hospitals in the British Wes, more than 20 con-
k

valescent and other homes for cripples, 400 Orthopedic clinics for

outpatients, and 25 institutions of various kinds for vocational

training of the disabled (1). A grea mal$7 services are available



for handicapped youth (211. The various services and organizations

arrange for holiday outings for the phypically handicapped* feeling

that this is a worthwhile medium (8).

It was in 1941 that the Interdepartmental Committee on the

Rehabilitation and Resettlement of Disabled Peroons was established

under the Chairmanshipof the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry

of Labour and National Service and as a result of the Committees

recommendations* the Disabled Persons (Epployment) Act of 1944 was

paseel.. Mader this Act provisi
/

was made for the Industrial. Re-

habilitation and Resettlement o the Disabled. Another interdepart-

mental committee recommeteled le tion which resulted in the .following

acts of Parliament:

1. The National Ineuranc Act, 1946, provided insurance

benefits for disab persons unfit to work.

The National Insuran s Industrial Injuries Act* 1946*

superseding the W Is Compensation Act* provided,

benefits and panel for those injured Orecontracting

a prescribed while at work.

3. The National th Service Act* 191i6, and the National

&,alth Service (Scotland) Act* 1947$ provided for free

medical and hespital treatment for everyone* including

mediCal reh,bilitation where neceesary* and the supply

of smreLcs9and other appliancep.

The National, Assiirtance Acts 1948, provided financial

as for the destitute and, in addition* empowered

loc authorities to extend to sighted disabled pereions

the comprehensive welfare services and Sheltered employ..

t facilities that they already been obliged to

1.9



e for the blind.

5. SpeOial education and g of bana3aapped children

wa provided for and the Education Act, 1944, and

the Scottish Educati Act, 19

Under the National Health Service Act, medical rehabilio.

Utica increased both in the extent of the services

offered and their wide availability to everyone standing

in need of then. In 1953, for instance, there weiC0i75.

hospitals in England and Wales with facilities for re-

habilitation, compared with ems 300 in 194E4'

The mechanics of the grebes has a timed pattern.

nariexmmination is usuall performed by a general practitioner in

the local cosesunity who teams responsibility for treatment if the

patient does not need loapitalitation. It is his responsibility to

call on and be ready to use the cervices of other members of the local

team, the welfare officer, the public health nurse, the disablement

ti

O

resettlement officer and others. 'When hospitalized, a rehabilitation

plan of necessary aweless is worked out for his specific case. This

plan includes medical care, necessary surgery, occupational therapy,

and the provision of needed prosthetic appliances, artificial limbs

and braces, glasses, etc., and training in their use© After these

services, an assessment is made of the disabled personliresiduel
1

capacities and of his need for vocational training. Thia assessment

is made by a team consisting of a rehabilitation medical officers a
,

medical social worker and a disablement resettlement officer of the

Ministry of Labour© Outpatient clinics are provided in hospitals

whore the patient, if it seems advisable, may continue his remedial

7 20
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exercises or spend time in occupational workshops.

The Disabled Persons (Employment) Acts , 1944 and 1958, enable

the Miniater of Labour to make provision to enable persons handicapped

by disablement to obtain employment or work on their own account united

to their age, qualifications, and experience. A disabled person is

defined as: a person who, on account of Injury, disease or congenital

deformity, is substantially handicapped in obtaining or keeping employ-

ment, or in undertaking work on his own account, of a kind which apart

from that injury', disease or deformity woad be suited to his age, exiT

perience, and qualification's.

All disabled persons are invited to apply to a local office

of the Ministry of Labour to have their names entered on a Register

of Disabled Persons.

An experienced placement Officer, specially selected and

trained for the work of resettlement and known as the Disablement Re-

settlement Officer OW), isin poet at each of the Ministry's local

eMplOyment exchanges. Taking into account in each .case the medical

advice he receives about the effect of disability on working capacity

and each individiaalls employment history, the DRO advises the dis-

abled about the most suitable employment and helps them to find it.

He can request specialised medical advice for occupational anew-

ment by means of an industrial rehabilitation course, if tbis is de-
li,

Arable. In his attempts to find the most suitable employment for a

disabled person, he is guided, as far as is practicable, by the

principle that the moat satisfactortfora of resettlement is emp3y

moat which the disabled person can take and keep on his own merits in

normal competition with his fellows. He is in touch on the one hand

8
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withhospitalsmiddoctors.Winrsue that he is consmlted at .rte appro..

priate stage of a patient's recovery, and on the other, with local em-

players to secure suitable vacancies. All disabled persons, whether

employed or unemployed, may request his advice.

Disablement Resettlement Officers are assisted in their work

by Disablement Adviciory Committees composed of representatives of ei .

players, workers, and medical and social workers under an indepemdent

chairmen°

An important feature of the British rehabilitation system is

the Industrial. Rehabilitation Units (IRU), operated by the Ministry of

Labour. Their purposes are:

(a) to restore employment confidence by providing in an

industrial atmosphere and on production work, mental and

phyuical toning-up and an opportunity for gradual adjust.

nmnt to working conditions through graduated exercise in

workshops, gardens, and gymnasia in order to return the .

e

vocationally handicapped to "mixt= working fitness" in

the shortest possible time, and (b) to give those who

must seek a different occupation, guidance as to the nost

suitable kind of work to follow and to assist than in-

finding ito

There are 17 Ind in operation throughout Great Britain with

a total capacity of 1,900 places, of which 290 are residential. Arrange.

=ants can also be made where necessary, for a stay in lodgings or a

hostel for persons unable to travel daily to an 'Hr. Each unit is

under the control of a rehabilitation officer. The staff includes a

doctor, an occupational psychologist, a social worker, a disablement

9



resettlement officer, 'a technical adviser, and selected craftsmen in

charge of the workshops and office sections. There is no set course,

but each is specially planned to meet the individual need. The average

length of a course is eight weeks, but it may be as short as two weeks,

or last as long as the maximum of twelve weeks. All courses are free.

Residential courses of industrial rehabilitation for the blind

are provided by voluntary organizations, the Ministry of Labour con-

tributing the cost.

Free courses of vocational training and adjustment are pro-

vided for persons who need special help in order to obtain work suited

to their age, experience and general qualifications; for example, those

who have not been able to acquire a skilled trade or eho need to change

their trade later in life. Courses in nearly 40 different trades are

available In the 13 Government training centers run by the Ministry of

Labour. Other courses are provided at the technical colleges run by

local education authorities and et private training establiehmente.

Others, including in special cases training for semi- skilled work, may

be arranged at employers' establishments. In all these courses the

disabled are trained nide by side with able-bodied persons who have a

special need for similar training; for examples;;, x*meibers of the

regular forces or employed persona with "special-difficulties in re-

settlement.

There are also additional facilities for the disabled at four

residential training centers, operated, by voluntary organizations with

financial assistance from the Ministry ,of Labour. These centers are

need extensively for the disabled who are unable to travel daily to a

Government training center or who are in need of special care. /was.

10



tance is also given to disabled persons suitable for professional

training.

The training objective of the centers is to enable the trainee,

after an agreed period, to earn full wages for his occupation. Courses

are mostly for skilled work and are intensive --the majority are of 6.

month duration but a few last a little longer, up to 12 months accord.

ing to the trade, and the period laid down for a particular course may

be extended in individual cases where, for instance, the rate of prog.

reas is retarded by disability. In the Government training centers,

training is organized on the bad of a 5.dgy meek of 45 hours (in-

cluding breaks). A free toolkit is provided when the trainee starts

work in a trade in which it is usual for a worker to provide his own

tools.
V

Placement in employment of disabled persons is obtained through

the cooperative efforts of th; disablement resettlement officers, em-

ployers and labor unions, and their representation on Disablement Ad-

visory Committee!". These ceandtteee form a link between local employ.

went offices and local industry, and are very effective.

Employment of the disabled in the United Kingdom has been

very aucceasfe. Employers of 20 or more workers are legal2y required

to employ a quota of registered disabled persons, which is at present

3 percent of their total staff. In addition to this quota, the mister

of Labour has designated two occupations, car -pork attendant and

electric passenger lift attendeat, which met be reserved for the

registered disabled.

There are three types of organization° providing sheltered

employment for disabled persons: (1) Reemploy Ltd., (2) approved volune

11



tart' undertakings and (3) local authorities, either directly or an

agency with approved voluntary undertakings..

These organizations provide sheltered employment in factories,

in workdhope or in the h for registered disabled persons who are

to work except under sheltered conditions (6).

Beer:play Ltd. is a ompany formed by the Minister of Labour

for the purpose of providing Sheltered employment for re die-
.

abled persons who are unlikely to obtain or keep work in

mete In 1962, it operated some 90 factories employing

severely disabled men and women. The location of the factories is

based On the need for shelteied employment facilities in different

areas and not on economic circumstances. Reemploy Ltd. produces goods

for ordinary commercial sale and a large part of this output is dis-

posed'of by normal cammmmialmmans. The remainder is eupilied to

c bodies such as Government departments, nationalived industries,

local authorities. Employees work a 142 -hour week and are paid on

standard wales of wages irrespective of trader. Although productivity..

and sales are steadily increasing, the company operates at a lose and

is subsidised at a rate ofnearlyg3,000,000 a year.

Following World War I, and since 1920, local authorities have

been reepansible for providing sheltered employment for the blind for

whiCh financial grants are available from the Ministry of Labour. In

accordance with the National Assistance Act of 19148, local authorities
No

have been empowered to extend to all substantially and permanently dis-

abled people the ease sheltered employment facilities as they provide

for the blind.

Local authorities provide sheltered employment in 13 work!.

12



shops, either directly or in thivworkshops of voluntary undertakings,

tad in 30 workshops for the blind. Financial. grants are available to

both local authorities and voluntary organizations who provide approved

Sheltered workshop facilities for sighted disabled persons.

There were, as of 1961, some 25 voluntary organizations op-

erating a total of 32 sheltered workshops under the general direction

of the Ministry of Labour. \

There are special placement officers and services for the

blind throughout the country. They are provided by local authorities

or by the Royal National. Institute for the Blind cn their behalf or by

the Ministry of Labour. About 1,300 blind persona were recorded as

being unemployed, though capable and available Tor work, at the be-

ginning of 1961. The remainder of blind persona in the working age

groupi, numbering about 27,500, were not seeking work on account of

sickness or other domestic circumstances. An increasing umber of

blind persons is working alongside sighted workers in a variety of

trades and professions. Encouragement is also being given to the

introduction of more up-to-date trades in workshops for the ilind, for

those blind persons who teed sheltered conditions of employment (9).

Financial assistance to the disabled is provided in the fora

of cash allowances or pensions under five statutory programa° Three

of these programs are contribatoryl for example, the National Insurance

Scheme and the National Insurance Industrial Injuries Scheme. 'These

schemes are administered by the Ministry of Pensions and National In-

surance and are provided as sickness or bnjary benefits, the latter

in relation to injuries received at work or as a result avian The

National Assistance Scheme, administered by the National Assistance

13



Board, provides'for grafts which are determined in accordance with the

needs and resources of the disabled person and hia dependents,

The Ministry of Labour pays maintenance allowances to dis-

abled men and.women who are enrolled for industrial rehabilitation or

for training© Maintenance allowances vary according to the trainee's

age, sex and domestic circumstance'sbut are higher than sickness, un-

employment or industrial injuries benefits, and lower than the wages

expected when the disabled perion is fhlly trained. Male trainees in

Government training centers receive a training allowance somewhat

greater than the Maintenance allowance payable in other situations.

Voluntary agencies still play an important part and are recog-

/anized as part of the social pattern of the country. The majority of

then cooperates olonelywiththe Ministries of Health, Labour, and Edn-

cation, the National Assistance Board, and local authorities throughout

the country. Some interest themselves in all types of disability and

all aapects of rehabilitation; others work for particular sections of

the coiaiunity, e.g., the blind, the deaf, the spastics or the mentally

disordered. Voluntary organisations also continue to perform special

services for the disabled, such as institutions for special types of

the disabled, summer camps and vacation opportunities (19).

Summation

In the Milted Hingdom there are 234 eooieties working in the

field of rehabilitation of the disabled. There are three major soci-

eties in the general disability field; hey are as follows:

1. Central Council--concerned with welfare.

2. National Mind--concerned with research and

statiatics.



British Council for Rehabilitation of

the Disabled.

The rehabilitation of the disabled is of major concern to the

three societies. There are over 22(100,000 handicapped persons in

England. Some 636,000 Eave registered for rehabilitation of some form.

Dame Georg:Varna' Butler founded two training colleges -for =the

handicapped, and created the British Council:by bringing together labor,

government, Andustry and the voluntary agencies working for the han%.

capped following World 'War II. The major emphases of the Council are:

1. Edveati On-Conduction di' seminars, etc.

2. Dissemination of information'. publication

of journal, etc.

Festering of research in medical centers- -

rehabilitation and other prOblems.

Building of colleges for handicapped (high

IQ handicapped).

a. College in Hampshire County for

'handicapped youths with high 'IQ' s

who drop out of school at 16 years

of age because of medical problems.

b. A research project for the college
.

which takes in 40 students at a time

over a period of three years.

Preparatory training for the'handicapped.

Grants are given to par students' fees.'

The Disabled Persons Employment "Act of 1944 and its sequels

of 1946 and 19148 established the government policy for rehabilitating
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'the handicapped. Experience has shown that the National Health Service

cannot be -fully implemented without the help of Voinnteers. Volunteers

must demonstrate that they are competent but they cannot do the pro-

feesional.jobs.

I

Rehabilitation Centers are, principally, of two kinds:

1. Medical Rehabilitation Center attached to a

hospital with a simulated work. situation

where patients get industrial experienoe and

training still in the -hospital;

2. Industrial Rehabilitation Unit where the

patient goes after hospital treatment for

training.

Tbere is (idly one out-patient Medical:Rehabilitation Unit in

gear to the needs of industry. In Scotland industrial rehabilitation

is- accomplished through a System of Resettlement -Clinice. These clinics

offer a cluster-,of medical and other rehabilitation services to patients

with emOloyment problems. This system is used, With Some modification,

in Northern Ireland and Wales. There are special training officers for
,

the blind.

The vocational. rehabilitation program of the united KingdOM

has made great ertrides over the past thitty odd years. New glacial and

health legislation and post-war reorientation provided a great deal of

u

impetus.to the national program. Along With the many changes has come

a close working relationship between the, medical and the social and

vocational' areas of rehabilitation. The British people and their

government are determin ed to train and place the handicapped and dis-

advantaged person into productive e:mployment (9).

(



The Disabled Persons (Employment) Acts, 191114 and 1958, con- .

taro the following provisions:

1. 'Appointment of disablement resettlement officers

based in local offices of thelDepartment of

ployment, whose 1al duty is to advise t dis-

abled and help, th to find employment. For

particularly diffi t cases, medical interviewing

committees or resett3.emaat clinics have been set up

in many of the principal hospital.% In connection

with the placing of the blind persons in employmenti

thirty Blind Perms' Resettlement Officer posts

were created to provide a nationil placing service

to help and advise° blind persons seekl.ng employment.-

Six technically qualified Blind Penance Training

Officers have also been appointed to provide essen-

tial training on the job for blind persons placed

in open emplOynatent and to give advice to employers

Ion technical questions arising in connection with

the employmmit of the blind.

2. Registration of the disabled by the local officers

of the Department of Employment.

3. Obligation for employers of,twenty or more persons

to employ a quota (at present 3 percent) of regie.

tered disabled persons and to suheit to official

inspection of their staff registers.

Possibility for the Secretary of State to decide

a

that certain vacancies shall be reserved for die.

17
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ibled persons (only two occupations have been so

reserved: car park attendant and passenger electric-

lift attendant).

5. Organization of industrial rehabilitation units pro-

viding mental and physical toning up after illness

;or 'accident, an opportunity for adjusting gradually

to normal working conditions, and occupational saner:

Kant to _detArmIne the tarps of work for which the die-.

abled.person is best suited.

6., Vocational training for the disabled muter the Depart.

mentl a training .scheme.

7.' Opportunities for the disabled to attend special

courses to tit them for satisfactory resettlement.

Establishment of sheltered workshops and other ?mploy-

meat facilities for the seriously disabled. Under this

provision the Department of Employment and Productivity

supplies special aid (e.g.. braille micrometers add other

aids for the blind) to 'enable disabled persons to pursue

occupations from which their disabilities would other-

wise have excluded them.

With a view to modernising and improving the efficiency

of workshops for the blind, the following have been

established:

A national joint council to' determine pay and

conditions in the workshops.

Pro/sirens has also. been 'Made in the field of

'sheltered employment of severely disabled

'18



sighted persons by Recap loy.Ltd.s a a
,

profit making company, sponsored by., the, ,
o

Department. of Employment under Section 15

of the Disabled Persons (Eiployment) Act

of .19114.

9. Establishment of a national counc'il and local _committees

to advise and assist the Secretary of State in matters

relating to the emplayment Of disabled persons.

10. The Chronically Sick and Disabled Persona Act of 1970

. requires' the3National,Advisory Councils set up under the

Disabled Persons .(Employment) Acsts 1914, to. advise the

Secretary of State .on the training of persons concerned

with

(a) placing disabled persons in caplo*tentl or

(b) training_ disabled persons for .employment.

11. This Act also requires the Central Youthtmployment

Exedutive to include at least one person with special

. responiiibility for the employment of yOung disabled

persons and stresses the desirability of 'including on the

National Youth Employmenb Council and the Advisory

Comitteer on Youth Employment for Scotland and Wales

one Or more persons with experience of work among young

disabled persons and understanding of their special

needs (16).
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FRANCE

The Republic of France has a population ofover 45'million

and an area of 212,660 square miles. It is one of the major industrial!.

ized countries of Europe and has a strong agricultural ,econamy. It is

rich in minaralreeonrces such as iron ore, coal, bauxite, and lignite.

France also has large oil and natural galAeposits.

France, in comparison with other4ndustriralized-conntries,As

a country of small diversified farms, occupying'29 percent of the em-

ployed, producing grains, wheat, rye, barley, and oats; potatoes and

sugar beets; and abundant fruits, grapes, apples, pears, plums, peaches,

apricots, nuts, and cherries. Both cattle raising and fishing are ex-

tensive.

The economic life of the nation is predominantly manufacturing.

Chief among these are the making of chemicals, silk and cotton, textiles,

perfumes, automobiles, and iron products. Petroleum production is in-

creasing each year. France is known to have the most important vinery

in ld and its wines are of high value for export. It has well-

developed *neer stations, a consolidated national railway system and a

large merchant marine. '4

The estimated total number of Physically handicapped persona

in 1954 was said to be 1,500,000.

France has avast number of organizations and societies that

are both public and private, for the care-and treatment of the disabled,

which have been developed over the past several decades.

Several ministries of the government carry responsibility for

the same services for different categories of the disabled; for example,
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the Ministry of Labor and Social Security, Minietzy of Health, and

Veterans and Ex-Servicemen' e National Ministry have responsibility

for vocational, retraining opportunities. The Ministry of Labor end

Social Security has---responsibility for adninisteringvervices to

insured workers disabled by work accidents. These include physical

restoration, provision of appliances, as as retraining. The

Veterans and FzServicemenfs National atry has similar responsi-

bilities for disabled veterans.

Problems of coordination of services are manifold and various

efforts have been made to overcome these. In 1944, the 22 agencies,

operating rehabilitation centers for the physically handicapped of

diverse types, organized into the Federation des Associations de Post-

Cure et de Reeducation.Functidunolle et ftofesaionnells dee Diminuea

0

Itgred*aii4 with headquarters in Paris. Its purpose was to consolidate

genetal aims, further define the field, improve standards, promote

public understanding, serve as liaison with public and Government .

services, represent its members at national and international meetings,

and maintain contacts with professionals in other lands. This organi-

zation is now known as the Cortte National Fryman de Liaison pour la

Readaptation dee Handicapss and in a national affiliate organization

of the. International Sodiety for Rehabilitation of the Disabled (ISRD).

The Association Nationals des Intirmes Motown Cerebra= is a member of

the ISHD Commission on Cerebral Palsy.

Two legislative Acts, one in 1948 and one in 1957, were

enacted to provide sfor coordination of nerviest; to the handicapped to

prevent the serious overlapping between voluntary and public agencies,

and between organizations nerving the various types of disablement. In
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1948, an International Commission was established whioh clearly de-

fined the functions of the Ministries of Labor, Health, Education, and

the National Office of-Social Security. This provided for smoother

coordination.

A Commission for Vocational Reclassification of the Handi-

capped was established in.each of the 90 departments of France and m-

asted of representativits from labor, social security, publio health,

veterans bureau, voluntary organisations, and from employers and em0

'goy** organizations. The departmental commissions setup vocational

guidance and orientation advisory groups in each department who would

work. closely with physicians, educators, social workers, social psy-

chologists, and placement officers in providing assistance to the dim- C2

abled in obtaining employment. Departmental commissions would also

act as liaison groups with the central Interministerial COMMill81011.

Conseil Superisur pour le Reclasesemant Professional Social

Travaaleura Nandicapeo (Central Counoilforthe Vocational. and Social

Reigaisification of Disabled Workers) was established, by the Act of

1957, to coordinate all efforts on behalf of handicapped workers.

This legislation provides for a centralized record system on each

individual; the records to be kept in the offices of the departmental

commissions. All agencies involved in the rehabilitation of the indi-

vidual are kept informed of hie progress toward employment. The

Ministry of Labor, Social Security and the Ministry of Pnblio Health

maintain central offices located in Mbraar Paris, for recording

vocational classifications and for processing the cases of all die=

*bled that come under their jurisdiction.
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The-Ministry of Public Health has the responsibility, in

addition to that for organiging hospitals and medical facilities, to

work with other ministries in setting standards of operations for
s.

hospitals and rehabilitation and training centera. A. =mbar of haspi-

tale in Francs are autonomous centers for physical rehabilitation,

handling various types of disabilities, which for the most part provide

treatment for adults and children. In addition, there are a number of

hospitals which have epecialized movie's in different categories.

Some hospital& and mate retraining services are set up on a regional

basil', as well as centrally. The regional type of hospital and medical

facility has gradually developed since World War II.

A Regional Institute at Nancy i3 for physical, vocational and

social rehabilitation. -There is also a regional service hospital at

Nancy, a rehabilitation center at Obndreville, a children's rehabili-

tation center at Plavigny, and adhools for physical and vocational

therapy. The vocational rehabilitation center consists of a resident

treatment center, a gymnasium, and a vocational training omit.

Coordination of medical with the vocational training services

at Nancy was initiated in 1953 Am, on request of the Faculty of

Medicine of Nancy, a department of Industrial and Rehabilitation Medicine

was established in the central hospital. This step halped to establish

rehabilitation within medicine and prepare organizationally for its

acceptance.

The Hotel des Invalidism in Paris; and the Cochin Hospital in

Paris, LeCentre de Reeducation Mbtriceat FOntaineblean, and l'Hoopitale

Raymond-Poincarei at Garches, are good examples of regional hospital,.

rehabilitation centralization similar to that of Nancy.
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Legislation passed in Key 1955, required all industries em

playing more than 10 persons over 18 years of age to give preference in.

employment to veterans and victims of war up to 10 percent of total

personnel. On January 1, 19614 a law that reserves 3 percent of all

jobs in private enterprise for handicapped workers tent into effect.

It will not change preference provisions for .veterans and other war

disabled, but.will apply to all workers with a few exceptions in awl.,

culture, mining, and shipping.

Imr disabled received little or no help from the

impetus for rehabilitation that resulted from World War I. The extent

of disablement following World War II among private citizen and military

personnel was very great. It was the passage of the Social Security

Laws of 1945, that first officially provided the civilian disabled with

the right of aftercare and vocational rehabilitation. Under this legis.

latibnl employers assure the whole coat of work-injury provisions; for

other benefits the cost is borne by contributions from:the employee and

employer. Responsibility for general supervision of rehabilitation is

lodged with the Ministry of Labor and Social Security; administration

is through a Directorate of Social Security in the Ministry and a

national, regional, and local Social Security Fond organization. Work-

injury benefits include medical care and appliances. The law mikes pro.

visions for retraining disabled persons whose employment was interrupted

by resistance to the enemy and who were unableto take up their former

work. Priority in the use of public or private training was provided

for and employment preferences of such workers as had the requisite

vocational qualifications.

Vocational rehabilitation services for the disabled were first
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provided through organizations and in itutions, the establishient of,"

which wan stimulated by private initiat and supported from volUgtary

Bourne,. As an example, in 1926, the Premiers Association de Wade!,

was founded to help the phyaical3,y handicapped to enable them to re-

cover their economic independence. In 1929, the Ligue pour l'Adaptation

due Diminue Physique Travail was founded, and in 1932, the Association

des Paralysis do France. Voluntary agencies dedicated to rehabilitation

of special categories of the disabled orto furthering, Certain aspects

of rehabilitation followed. Many of these continue to function as

private or quasi-public organizations, such as education and welfare

of the blind and deaf, and rehabilitation services for victims of

polio or cerebral palay or for specialized bervices, =has rehabili.

tation centers, national training facilities, and sheltered workshops.

A volun organization, the Association Nationale Inter.

professionnelle pop la Formation Rationelle de la Main--dlOeuvre
\1

(AUIF2H0), acting as agent for the Ministry Of Labor and Social Security

established methods of testing the disabled. ANIFRHO also has developed

a nationwide plan and program of vocational training for the use of the

rehabilitation and vocational training centers.

Same other important organizations in,the voluntarylield are

the National Committee against Taberculosis, the French Association for

the Paraiyzed, and the Association for Rehabilitation and Vocational

Reclassification, "Arreiltan and "Vivre". In addition, Ultra are several

groups of special organizations covering particular groups, such as war

victims, refugees, the tuberculous, blind4-deaf, diabetic, epileptic,

and others.

L'Hospital des QuinzeVingts, founded in 1254, for 300 weans
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blinded in the - Crusades, is now an institution were blind aid their

families can live. It alto houses onp of the most renowned clinics for

eye care in Europe. L'Assooiation Valentin Haux pourles Bien des

Aveuglea, founded in the 18th century, and the association, Pour Nos

Aveugles, are organisations whose cervices are provided on a nation-

wide basis. Greatest recognition and fame in fUrthering the work for

the blind came to France through the creative work of Louis Braille

and the production of the Braille Alphabet.

It was in 1963 that the first rehabilitation center for the

blind in France was opened at Marly-le-Roi, just outside of Paris. The

facility is operated under the auspices of the Association Pour No

Aveuglea and was establiahed With funds and grants from the Ministry .of

Health, the National Social Security Fund, the American Foundation for

Overseas Blind (*B), and other bequests, and local contributions. In

addition, AFOB provided the training'equipaent and assigned an American

rehabilitation expert to train the professional staff and to introduce

the course of study. -

American education of the deaf had itworigin in France, to

which Thames Hopkins Oallaudet turned in his quest for training prior

to establishment of the firat'permanent school for the deaf in Hartford,

Connecticut° Abbe de liEpee instructed him in signs and sent back with

him Laurent Clercs a brilliant deaf teacher of the deaf. The school of

Abbe de llEpoe still stands in the outskirts of Paris and houses a large

deaf pupil population. Just tie; years ago the 250th anniversary of

Abbe de l'Epee was celebrated at the school that drew both deaf and

hearing professional and lay people frontal' parts of the world. Two

other schools are maintained in Paris. Other schools are maintained
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throughout the country, some under auspices of the State and others the

church.

Summation
4,1

The general systemof Social Security of salaried workers in

commerce and industry takes an interest in the improvement of conditi&is

of the physically handicapped, i.e., subjects afflicted with:

10 Surgical ailments

0

2. Neurological complaints

3. Chronic rheumatism

114 Ortbopedical and congenital deformations

5. Seaports]. handicaps

The Social SecUrity system intervenes in all fields of the

therapeutical chain'-pievention, care, professional readaptation social

reinstatement and the, housing of pentane phrsioally handicapped.

The forms of:intervention of the Social Security occur in two

wa
'

1. The taking in charge of the expenses. for the various

treatments.
1

2. Partieipationlin the,creation of specialized establish--

-meats either.by:
*1

a. *rect. creaiion, or by:

b. Financial-assiitance to ,public or private .

collectivities of charities or institutions.

The-Ninistry of Social Affairs-and Publio'Welfare-provides

for vocational rehabilitation through hospitals, rehabilitation centers,

clinics, workshops, and home treatment. Pre=guidance examination, general

cultural or vocational courses,'and retraining for a different occupation
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are offered all in need.'

Welfare Departments of the .responsible governmental organi-

zations, or of the Departmental Administration Of the Ministry of Labor,

administer then following:

1.. Social Security

2, Social Aid and Welfare Work

3. Work' Department of the Natiaaal Office

of exServicemea, etc:

These programs are provided in collaboration-with the Secretariat
0

of- the "Cammissioa Departmental. d& Orientation des Infirmes" (Department

''for the Guidance of Infirmed Persons). kast of the program* are carried

on with the cooperationofvoluakaryorganizations.

A Technical Guidance Cammittee (Commission Technique d' Orienu.

.

tation) gives adVisory service to the representatives orthe Ministry

of Labor,' Social Security, Public Health Adminikration, and exService-

men. Example* of this.service are

1. Direct employment (part-time work or

fullmtiMe).

2.' Professional training in a Specialized

center, contract with emplayer, etc..

3.. Protected unfitness work.
-

Following.Warld War land continuing thrOugh the transitional

period after World War It, the private and voluntary agencies carried

on separate programs, making little attempt to relate the individual

services to each other. Today, all of this,is changed and the "programs

/seem well coordinated:
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Two legislative acts, the first in 1948, and: the second in':

1957, established* agencies and procedures which aided in correction

of the situation. An Intersdnisterial Commission established in 1948

defined those responsibilities in the field of rehabilitation which''

were to be assumed-by the Ministries ofoleabors Health, Education, and

the Natidfial-Office of Social Security. This provided a framework on

which to develop a coordinated effort. The 1957 Act provided for the

Central Council for the Vocational and Social Reclassification of Dis-

abled Workers, established ,a procedure' for coll.eating and recording.

information on the incidence -of disability throughout the country and

Promoted efforts, to establish programs and build rehabilitation

and workshops on .a national basis. of these efforts are part
of the national policy a delivering rehabilitation to its handicapped

citizenry.

The Act of. 26 April 1924 providing for the cominlsoiy employ-

ment of war disabled persons may be regarded as the first legislation

on the subject. It compelled' employers in industry, trade and apt:.

who had more than ten regular employees over the age' of 18.to

employ war pensi.oners to the ,extent of 10% of their. total staff. The

Decree of 20 114 1955 extended this obligation to all firms in the

private sectors as well as national concerns, and as a' secondary measure

admitted among the beneficiaries certain categories 4 disabled workers,

such as civilian victims of the war or of industrial accidents.

The nett general text, however, J.s constituted by Act No. 57.1223

of 23 Novembien 1957, whose provisions were harmonized with those of the

Act of 26 April 19214 by Decree No. 59-954 of 3 August 1959 and Act No.

60-114314 of 27 December 1960.
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This legislation provides for a number of measures for the:

resettlement of disabled workers.

For the purpose of this legislation a disabled Worker is
t

understood to mean "any person whose ability to find or keep employ-

neat is dintnished 'owing to physical or mental deficiency or reduced

oaloaditY*"

The claseifidatiOn "disabled worker" is recognized by a

technical body, thi Advieory Board for. the Disabled, in each depart-
s

mint. That Hoard gives advice on the vocational guidance of the

beneficiary. The Employment Board is responsible for geeing.

The general lines of his legislation:

(1) Confirm the'entiilement of all diSabled

workers to rehabilitation, retrainiaeor

vocational training before placing and;

.with this in view, provide certain

additional adtantages (manadJTWOA.W.,

bonus, guaranteelas a minimum income

during atraining t4;se).

(2) Provide for priority of employment both-in

the private and in the public sectors, and

also provide special advantages additional

to the labor contract, particularly as re-

gards wages.

For firms in the private oectort the Anisterial

Decree of 20 September 1963 ilimed,3% as a per-

centage of employment. This perdentage is to

- be to that orwar disabled.meop provided
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that the total does not exceed 10%.

In the public sector, Decree No. 65.1112 of

16 December 1965 laid dawn the conditions for

the employment of disabled workers by the State

departrient and municipalities. They may obtain

such employment as part of the proportion

according to category of job, by means of

"reserved posts", or by normal competition.

The wage for disabled men whose output is con-

siderably diminished cannot be rduced below

the."10% limit of the SHIG without preliminary

authorization by the Advisory Board for the

Disabled or by the Departmental Director of

.Labor and Employment (Decree of 7 February,

1964).

(3) Regulate the various forms of protecieod Work

for all those whcise disablement prevents their

.

placement in a.normal working environment.

Protected workshops have, as often as not,

been established on the initiative of.

associations of disabled persons. * State

contributes to the operational expenditure on

approved workshops thit it approves after

consulting the Higher Council for the ,Vocational

and Social Rehabilitation of Disabled Workers.
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.Disabled workers receive a wage proportionate

to their output.

(4) 'Provide for the granting or loans on trust to

disabled workers directed into independent

activity, according to the rules set out in

Decree NO. 64-1006 of 22 Smptembar 1964.

) Institute a(5 label indicating the origin of

products manufactured by disabled workers*

(Article 3 amended by Act No. 65-97 of

19 NoVember 1965) (5).

C,
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The Republic of Ire laud has an area of over 27,000 square,

Hiles and a. population of about 2,814,000. Its economy is largely

agricultural, thOugh there is increasing emphasis on Industry. The

country is =all in both area and resources.

There is,no complete statistical inforeition as to the maim'

or disabled persons in the country. Returns froihealth authorities
show that 16,292 persons were in receipt of Disabled Persons Allowance

on March 31, 1962. Such allowance is not- payable to persons under 16

'years of age and applicants are subject to a moans test. Disabled

persons maintained In institutions are not eligible .to receive the

allowance.

The hospital system in Ireland is excellent. She 'trains

more physicians than are required for her population. The majority of

physicians who emigrate go to Great Britain, the thited States, Canada,

and Australia. Of the 2,500 physicians in Ireland, about 1,500 are

general practitioners, half of whom are part-time Government employees

caring for the medically indigent under their National Health Progralt1

Under Ireland's National Health Program, free medical service

is provided for all who have infectious diseases without regard to in.

cam. Patients in the middle-0cm. group are eligible for hospital

and other medical services, either free or at moderate charges. There

is a voluntary health insurance scheme to Least the needs of the upper.

Income group In reipmit to the more burdensome items, of medical expenses

(particularly hospital treatment). The plan Includes provision for
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vocational and other rehabilitation services.

There are many,axid varied organizations operating in the

field of rehabilitation in Ireland.

The National Organization for Rehabilitation (NOR) was

established in 1955. The organization is financed by the Minister

for Health out of the Bospital's Trust Fund. Directors receive no

salary for their services and they include representatives of volun-

tary rehabilitation organizations, local authorities, employers, certain

Government departments, and other interested medical and lay people.

The organization has the function of coordinating the activities of

the different organized bodies engaged in the rehabilitation of the

disabled and of advising the Minister for Health on future develop.

meats in the field. i(

Considering centers for the care of blindness, deafness,

cardiac diseases in children, mental defects, orthopedic conditions,

cerebral palsy, there are in Ireland bout 45 institutions with approxi..

nataly 4,600 beds. Between special schools, clinics, occupational

therapy, and special physiotherapy units, there are upwards of 20 day

centers.

In 1961, the Na established a National Medical Rehabili

tation Center at Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital, Dun Laogbaire, Co.

Dublin. This institution provides extensive facilities for the medical

treatment and rehabilitation of disabled persons. It has 100 beds, in-

cluding a special unit for paraplegic patients. A limb-fitting unit is

also there. The principal medical officer of the National Organization

for Rehabilitation is the medical director of the services at the center.

The center is jointly administered by a committee representative of the
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NOR and the Sisters of Mercy who are in charge of the center. NOR is

affiliated' with the International Society for Rehabilitation of the

Disabled.

St. Anthony's Outpatient Medical Rehabilitation Center,

Merrionl Co. Dublin, is operated by The Irieh Sisters of Charity.

There, remedial treatment is given along with physiotherapy,. epeech

therapy, remedial exercises, occupational therapy, and training in the

activities-of "daily living." All of these measures are employed With

the aim of removing or minimizing the disabilities and developing the

capabilities of the handicapped patients.

Rehabilitation Institution, Ltd., opeiates day training

centere In Dublin, Cork, and. Limerick where courses in leathsrwork,

woodwork, gazsentmaking, secretarial work, etc., are provided. The

organization also operates a residential center. for men at Knockanalln

Co. Kildare, where training in agriculture and horticulture ie given.

The institution has a well-organized placement service and operates a

social center for follow-up care of disabled persons whoa they have

trained and placed in employment.

The Polio Fellowship trains and educates persons suffering

from the after effects of polioyelitie. It also operates boot-andA

shoe-repairing workshops and a residential hostel*

The Toghemore Reablenent and Training Center, Tune, Coo

Galway, provides training in woodwork, light farming, horticulture,

boot-and .shoe-making and repairing for disabled men and boys, and works

in close conjunction with Polio Fellowship.

NOR regards objective vocational amassment as a very important

aspect of the problem of helping the handicapped to find their place in
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the commmity. Such aseestient requires not only an evaluation of the

patient but also a study of the requirements of the job.
.

A blind person who has reached the age of 21...years is eligible

for a pensions._ subject to amens test and.i residence qualification.

Payments made by local authorities under blind welfare schemes are

exenptel in applying the means teat.

Blind welfare schemes under the Blind Persons' Act, 1920, is

adainistonmdby the Department of Social Welfare.and is in operation

in all parts of Ireland. Their general purpose is to provide for the

education and training of blind persons in special schools, their in-

dustrial training and employment in workshops, their maintenance in

approved institutions, and the supplementation of wage.. To coordi

nate and centralize activities for employment in workshops, a Board for

the Employment of the Blind was established by the Department of Social

Welfare 16'1957. The Board acquired and equipped a workshop for suit-

able blind workers from all over the country. The central government

and local authorities assist the voluntary agencies working for the

welfare of the blind to dam the cost of specialized training of

blind persona who can profit b7 it.

There is a nonresidential center run by the Board for the

Employment of the Blind at Upper Baggot Street, Dublin; 68-70 blind

persons are employed here. The workshops at this center deal in basket-

work and mattress making and the Board appoints teachers and employs a

placement officer.

SoMe 'principal voluntary aganoin working for the welfare of

the blind are:

1. The National League of the Blind ip Ireland which
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has among its aims the prevention of blindness

and the elimination of infectious diseases of

the eye, and the general protection of the

interests of the blind, and the regulation of trade .a

relations for blind workers.

2.. National Council for the Blind of Ireland works

for the prevention of blindness and the promotion

of the welfare of the blind, by providing the home

teaching and visiting ,service, placement service,

and the provieion of radio seta.

3. The Irish Anoociation for the Blind which maintains

andoperates a braille printing service runs a

lending library of braille publications and publishes

a qwarterly magazine in braille type.
i

There is no clear imowledge of the extent of deafness in the
.

country. It is believed, however, that there are few, if any, deaf-

mutes who are not receiving care or education and training.

There are speech therapy centers at Temple Street Children's

Hospital, Dublin, National Children's Hospital, Harcourt Street, Dublin,

and St. Anthony's Medical Rehabilitation Centre, Merrion, Dublin. A

speech therapist also visits the National Medical Rehabilitation Center

and several hospitals on a regular basis.

nThere is one resid tial clinic, operated by a voluntary body.-

the National Association fo Cerebral Palsy Iitc11,--at Bray, County Wicklow,

with facilities for physiotherapy, speech therapy, and education. Thi7.

association also has a clinic and day school at Sandymount, Dublin. It

is a member of the ISRD1 8 Commission on Cerebral Palsy.



There are 15 residential institutions for mentally

capped persons with approximate3,7 2,703 beds.

Approximately 8,000 persons were discharged from district

Ismael hospitals during the year 1959 and approximately 3,000 from

private mental hospitals. The Rehabilitation Institution Ltd., al..

ready referred to, adiiits a small proportion of former mental patients

to its training courses and has been successful in training and placing

in employment a number of ouch patients.

Swazation

The National Or,ganization for Rehabilitation (NCR), established

in 1955, is administered under the National Health Program. The organi-

zation's prograM is financed through the Rinister for Health out of the

Hospital's Trust Fund. Fres medical and related rehabilitation services

are provided handicapped individuals. Directors of the Trust Fund re-

ceive no remuneration for their services. The directors are repro.

eentattires of voluntary rehabilitation organizatione, local authoris.

ties, employers, governrsent' and other interested ley or professional

pereonei. This organization coordinates-the numerous activities of the

different groups engaged in the vocational rehabilitation of the dim.

abled and dieUvantaged. .

Rehabilitation centers and workshops for the care of the

blind, deaf, cardiac, mentally mentally ill, orthopedically
To.

handicapped and cerebral palsied number over fifty, with a bed capacity

of over 5,000. Along with these institutions there are over twenty-

five special schools, clinics, occupational therapy units, and especial

physiotherapy centers.

ri
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The National Policy ebreesee rehabilitation to eraployment

for the disabled and disadvantaged, vitt= possible. The health commit-

ment ie strong and indnebrial cooperation 1.1expeeted.

-
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=Alum,

The area comprises 30,506 square kilometers oz O. 11,775

English square miles; and the total populAion is estimated to be

9,104,000. It is fUndammmtally a manufacturing country, but agri.:.

culture and forestry are important.

The first law in Belgium instituting a national

tation program was enacted by the Belgian Parliament on 28 April 1958.

The idea of social resettlement of disabled persons was first

established in the Act of 11 Decenber'1919 on war victims. This act,

- which is imbued with the idea of compensation, set out to resettle in

) economic life citizens whose earning ability had suffered as a result

. of their having fought for their country.

In 1945,in the Decree of 28 December 1944, a system of social

security in Belgium was established. A similar.. system covered other

-categories of disabled persons.

The social SeOurity system comprised the following sectors:

1. Sickness and.disablement,ineurance

2. Unemployment--

3. Old-age insurance

4. Family allowances

5. Annual holidays, for workers

In each of thee() sectors, provision was made for the rehabili-

tationof certain beneficiaries.

In the context of sickness and disablement insurance, pro-
.

vision was made not only%for medical benefits but also, in certain

cases, for help with medical and ocOpational rehabilitation,

The system liketri.se contained prOvis io n s in respect to 'Am...

employment insurance, whereby services were available for the vocational

rehabilitation of unemployed persons;, whether fit or disabled.



All these legal provisions provided disabled persons with a

variety of benefits, but no safeguard was given as to the continuity of

a complete, coordinated' resettlement program. A disabled person might

well be entitled to certain benefits at certain stages in his life, de-

pending on the legislation applicable to him at the tiMes without nec-

essarily being covered by the provisions of the law throughout all the

phases of the rehabilitation process.

The Belgian Government's study of the problems of rehabili-

tation, and especially of the coordination of rehabilitation measures

for disabled persons in Belgium, took its inspiration from the re-

search work done by the Joint Committee of Western European Union, and

in particular the recommendation adopted in May 1950 (and revised in'

November 1958) on policy-on the rehabilitation of the disabled.

The Act of 1958, known as the outline law, set the limits

within which a' public institution (the National Fund for the Social

Resettlement of the Disabled) was able to operate and entrusted the

Managmwmat'Board with the task of studying'the applicability of the

outline law.

The Management Board, t up under this Act of 28 April 1958,

established a program of social resettlement for the disabled.

The Act of 14 February-1961 dissolved the Fund pet up under
4.

the Act of 28 April '1958 and conferred its powers on -the National

ployment Office.

A bill passed by the legislative chambers became the Act of

16 April 1963 on the Social Resettlement of the. Disabled.

Under the Act of 16 April '1963, a disabled- person is guaran

teed all the benefits of rehabilitation, while at the teMe time recourse

is available Wherever possible to the various scheme for compensation or
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damnification to which the disabled person is entitled Under the relevant

welfare provisions.
#

The Act of 16 April 1963 appliee to persons of Belgian nation-

ality. and to persCas of foreign'nationality meeting Certain special

conditione whose prospects of employment are effectively *paired as

a result of an insufficiency or dimiintionef at least 30% of their

physical powers or at least 20% of their mental powers.

The aim of the legislature is to ensure that all disabled

persons are. aware of the benefits available to them under this Act,

and the Royal Decree of 5 July 1963 for the implementation of this Act

provides that the NationalFUnd for the Social Resettlement of the

Disabled must see to it that disabled"persons likely to benefit from

social resettlement are detected, by using advertising to publicize

its functions and the facilities available.

Once the disabled persons are detected, the next step is to

determine whether they meet the stated reqiirenmnts, i.e., whether they

are of Belgian nationality -.or satisfy certairrsapecial conditions if

they are aliens - and are suffering !ran a reduction of least 30% of

their physical, ors.tleast 20% of their mental, powers.

In the text of the regulations, this operation is referred to

as "registration ". Registration is applied for by the disabled person

himself or his legal representative.

the value of functional or medical rehabilitation is acknowl-

edged in the text of the Act of 16 April 1963.

Functional or medical repabilitation,is an extension of medical

treatment proper, in that it provides the disabled person not only with

the best medical care but also with facilities for training his residual
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capacities for productive work.
.

The /loyal Decree of 5 July 1963 :,spells out tXe.services on

which the National Fund may call in the context of this medical or

Nnctional rehabilitation. They are:

(a) the determination of the origin and nature

of'thecondition, and the treatment to be

applied;

(b) .the usual medical and pharmaceutical aervices;

(o) surgical treatment;

(d) treatment either by the doctor or by auxiliary

rehabilitation staff as prescribed by the

functional rehabilitation specialist, n par-.,
.4

ticular physiotherapy and occupational therapy;

enrollment in an approved functional rebabili-(5)

49 tation center or service;

(f) hospitalization in an establishment other than

.a center or service ais mentioned ih (e);

(g) the supplying, fitting, maintaining and replacing

of prostheses -and orthopedic appliances.

It is the duty of the National Fund to advise the disabled

person of the medical or surgical treatment most likely to ensure the

highest degree of functional recovery and make him able, or better able,

to take employment.

The Fund also has to bear the cost of the disabled person's

recommended rehabilitation treatment, either in whole or in part, where

this is justifiedphaVing regard to anyipart of the cost borne other-

wise in accordance with the law or other reeulations, or by the die-

:
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abled person himself or his family.

This last provisioreatablished, the residual character opi

the legislation of 16` 1963 by requiring the National Fund to
1 1

intervene only when the other bodies involVed in compensation-or re'.

medial action have fixed their share in the cost of the benefits pro-

vided a

In Belgium, two types of centers were established;

multimpntpoee, multi...specialty centers in which a precise diagnosis,

which is often difficult, and medical rehabilitation, can be carried

out with every possible safeguard; and tecondly, single specialty or

multipurpose centers reeponsible for carrying out subsequent checks

and prognoses but mainly concerned with the application of rehabili-

tation techniques.

The National Fund for Social Resettlement me some 60% of

the cost of building, furnishing and equipping functional rehabili-

tation centers, and also subsidizes their operation.

Belgium has a network of vocational guidance centers and

psycho- medico.. social centers. These services are available for the

guidance of all persona, whether fit or disabled.

The work which these centers have to do makes it difficult

for than to specialize in the problems of the disabled, and thei are

often faced with very real difficulties when they are required to ad-

vise certain disabled people whose.disibility is such, or so serious,

that they cannot be treated in the same way as normal persons.

The legislation provides for specialization in the vocational

guidance services available to disabled persons. Such guidance must

take account simultaneously not only of the requirements which arise
,fk
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from the peredn's charabter, occupational Skill or inclinations, but

also of the possible repercussions on his behaviour of the guidance

given and of his employment proOpects

'Accordingly, under the legislation of 1963, the National

Fund may have recourse to two types of institutions:

"ordinary".institutians, i.e., educational or

vocational guidance bureaux or psycho- medico-

social centers

"specialized" institutions, i.e., vocational

guidance centers or services set up iirnder the

Act of 1963.

Under the Regulations drawn up in trfte framework of the National

Rehabilitation Programme, the special skilld'of certain vocational guid-

ance officers and psychologists are recognized by the approval of such

°officers and psychologists ati competent to:

(a) either assess intelligence, or

(b) to selfless intelligence and personality°

There are appro:dmately 100 such approved practitioners.

The National. Rehabilitation Progr eamm provides for three ways

in which the National Fund for the Social Resettlement of the Disabled

can assist in this matter:

,,, 10 It may help with travel and accommodation, costs

when disabled persons attend an ordinary educa-

tion establishment and incur exceptional ex-

penditure in travelling to it;

20 It may pax.thl.cotits of vocational training, i.e.,

course fees, teaching materials, etc., where the

persons .boncerned are regarded as undergoing

0
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vocational training, i.e., when their courses

constitute a direct means of access to an

occupation;

3. It may pay special illotinaiceswhen courses are

regarded as vocational-training, leading directly

to employment, or when the studies have been

interrupted or their cost is so high that the

person concerned, or his family, could not bear

it without' hardship.

Vocational training for disabled persons is generally pro-

vided by the educational establishments as an extension of general

education.

The Royal Decree of 5 July 1963 lists the following types

of vocational training arrangements for disabled persons:

1. School education required for placement purposes

and assimilated in particular cases to vocational.

training, rehabilitation or retraining.

This assimilation is decided by the Management
a

Board of the National Fund within the limits and

conditions laid down by the Ministry of Labour

and Employment.

2. An apprenticeship in industry, business, the

Merchant Navy or fishing.

3. A special apprenticeship for the vocational re-

habilitation of disabled persons.

4, A training or vocational rehabilitation contract

.9 entered into:
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- either with one of the national employment

office centers providing rapid occupational

training courses for adults,

or, with another center providing a einiIar

rapid course.

5. A training or vocational rehabilitation contract

entered into with a training or vocational retie:bin-

tation center for the disabled.

Such a contract must be entered into with a center

for the training or vocational rehabilitation of

disabled persons, with priority given to disabled

persons registered with the National Fund.

The Royal Decree of 5 July 1963 defines the obligations of a

disabled person bound by a training or vocational rehabilitation con-

tract (these obligations being intended to ensure the success of his

training), and also defines the centerts'obligations toward the die-,

abled person.

'A 'special apprenticeship contract. mast be entered into through

the intermediary. of the National Fund and with its approval.: It is con-
d.

eluded between the disabled person or-his legal repreasatative and the

employer.

The National Fund may withdraw its approval in specified

circumstances.--

is essential to note that the above-mentioned personnel

be employe4 a sheltered workshop.

During his vocational training or rehabilitation, the din.
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abled person is covered by the social security scheme if he-is bound

by a training or vocational rehabilitation contract or a special api

prenticeihip for the vocatiamaimalabilitation.of the disabled.

He also receives alloWances and supplementary wages which,

together with the indemnities and allowances payableAio him as a dim..

abled person, must bring his earnings up to the amount of the allowances

paid to fit workers admitted to vocational rehabilitation whew' by

the .Nltional Labour Office.

In addition, the National Fund for the Social Resettlement

of the Disabled refunde the travel and hiring. expenses incurred try-

euch people in travelling to, or living in, the place where they re-

ceive their training or vocational rehabilitation. /

In the Act of 16 April 1963, the Belgian Parliament estab..

liehed the following principles:

(a) compulsory employment of disabled persons in

private, industrial, commercial and agriculture/

enterprises;

(b) compulsory employment in governEent departments

and public utilities;

(c) employmmat or self-employment in trades and

crafts;

(d) employment in sheltered workshops.

The Act places an obligatidn on private enterprises, govern.

meat departments and public utilities to employ disabled persons.

It should be pointed out that the Ministry of Labour and Rao

ployment organized a national campaign for the resettlement of the die.

abled in 1970 and 1971, which was aimed particularly at firms and am.
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plop:opt possibilities.

It is important to mention here that, in order to assist with

the integration of disabled persons into economic life, the Belgian

Programme provides that the State may: A

1. pay a share of the wages and social charges pay-

able by the employer;

20 pay for any Job modifications;

3. contribute towards the cost of tools and clothing;

4. contribute, in. exceptional cases, towards the

travel costs of certain disabled persons.

Privateglrms employing at least 20 staff are required to

eaplOy a certain number of disabled persons who.meet the conditioneof

Article 1 of the Act (nationality and percentage disability). This

number of disabled persons is fixed by the Crown for each neot6r of

activity on the advice.of,the competent joint committee, or where no

such committee exists, on the adviceof the National Labour Council.

The number of disabled persons to be employed by government

departments and pablic' utilities is laid down in an order issued by the,

Council of Ministers.

Arrangements have, therefore, to be made in this connection.

It is pointed out, however, that a Royal Norse of 1 December

1964 already ,makes provision for special rules on the admission of dis-

abled persons to "public" employment.

The employment or self-employment of disabled persons in trades

and crafts is also encouraged by the Royal Decree which stipulates that

the National Fund shall grant or back loans, with interest or interest-

free, in money or in kind, to a disabled person whose training Or social
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resettlement prospects justify this form of assistance.

The legislation also .provides for disabled persons to be em-

ployed in sheltered workshops when the nature or gravity of their dis-

ability makes it impossible for them to be employed in a normal firm.

In certain cases,-the disability is so serious that the person

concerned' is incapable, either temporarily or permanently, of working in

normal conditions.

This does not mean - far from it - that such disabled persons

are completely unemployable.

Special workshops known as "sheltered workshops" have been

created for them, to provide conditions in which they are able to Work.

By the suitable allocation of individual tasks and adjust-

ment of the rate of work, these workshops are organized in such a way

as to take account of the occupational abilities of each disabled person

employed in them.

Quite clearly, since the labor force in such workshops can

hardly compete with that in ordinary firms, sheltered workshops suffer

at the outset from a lack of economic viability which has to be cum.

pensated.by appropriate assistance on the part of the public authori-

ties.

The assistance granted by the National Fund for the Social

Resettlement of the Disabled is of three kinds:

- operating subsidies;

- grants for the establishment, extension and.

fitting up. of workshops;

- participation in the cost of wages and social

charges, participation in staff remuneration

and in the cost of industrial health services.
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While sheltered workshops are undomiShly uneconomic to in

with, it is nevertheless importantto bear in mind that, in view of the

very considerable support which they receive from the public authori-

ties, such workshops can achieve remarkable economic and financial re-

sults, provided they organize their production wisely and are con-

tinually on the lookout for economically rewarding and competitive work.

It is obvious that, in the present-day economic situation,

Sheltered workshops can play an appreciable part, particularly'. in the

field of subcontracting.

While the results achieved by the nationalprograM are

distinctly positive, as is apparent from the preceding sections, it

is in the sheltered workshops that the most spectacular progress has

been made..

The Fund pays up to 60 percent, with a ceiling sometimes

applied, of the cost of establishing, extending and fitting up these

workshops.

In addition,. it pays the workshops a sum of 3,900 Francs

per quarter for each disabled person employed in them.

BOWever, the most important factor is undoubtedly the share

of the wages and social charges paid by the:National Fund, which grants

sheltered workshops a subsidy of 70%, and in some cases 100%, of the

remuneration paid).

It should not be inferred from a consideration of these

arrangements that the economic viability of sheltered workshops is,

as it were, guaranteed by the National Fund. The problem facing these

workshops are many and varied and make life extremely difficult for

them, at least in the initial stages*
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It will be realized that a great many precautions have to be

taken when a sheltered workshop is opened in order to ensure, in the

first place, continnitqvin the work and, in the second place, economic.

viability. u

The success or failure of a workshop of this kind undoubtedly

rests on the choice of work, the choice of workers, and last but not

least, the choice of those responSible for day.to.day management.

Where the director of a sheltered workshop has both a good

business 'sense and a sense of, social responsibility, the workshop is

almost certain to achieve its objective.

We would in no way suggest that these two qualities are the

only guarantees'of economic viability, but it is surely safe to say

that they are powerful trump cards.

The effects of applying thiS policy of pmmoting sheltered

workshops have not been slow in appearing; it meta real need, which

had often been expressed but was always held back by the lack of

coherent action and reliable support.

Before 1963, sheltered workshops had systematically to look

for ways of ensuring their livelihood, and in the last resort they were

dependent on charity.

The rise in the numbers of sheltered workshops is significant

in thin respect.

Starting with 18 approved sheltered workshops in 1956, the

numbers have risen as follows:

1964 : 36

1965 = 46 ( + 10)

1966 58 ( + 12)
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I.

1967

1968

1969

31.11 70:

:

;

:

88

114

(

(

(

(

20)

+ 10)

+ 1)

+ 12)

The number of workers employed in them rose over the same

period followse

751 in 1964

1,190 in '1965

1,1360 in 1966

2,488 in 1967

3,386 in 1968

4,219 in 1969 and

5,095 on 30.9..70

A is apparent from these two seta of figures for Sheltered

workshops.-and workers that while the number of such workshops has only.

trebled in the space of six years, the number of people.working in them

has increased more th4 sixfold.

This,. means that some existing workshops have Increijed th'eir

work opacity by extending either their,presiees or the -nature of their

activities, and that new workshops have planned their activities on a
tl

`larger scale than would have previously been possible.

Another encouraging factozi'is undoubtedly the change which ,
4 " 5

has taken place in the concept of tlie sheltered workshop itself.

Wiieres, prior to 1963, Workshops for handicapped people were

often regarded as places where these ',unfortunates" came to earn -a.

little mom*, they have now take i- on the structure of real firms "Aare

worker; receive wages and are affiliated with a Social security scheme.
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This in:itselfyould not mean 'a great deal, were it not that

it goes hand in hand With a considerable change in, the attitude to dis-

abled workers and the atmosphere. inside the Workshop".

Illiereas, before 1963, it was rare to find a sheltered work-

shop anywhere but in old dilapidated buildings abandoned by industry,

it is now common to find workshops whose premises and fittings are on

a par with buildings in the new industrial zones.

All these factors together help disabled persons, many of

whom have had no opportunity hitherto to do a job of any kind, to work"

happily in bright, well-ventilated buildings and a dynando, reassuring

atmosphere. 14:

It is very gratifying to find that,a great many products on

the market have been either manufactured or handled, in whole or in

part, by people in sheltered workshops, without any publicity (which.
t^.

we woad regard as unhealthy) being.giVed.to the fact.,

The promotion of Sheltered workshops, and the changes in

their structures and the attitudes toward theml'have quite clearly

been encouraged both by the .rules for approval and subsidy drawn up

by the National ftid, and by the subsidies and other forms. of aseis

tance provided.

It often happens that the social resettlement of disabled

persons is impeded by various obstacles of a material kind.

In particular, certain disabled persons need:

- to have their oar adapted that they can drive

it themselves;

- to have their home$ altered to enable them to

Move about without difficulty and make use of
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modern amenities;

- to buy essential apparatus - for example, many

blind people need a recorder and a great many

people with motor disabilities need a wheel-

chair.

In such cases the National Fund for the Social Resettlement

of the Disabled makes social assistance grants to help meet expenditures
. 4 I

incurred in compensating for the material disadvantages of a disability.

It is also pointed out that the National Fund can also make

special awards to disabled persons who have achieved particular die-

unction in the professional, sporting or cultural field.

The various aspects of this Belgian rehabilitation program

have not only had a direct'effect'onthe resettlement of the disabled,

but have also helped to create a completely new psychological atmosphere

surrounding the problem of the disabled, in which pity and charity have
0 ,

t,

given way to a more realistic approach through effective-actiono

The Ministry of Labour and Employment organi4ed in 1970 and

1971 a massive information, campaign -which included fiTi.i; the holding

of a schoolle competition, the distribution of folderd, the sending df

a message to all employers in Belgium, and the organization of lectures,

seminars'and preis conferences, all this with the aim of bringing about

a better understanding of the disabled and, hence, of the objective

value of theii labor.

Public opinion seems'to have responded particularly well to

these measures and the Belgian delegation is endeavoring to evaluate
e:

their actual impact.
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Summation,

r

The Act of.1.1. October 1919, amended by those of 16 April 1929,

28 June 1956 and 10 July 1957, set up the "Oeuvre Nationale des Invalides

deguerre" (0. N. I. a.).

A Royal Ordei of 1.1 October 1957, amended by another of 25

February 1960, makes this public institution responsible for looking

after, in every way, the material and moral welfare of the disabled..

Some..of its responsibilities are:

To ensure that general or specific medical or

pharmaceutical treatment for all types of in-

firmities, whether a result of war or not, is

provided free of charge. This aid is given

according to the scale fixed by the Ministerial

Order of 30 December .959, amended by that of

17 July 1963.

- To supply, repair or replace prosthetic and

orthopaedic-appliances necessitated by war

injuries. The O. N. I. G. has a compdttee:on

prostheses which is responsible'for approving

suppliers of prosthetic appliances and for

fixing prices.

To'promote the vocational rehabilitation and

- resettlement of the beneficiaries. Vocational
,

rehabilitation is a facility granted an'the

basis of fairly generous rules, but in theory

At is permitted only if the disable person is

Unfit to pursue his former occupation or if his
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wages are not adequate to provide a decent

standard of living for him and hisfamily.

- The capacities and aptitudes of the disabled

person must first be established by nedical/

psychotechnical examination for vocational

guidance pfirposes to ensure that apprentice-
.

ship or studies will be of benefit. These

examinations are carried out by either the

13.

normal or the specialized vocational' guidance

services or by the medico-psychosociat reset-tie-

mentcenter at the headquarters of 0. N. 10 G.

Rehabilitation is effected either collectively,

in an ordinary,or a special ichool, In a center

set up by the National Employment Office to prO-

vide's, rapid course in vocational training with

skilled craftsmen or in industry.

- During the apprenticeship period the disabled

person is paid a subsistence allowance from,

which social security payments must be deducted,

and which is subject tothe supervisiontof the

National Social Security Office.

- The cost of apprenticeship is borne chiefly by

the O. No I0 G.'which pays the course,fees4 the
fr.

cost of books, standard equipment, etc. and

travel expenses.

- To grant loans to promote the employment of-dis-

abled persons in a craft or independent occupation.
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- To see that adequate employment is. found for

the disabled Person in an occupation compatible

with'his physical condition and to ensure on his

behalf, t1iat he is given the regulation priority

on pUblic,posta and reconunend.hirtio if need be, to

employers is order to. achieve hislreintegration

in the'labormarket.

In addition,to.t he 0. N. iv Go, the Oevre NatiOnale.des

Anciens Combattants (National War Veterans Association) (Acts of 15

March 1936, 15 July 1939, 28 March 1951, coordinated by the Royal

Order of 13 September 1951 and amended by the Act of 28 June 1956) is

responsible for protecting ail the material and moral interests of its

beneficiaries. Some of its responsibilities are:

- To fake or cause to be taken in their favor, all

necessary or opportune measures, in particular in

the matter of education, apprenticeship; vocational

retraining, assistance. in finding work and with

.Social Security; and to act similarly when the age

of the disabled person, his injuries or infirmity,

make social assistance necessary.)

- To take action with the competent authorities to

help disabled persons to obtain financial assis-

tance, particularly for the purpose of finding

employment in a omits trade or profession, or of

purchasing a house or land. The aim of vocational

training is to do everything possible,to provide
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the best possible conditions for the exercise,

with maximum afficiency.Of the occupation or

profession best suited to the disabled person.

Coordination of policy for the employment of disabled persons

is the responsibility of the National Fund for 'the Social Resettlement-

of the Disabled(FNRSH)0

By virtue of Section 22 of the Act of 16 April 1963 on the

Social Resettlement of the Disabled, the National Employment Office is

responsible for finding ,employment for disabled' persona who have regis-.

tered with the FNRSH, who have completed rehabilitation courses, and

who are fit to work in private firms.

To this end) the National Fund requires didabled Persons who

are fit for and seeking work to register with it.

Every precaution is taken to assure that all disabled persona

for whom employment is foud,.are physically fit and have the skills

required to do the work offered them. The policy of promoting the

vocational training and rehabilitation of disabled persons, which in

some cases enabled such persons ia.acquire higher skills, makes it

possible for the FNRSH to find suitable selected employment for them.

Section 21 (1)(1) of the Act of 16 April 1963on the Social

Resettlement of the Disabled makes it ompulsory for all industrial,

commercial and agricultural undertakings employing a staff of more than

twenty to employ a certain proportion of disabled persons. Provision

is made for representatives to have a voice in fixing the percentage

of disabled persona who must by laW be employed in various types of

undertakings.

The number of disabled persons who must be employed in each

branch of activity is to be fixed by Royal Order.
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Four essential measures, the cost of which is borne by the

National Fund, have been adapted to further the reintegration of dis-

abled persons into the economy. They are as fellows:

- A contribution from the Fund to wages and ,social

charges for a maximum ',dried of ono year is pro-

Vided for by Ministerial Decree of January

1968. This measure appges only for a limited

time and is justified not by the lower output of

.the disabled person, but solely by his greater

difficulty in adapting to the work because of his

disablement.

- The Ministerial Order of 17 March 1965 specifies

when and how a financial contribution may be made

to the cost"of providing a suitably fitted work

bench .
F

- Provision i8 tade in the Ministerial Order of

17 March 1965 for a contribution to the cost,of

tools and working clothes as part of the policy

to encourage the employment of disabled persons.

- The Ministerial Decree of 17 November 1965 pre-

scribes that the National Fund may grant or

guarantee, loans When the employment of a dia

abled person so requires.

Accordihg to Section 21 (1)(2) of the Act of 16 April 1963
-

on the Social Resettlement of the Disabled, public authorities and

public utility companies are obliged to emplhy a certain nuMberof

disabled persona (a Royal Order under discussion by the Government is

614
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to lay down the number of disabled workers who must be employed).

Since loyment in a public department carries with it sUb-

'sttiatial advanta s for the employees the Royal Order of 30 March 1939

laid dawn very severe rules for recruitment which were relaxed con-

/
siderably in the Royal Order of 1 December 1964: no obstacle is set in

the way of a disabled candidate provided employment in a public poet,

involves no danger either to himself or to others and he is physically

and mentally fit for the work.

To mark its determination to promote the full integration

of the disibled person into the staff structures the grounds for his

rejection must be communicated to the National FUnd if he is registered

with it. The Fund subsequently sends its observations on the decision

to the Health Department.

With a view to ensuring that the largest possible number of

..isable,persons is gainfully employed, consideration has been given

to those who are incapable of holding their own in a normal firm. Pro-

vision is made in Section 23 of the Act of 16 April 1963 on the Sadie'

Resettlement of the Disabled for placing such disabled persons in

sheltered workshops.

It is the responsibility of the National Fund for the Social

Resettlement of the Diaableds whobe task it is to implement this policy,

to increase the number 'of sheltered workshops. This encouragement takes

the form of various types of grants which are made subject to fulfill-

ment of the obligations which official recognition places upon such

workshops.

Provision is made in legislation for subsidies to sheltered

workshops to ensure their proper running or to enable them to be expanded.
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A Ministerial Order:of 17 March 1965, providing for grants

toward the running costs of recognized sheltered workshops, 'has-al-

ready resulted in the distribution of large sums of money to them.

This has subsequently been modified and completed by Ministerial

'Decrees of 114 May 1965, 24 December 1965, 19 February 1968 and 8 April

1971 (5).
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THE NETHERLANDS

The Netherlands or Holland has a population of approximately

11,721,416 and an area of 12,616 square miles. It has a large dairy

industry and 30.percent of the area is devated to domestic and commer-

cial farming. Industries include shipbuilding, machinery manufacture,

chemicals, textiles, brewing, and electrical and radio manufacturing

which enable her to be one of the leading nations in commerce and

industry.

j.
Voluntary societies for the care and training of physically and

mentally handicapped were first organized in the latter part of the

19th century.

Up to the end of World War II, medical was the only aspect of

rehabilitation of the disabled for which facilities and a program had

been developed.

Medical care and rehabilitation programs for the disabled are

provided for under a compulsory health insurance program supervised

by the Ministry of Social Affairs and Public Health. The program is

operated through a network of over 100 privately managed funds. Medical

care is provided by private physicians and hospitals through an arrange-

ment almilAr to the U.S. Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans. An Individual

requiring rehabilitation services maybe referred by a physician to a

hospital or rehabilitation center. Physical therapy treatments may be

obtained on prescription of a physician. These centers are in different

sections of the country, and in nearly all of the 11 Provinces there are

Foundations for Rehabilitation (Revalidatie Stechtingen). Each center

has a staff of a doctor, nurses, social worker, and administrative officer.
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In addition to the centers involved in rehabilitation, there also are

the, Government Insurance Bank and three Federal Labor Unions. There is

an Old-Age, Invalidity, and Survivors Insurance System, supervised by

the'same Ministry, under which covered members are entitled to sickness

cash benefit allowances.

An acute labor shortage followed the war and this provided impetus

to development of vocational retraining and job placement aspects of

rehabilitation. The Municipal Social Employment Provision for. Manual

Workers was established in 1949 by the Ministry of Social Affairs and

Public Health. The baiic purpose ofthe program was to find production

work suited to capabilities of unemployed manual workers, particularly

the disabled, and to assist the workers to restore and increase their

working capacity. The work to be undertaken is intended to be in open

competitive employment. In any event, whether the work was in competi-

tive employment, sheltered employment* or at home, the work was to be

productive and add to the nation's resources. An important goal also

le fof each disabled worker to attain complete rehabilitation insofar

as podsible* of his working capabilities.

Most local communities assumed responsibility for aiding war dis-

abled individuals to obtain retraining and job placement. A board, made

up of three representatives of the community and three members of trade

unions, guides the program of each indivudual. Out of this has developed

a program of sheltered employment workshops organized by the municipali-

ties but supported by State subsidies. By 1959, there were around 22,400

people thus employed, 9,800 in open-air projects and 120600 in sheltered

workshops. The largest category, nearly 18,000 were the physically and

mentally handicapped.
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Provision is made by the government for selection and'placement of

the disabled through the district labor exchange offices. In the 19301s
,--

officials were appointed in several larger cities to assist the di'sabled

in finding employment. There now is a placement officer at each labor

exchange office who is especiAlly trained for the placement of handicapped

persons. In each Province there is one who is specifically trained to

help the blind. The labor office can assist the disabled person in var..

ious ways, such as place him in a normal industrial job at full wage if

practicable; give him additional training if necessary, and pay him an

extra allowance during the training period; send him to a GOvernment

training center if he needs training for a new occupation; place him in

a sheltered workshop if this seems the best solution, from which in

some instances he moves on into industry (by 1956 nearly 200 ahelte

workshops had been established, with about 7,000 employees); provide him

with work in his own home setting, if there is adequate supervision and

contact with a nearby sheltered workshop and give him training for a

new occupation by means of a correspondence course as in the case of

patients at a sanatorium.

The Government plays a major role in e fields of vocational train-

bag and placement, but in all other aspects o rehabilitation, the influ-

ence of the voluntary agencies is present.--. Government and private re-

habilitation efforts are coordinated by an advisory council on rehabili-

tation. There are some 2k!!?ore private foundations or societies con-

cerned with the care of the disabled. Their functions which are growing

and expanding are Coordinated by the Netherlands Central Society for the

Care of the Disabled, organized in 1899,.which is the principal national

organization instrumental in developing the general program for the
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-disabled. The So'ciety maintains a social work staff which provides

consultation services to agencies throughout the country. The Society

is the national affiliate organiiation of the International Society

for Rehabilitation of the Disabled (1SHD)
-

Among the rehabilitation departments or centers and workshops are

the following:

The Rehabilitation Department, Rotterdam, is.a separate wing of 0'

a large .hospital. It was established in 19590 The department receives
4

patients chiefly from Rotterdam and surrounding areas. The program of\ -
the department is closely allied to a teaching hospital and consultant-

.

services are available. The medical staff consists principally of

orthopedic !specialists.

THe District Sheltered Workshop, in Dordrecht was established in 1952

as a community korkshop by the Alderman of Social Welfare of Dordrecht.°

In 1954, it was made a District Soci rkshop under the program of

the tfunicipal Social Eraployinent Provision for Manual'Workere0 An, ad-

.-mission.coramitteiCtlf the workshop receives referrals from the
8

of social support of the individual's hose community. His referral is

discussed by a Medical and workshop revi r team to determine th9program

to which he will be assigned. Control /reports of progress are maintained
. .

. -,
on all workers to determine improvement in each case. w

The categories. of work tasks pe °limed normally under subcontract,

arrangemen s. include manufacture of lectric motors 'and, vacuum cleaners,

wiring assemblies for television sets and record players; assembly of

electric switches, manufacture of locks and hardware, also of steel

furniture for institutions, welding work, lacquer and spray painting,
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addressograph and stamping work. Outdoor work includes maintenance.

'of public gardens, parks; and forestS. Virtually all forms of disa-

bility,are represented among.the workers. Financial support comes

from the State and froi the municipalities, but 'the profit'from sub-

contract work provides a major part of the operating budget.

The Military Rehabilitation Center at Doom provides a program of

posthospital treatment. Patients are provided social and vocational

counseling to assist them in adjusting to civilian life. Almost all

financial esuf3port comes from the State.

Rehabilitation Center of the Social Insurance Bank at Amsterdam

was eStablished around 1950 and serves Amsterdam and a large surrounding

area. This center's program is directly related to the large Burger

Hospital.

The Princess Beatrix Polio Foundation Center in Rotterdi was

established in 1960 to provide comprehensive care and treatment of

postpolio victims suffering from severe respiratory disability due to

paralysis.

Children's Rehabilitation Centers at Beetsterwaag and at

Amheim, are operated by privately established foundations known as
T

the Cornelia Stitching and Johanna Stitching, founded respectively in

1915 and 1900. The center at Arnheim, established in 1959, has been

-developed as a completely comprehensive rehabilitation center for

children withk their medical, educational, and social-psychological

needs all centered in one facility. The vocational and occupational

theiapy sections are integrated with the.entire progrith.

The center at Beetsterwaag, established 11915, was originally a
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sanitoritun for-children. Follqwing the polio epidemic of 1956, ite

chief emphasis has been on medical rehabilitation.

Voluntary contributions, the support of foundations. and State and
1

-Provincial welfare funds provide the flnahces necessary for the operation

of most of these institutions.

St. Maartens Rehabilitation Center at Nijegen which was established

in 1925 and sponsored' by a Roman,Catholic organization, handles,neallY

300 men, women and children. It has a comprehensive program of occupa-

tional therapy and vocational training. Financial support i-a received

from foundations and the State throw the Ministry of Social Affairs

and Provincial welfare agencies..

The Netherlands Organization-of the Blind which was established

in' 1947 coordinates all important institutions for the blind. The

Foundation for the Rehabilitation of the Adult Blind, founded in 19542
, -

provides social work, counseling and psychological services and arranges

training and other services for the blind who are over 21 years of

age. It develops placement and employment opportunitieb for this dis-

abled group. -

A'

In additionito the above, there are four workshops which provide

employment for blind persons, two librarie's with braille publishing

facilities and a guide-dog center service. Three organizations of the

blind3166-Offer some service to supplement those of the schools and

institutions. There are four schools for the education and vocational

training of the blind children and adults.

Vocational training, education, gUidance and placement are avail-.

able for all categories of the disabled. The blind can receive training

to become typists, steftotypists, telephone operator or office workers.
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fr
To train blin0 boys for employment ig normal industrial situations, new

...-

machines are being used. Deaf boys can receive training in typesetting,

shoemaking, bakingr housepainting, masonry, cabinetmaking and metal

working, while deaf girls, like blind girls, are given domestic science

k

training to become housewives or housekeepers.

SUMMATION

The Industrial Accident Act of 1921 provides for rehabilitation

treatment (financed by the "Sociale Verzekeringe--Bank") aswill as

for the treatment of occupational diseases, the payment of allowances

during the period of vocational rehabilitatiOn and the supply of appliances.

The 1966 14dustrial Disability Insurance Act replaces the pro-

visions on long-term benefits to incorporate in the 1921 Industrial.

Accident -Act on accidents in agriculture and the 1919 Act on accidents

to seafarers. Li..
\,

The general Special Sickness Expense Act (1967) has now guaranteed

special medical, care for the whole population of the Netherlands, in

parpicular long-term nursing for the physically and mentally handicapped.

Several socio-medical aspeeti of this scheme have considerable

importance for the development of the nursing care and opportunities

for rehabilitation provided for handicapped perspns.

Effective treatment and medical care, ensuring that 11 : 11, 11 11 o use is

made of pogsibilities for rehabilitation; may enabllArgreat many handi-

capped persons to return to playing a part in society. One essential

condition for this is the existence of adequate fihancial arrangements
.nom

P

foi,medical treatment and nursing care.
1

The pUrpose of this insurance scheme itkto make possible benefits
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and measures connected with -medical treatment and care, including arrange-

ments designed to maintain, iv-establishar improve capacity for work

or to improve living conditions. The nature, content and scope of these

arrangements are<to be laid down by decree. It has already been estab-

lished that the insurance scheme will not cover the first year spent in

a hospital, sanatorium (for TB patients) or psychiatric hospital.

The 1947 Disabled Persona Employment Act entitleSZaR7 disabled

worker to be registered as such at. the State Employment Exchange of

his home district.- It lays down acompnlsory percentage to be employed

by all firms. Guaranteed wages are also laid down for disabled persons

doing a normal job. -

For the purpodes of the Disabled Persons Employment Act of 1 August

1947,, "disabled persons" means those who as the result of mental or

physic4rdeficiencies, disabilities or disorders are materially incapable

of earning, a living by their work.'

The At applies to public and private firms. Any firm with 'a staff

of moreAhan 20 must employ at least one disabled person if its total

staff is not more than 50, and at least one additional disabled person

for each additional 50 staff thereafter. The Act provide for the

publication of regulations o- define certain Categories of firms for

which this proportion nay be charged and to extend the obligation to

certain firms with a staff of less than 20. Fines are prescribed for

infringements of the Act.

The employer ia required to provide tools and machinery specially

designed for use by disabledlworkers and equipped with appropriate safety

devices.
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The Welfare Employment Act of 1967 laid down that in the future

the public authorities will assume responsibility for creating and

maintaining suitable employment for-all handicapped persons having need

of it.

The Central Government has responsibility for promoting adequate

opportunities for employment, and hence for organizing, these. The Act

provides for ao-management by local authorities who have been entrusted

with promoting these employment openings It is thus their task to

nominate persons able to ienefit by being placed in a sheltered

ployment; they also are responsible for creating suitable employment

or fostering the creation of welfare employment by other bodies..

Local committees have been set up to put this policy into effects

while a central committee advises the Government on general questio4s.

Representatives from the headquarters of.the generally recognize

trade unions sit on both the local committees and the central committee

(8).
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SWITZERLAND

-
The Swiss Confederation consists of 22 Cantons with a re-

publican and federal constitution. It is situated in Central Europe

and bounded north We Baden and Wirttemberg (Germany), east by Vorarlberg

and Tirol (formerly Austria), with a small principality of Liechtenitein

lying between Vorarlberg and Switzerland, southeast and south by

Trentino, Lombardy-and Piedmont (Ita)y), and southwest, west and north...

west by the departments of Haute Savoie, Mn, Doutaa, Haute.Rhin (France).

. The population of Switzerland on 1st December 1960: 5.4 million

inhabitants. The principle cities are Zurich and Berne. Locarno,

Schwyz and Glarus are important ceiters. Industry and agriculture are

the important areas of commerce.
. .

Rehabilitatiic is understood to be all the measures aiming at

the reintegration of sick or disabled persons into moiety. In Switzer.

land, the rehabilitation of tile' disabled has received a strong'impetus'

sincb the general disability insurance schema was intrdficed. Therefore,

the following statements will, in the first place, give a survey on the

benefits provided by the Swiss disability insurance scheme and, eecondly,

expound the measures and the organization of the insurance within the

field of the rehabilitation of the disabled into economic" life.

. I. The Benefits Provided y. the State Diaabili
heme

to The Federal Disability Insurance Act, which

came into" force on 1st January 1960, gives the

basis for comprehensive and effective assistance

to all-the disabled. There were indeed measures

in favor of the disabled already before the intro-
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duction of. this Act. These efforts.were certainly

manifold, but very often they were not coordinated.

The state accident insurance provided for pensions,

medical care an&prostheses, but not for vocational

'measures for, the employees who had been the victims

of accidents. The state military insruance scheme

safeguarded parse= in military service against the

Consequences of all impairments to their health stifis

Axed in connection with military service, and paid

sickness benefits and pensions. The sickness in-
,

surance knew some benefits in case of disability

(e.g. daily allowance in case of long illness). SO,

did the numerous public and private euperannuation.

TundS: Furthermore, the private institutions of

'public utility did extremel,y.valuable work in order

to improve the hard condition of the disabled. They

. are in particular Pro-Intirmis, the Swiss /850Cd..

ation against Tuberculosis (Schweiz. Vereinigung
a

gegen die TtiberkUlose), the Association of Swiss

Self-Help Organizations of the Sick and the Dis-

abled (Arbeitegemeineldrt echweiz. Krankenwid

Invalidenselbethilfeorganisationen), the Swiep

Association for the Rehabilitation of the Disabled

into Political Economy (Schweiz. Arbeitegeneinechaft

zur Eingliederung Behinderter in die Volkswirtedhaft),

and others.

However, these measures lacked a common bees, and

a universal coordination of the single measures
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was only made possib/e by the Federal Disability

Insurance Act. Since 1960, SWitzerland has had

a modern regulation as concerns the rehabili-

tation of the disabled.

The principal characteristics of the disability

Insurance scheme are as follows:

a. The disability insurance scheme protects

the insured persona from the economical

consequences of disability.' It provides

benefits only when the disability causes

a diminution of the earning capacity (or

of the capacity of work in the case of

housewives).

b. In principles the cause of the disability

is unessential; disability can arise from

eickneess accident or congenital infirmi-

ties. It is of no importance whether the

disability is physical or mental,

o. The rehabilitation measures have the priority

on the Ilvension benefits; the latter are paid

only when a rehabilitation attempt gave no

result at all or only an insufficient ones

or when it appeared hopeless from the very

beginniMg.

d. The insured persons have a 121EL.Eat to

the grant of the legal benefits; they may

appeal against any decision to the appeal

authorities.

80 93
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e. Disability insurance is universal and com-

pulsory. It includes not only the employed

persons hnt also the self' - employed in in-

dustry, business, arts and crafts, apt-

culture and in the liberal professions;

furthermore the persons not gainfully

-41ti(Ccupied (children and housewives). All

,the persons who were already disabled when

the ache= came into force are also sub-

mitted to the insurance and receive bene

fits.

3. The benefits available in the individual cases

re

under the disability insurance ache= are of dif-

ferent kinds. There are two main classes of ben. -

fits, the rehabilitation measures on the one hand,

and the disability pensions on the other hand, the

former being granted for a limited time, the latter

\ lasting a, long period. Rehabilitation measures can
4,

\

be granted from birth forward, and pensions from

\

\v
twenty years of age (in special easel already

eighteen years of age) forward, tin they cease to

be, granted when the recipients qualify for o14-age

pensions (i.e., at the age of 65 for men and 63

) for women).

Pensions are payable if the degrees of disability

is at least 50 percent *(or 140 percent in cases of

hardship). In addition to this, the.disabled whd)

,

40
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is in needy circumstances and particularly im-

potent is entitled to a helpless persont\e

allowances.

Apart from the direct grant of benefits, the

disability insurance whams pays subsidies to

institutions for absistanc to the disabled,

i.e., subsidies for the construction, establish-

ment and renovation of institutions and work-

shops (special schools, institutions for un-

educable minors, hospitals, rehabilitation

centers,,,Sholtered workshops, hones for the

disabled, etc.) and subsidies for the running

of these institutions and workshops.

The scheme also sabedizee the organizations

for private assistance to the disabled, in

connection with the work of advising and

attending the disabled.and their relatives,

their skill raining experts and teachers for

the care, instruction and vocational rehabili-

tation of the disabled.

The Rehabilitation of the Disabled
into rconomic rife

The moat important aspect of the disability insurance scheme

is that concerned with the rehabilitation of the disabled to enable

them to resume gainful activity. When a disabled person applies for

assistance the scheme, thilfiret step taken is that of ascer,11-

tj

providing spec al courses designdd to increase .

ors

their

A



taining whether his earning power can be restored or improved by_re-

hibilitation. The following are the rehabilitation benefits available

under the scheme:

1. Medical. Measures

a. In Oeneral.,,,.:

With the reservation of paragraph bp insured

persons are entitled to such medical measures

as are directlY:required for pnrposes bf

vocational rehabilitation,-but do not aim at

the treatment of the infli an as such, and

are likely to improve the earning paver of

the disabled lastingly and importantly or to

prevent a substantial reduction of it. Thus

the treatment of an infliction or an accident

as such is not assumed by the disability in-.

surancep the provielmeofmedical treatment

im,,these cases within the province of

\\ the sickness and °accident° insurance schemes.

The medical rehabilitation measures 9ctisist

of surgical, orthopedic and phyeia-

ILO

therapeutic treatment given in a limited

ad

es of Con ital Infirmities

Icongenital infirmities are generally not
.

9 ered by the sickness insurance scheme,

the disability insurance scheme pays the

83
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entire cost of the medical treatment of

such infirmitien until the person concerned

reaches hie majority.

2. Vocational Measures

ac. Vocational Guidance

Vocational guidance in of particular'importance

for the disabled. Ln insured person whoee'dis-

ia euch an to be an obstacle toohis

choice of an occupation or to continuance of

his previous occupation is entitled to voca

tional guidance from officials special:17N

trained to provide it, If the dieable!d cannot

attend the vocational guidance offidea daring

working-hours or receive an official at hie

homes prangements can be made to ascertain

hin abilities in an institution,by means of

aptitude tests and practical work tests,

which take rather long.

b0 Initial .Trainia

The disabled who han not had any pa.Ovious'

occupation and whOne initial tralOng in.

velvet, edbetantial additionfl coat, because

of his dinability, is entitled to benefits

insofar as the training in appropriate to

his aptitudes° In buck canes, the dinability

insurance scheme will assume 4eadditicinat

cost involved bry4dipability. Reputed an

84,
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initial training as any training which .the

disabled receives aftei, having frequented

the element*ry, or the special school -and

before beginning a gainful activity. In

principles'anylind of training is taken

into Account, i.e., not only apprentice-

ships and shorter trainings-but also

studies at high and technical schools and

At universities, vocational preparation

to auxiliary work or to sheltered employ.-

meat, and training in housekeeping.

co, Retraining

Where a person is, or islikely in the

near future to be, suffering fram a dis-

ability -which will make it much more diffi-

cult, or impossible, for him to continue in

his previous occupation, the disability in-

=ranee scheme pays the entire cost of re-

trAining him for an activity correspcmiing,

to the nature of the infirmity and the

faculties remaining him, or that of any

measure necessary to enable him to continue

With.his previous activity:in-spite of hie

disability.

do Placement Facilities

As far as possible, suitable work will be

found for the disabled who can be rehabili-
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tated. Thus, the Insured person has no

right to obtain a job, but only to require

,ithe efforts of the competent Specialized

services of the disability insurance

Scheme.

The disability insurance scheme knows

neither a. right of the insured person to

work nor an obligation of the employers

to employ the disabled. However, there

are no practical difficultiei in placing,

the disabled, as the Swiss employers are

willing to cooperate

e. Capital Aid

//.`A capita]. aid can be mbanted to a disabled

insured person in order'to set or reset'

him in business onihis mat account.

3. Special Schooling and Subsidies for Uneducable Minors

a. Special Schooling

Special schooling consists of instruction

for disabled young persons whose die-

abilities prevent them from attending

ordinary schools oi restrict their ability
to do io.: In such case the disability

4'ineurancei ache'; provides icii) contributions

tawarde whoa fees, and - for the children

in bowling...schools .+ also towards board

expenses; further towards the travelling
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expenses. Special schooling is absolutely

necessary for many disabled young persons

in particular for the blind, deaf -mute and

mentally defective children -4if their

vocational rehabilitation is eventually

to be successful.

b. lelapIgic Measures for Children of Preschool Am

Disabled.cbfildread of preschool age are already,,

entitled to contributions toiarde school fees. -;

and board expense/4 if they must be prepared

for special schooling 'by particular pedagogic

measures (this concerns mainly the deaf, the.

hard of hearing, the children with speech im-

pairments and those with sight defects).

0. Additional Medico - Pedagogical Lessons

Manors who are bard of hearing and those who

have serious speech impairments receivecon'

tributions towards.the,cost of an additional,

course in lipreadingand of logopedic treat-

ment, enabling them to attend lessons at the,

elementary school.

d. Measures Enabling Disabled Children to F
chool

In order to enable disabled children (e.g.,

children with poliomyelitis /sequoias) to frequent

elementary school, the disability insurance

scheme assumes the transportation coat to school,

'
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which ,is involved by disability, up to.

an amount of 50 Swiss franca per month.

e. Subsidies for Uneducable Minors.

In certain circumetancee, thi Scheme pays

subsidies for the maintenance, in =An-

stitution or at home, of uneducable minors.

I. Auxiliary pquipaisnt and Appliances

The loss or impairment of boilily.functions can partly

be offset by appliances. The disability insurance

scheme provides disabled persons capable of being-

rehabilitated not only with orthopedic appliances

such as prostheme, sustaining apparatus, etc., but

also with all other appliances necessary for travelling

to and from work and for the performance of an occu-

pational activity. To enable disabled persons to

travel to and from work the scheme may provide motor

vehicles (e.g. for the persona with poliamyelitie

sequelae), or guide dogs for blind persons, or a

part of.the cost of engaging another wean to

accampanythem. Deaf persons proVided with

hearing aids. In addition, the scheme pa' the

cost `of special arrangements and installations-.

required to adapt workplaces for use by the dis-

abled (e.g. special tools, typewriters and dicta-

phones for the blind, modifications towhinery,'

special seats and work tables).

5. Daily Allowances

While a disabled is undergoing rehabilitation
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according to Chapters II/1/a and II/2/a and c,

he is entitled to a daily alloWance as well.

This allowance is designed to ensure the sub-

sistence of the disabled and his dependents

while he is undergoing rehabilitation. The

daily allowancespayable under the scheme are

deliberately fixed at higher levels than the

pensions payable, in order to provide an in-

centive to undergo rehabilitation.

III. The Organization of Rehabilitation

The Federal Office for Social Insurance, acting as super.

rmisory authority of the disability insurance scheme, sees to the scheme's

being applied according to uniftmindmeiples by the executive orgadi

mentioned below (sections 1/a and b). All the orlans'mentioned in

section 1 (but not those in sections 2 and 3) are under its:super.

vision. The scheme has its own organs (section 1). to examine the

individual cases. and make the decisions as regards the appropriate

rehabilitation measures, and also the pensions.and the allowances for

helpless persons° In return, the practical execution of the rehabili.'

tation measures is incumbent onlinetitutions alien to.the scheme; it is

controlled, however, by the scheme's own organi.

1. The Scheme's Own Organs.

4

o A
a. In each case, the 104 compensation offices, which

are distributed all over the country, report

their formal decision to the disabled, From

such a decision, each insured person can see

his rights. Remy appeal against .it to the
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appeal authorities (see section 3).

b. The .27 disability twat-moo committees, which

are distributed all over the country, examine

each case in particular for the compensation

offices which report the decisions. They

decide which measures will be granted to the

disabled (retraining, delivery of appliances,

etc.). Each disability insurance committee

consists of a physician, a lawyer, a social

worker, a rehabilitation expert and an employ-

ment market expert.

For,the disability insurance committees, the

Il regional offices, which are distributed

all over the country, examine the cases re-

garding above all the vocational rehabili-

tation measurers. They have at their dis-

posal a staff epeCial*ied in vocational

guidance and placeM6nt.

d. The Ventral OOMpenSationOffice deals with the
.

coverage,.ofthe cost of the rehabilitation

Smaiii.eilapplied by the institutions and
.

Services mentioned in section 20 Besides,

it performs other central tasks such as the

keeping of a central register on the insured

persons and the settlement of accounts between

compensation ()fah.
:
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Institutions Alien to the Scheme

_ The practical rehabilitation work (application. of

rehabilitation measures such as initial training,

special schooling of a deaf -auto child, surgical

treatment and hospitalization of an insured person,

etc.) is not performed by the schemata owns organs

or institutions. Ths state disability insurance,

poseeeese neither physicians and hospitals of its

own, nor retraining centers and ahsltered/Orkshops,

nor depositories for appliancea, etc. However, the

scheme has enough institutions at its disposal, with

which it cooperatie on the baais'ofegreemente.

Furthermore, the services of the private assistance

to the disabled in particular (e.g. associations of

disabled persons and self-help otganizations of the

disabled) help the state insurance scheme. They are

at its dieposal to perform mandates, and organize

courses and manifestations subsidized by the scheme

and accessible to all the disabled (e.g. courses in

lipreading for the deaf-mute, courses for the

physical training of the disabled, courses for ad.

visipg parents of disabled children, etc.).

Finally, it should be mentioned that the Swiss

employers spontansousa4ruse every effort to procure

jobs for all the disabled who are capable of keeping

their plane in economic life without foreign help
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or through rehabilitation measures.

Legal Protection of the Disabled

If a disabled does not agree upon the decision
_

taken by the caspensation office as regards the

iihamlitationmeasure required of him, he may

appeal, free of charge, to the appeal-authori-

ties of first instance, and farther to the

Federal Insurance,Tribunal, the highest court
. .

as regards social security, againdt the decision

taken bY the amthoritiea of first instance.

. SumMation

The Federaliieability Insurance Act came into being on
p.

1st Janhary 1960. It establishes the badisfor comprehensive and

effective amaistance to all the disabled of Switzerland. The Sba

accident insurance provides for peneipn, medical care and prostheses.

The most important aspect f the disability inaurancetsch

is that concerned with the rehabilitation of the disabled to enable

them to resume gainful activity. When a disabled person applies for

assistance under the Scheme,,the first step taken is that of ascertain-

ing whether his earning power cen.be restored or improved by rehabili.

tation. The following are the tation benefits available under

the scheme:

1. Medical Measures

2. Vocational Measure

a. Vocational

b. Initial T

0. Retraining
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d. Placement Facilities

e. Capital Aid

Special Schooling and Subsidies for UnedUcable

minors

4. Auxiliary Equipment and Applim\i,re

5. Dail,yAllawances

The Federal Office for Social Ineurance, acting as super-

vising authority of the disability insurance Bahama, sees to the echemete

being applied according to uniform principles. The scheme has its own

organs which exmine the individual canoe and make the decisions as re.

garde the appropriate rehabilitation seasuree, and also the pensions

and the allowances forhelplesaipersons. In return, the practical

execution of the rehabilitation measures in incumbent on institutions

alien to the scheme; it is controlled, however, by the achemits owe

organs.

The practical rehabilitation work is not performed by the

echamols own organs or, institutions. The State disability insurance

possesses neither physicians nor hospitals of its own,'nor retraining

centers and sheltered workshops, nor depositories for appliances, etc.

However, the scheme has enough institutions at its disposal, with

1
which it cooperates on the basis of agreements.

. Furthermore, the services of the private assistance to the
4 A

disabled, in particular, help the State insurance scheme. They are

at its.dieposal to perfccoarundates, and organize courses .and manta:

feetations subsidized by the scheme and accessible to all the disabled.

The Swiss employers .spontaneously use every. effort to procure

Jobe for all the disabled who are capable of keeping their place in
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economic life without foreign help orithrough rehabilitation measuree.
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AUSTRIA

Austria has a population well over 7,073,000 and an area, of

over 32,370 maare miles. Worli.War II and two successiva enemy in-\
vasions and occupations imposed, severe hardships on a country-already

beset by economic crisis and revolution. Postwar economic

however, hae enabled it to develop important social welfare programs,

including the introduction of modern techniques for the rehabilitStion

of the handicapped. A reugb estimate has placed the number of severely

or total* handippid pe s in'Austria at 210,000, children who have

BOZO of physical hanclic at 350,000 and the' mentally handl.-

at 210,000. The number of b persons ie estimated at 4,000.

Austria hap, traditionally, alwaye Bupported rehabilitation

services. Institutes for the deaf and dumb were established in Vienna

during the 18th century, for the blind in 1804, for the speech handi-

capped in 1897, and for crippled children in 1907. Alm, Austria has

a highly developed hoapital system and its ratio of physicians to

population (1 in 610) is among the highest in the world°

The Federal General Social Insurance Act' provider general.

social insurance including sickness, accident, and pension insurance

scheme. Nearly every person in Austria it included in the program

and thus entitled to remedial treatment, aftercare and care in thecatie

'Figures for 1957 indicate that for the entire country there ware
ever 5,000 children attending either kindergartens or special Wheels
in the following categories: Blind, partially Bighted, deaf and dumb,
hard of hearing, crippled (including cerebral palsied), and speech
handicapped.
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f illness leading to a permanent physical handicap. Social insurance

. pays for prostheses and special apparatus, while the social welfare
66

organizations pay the.cost of special care for the patient: The pu-

pose'of accident insurance is preventive and, among other provisions,

includes occupational rehabilitation.
frs.

Austria's federal laws give certain categories of handi-

capped workers (including blind persons), equal employment rights

with war,veterans, and employers are required by law to hire a certain

proportion of handicapped persons. Monetary incentives are also offered,

through the Federal tinemploymen t inaurance fund, to induce employers to

hire the handicapped workers over and above the required quota,

There is a special designated, departaient for the Rehabilia.

cation of the Physically Handicapped under the *414;47 of Social. Wel-

fare, This department: superVises the activities Of the Special School

for. Technology originallyoestablished in Vienna for the training and

retraining of handicaPped war Veterans and later"extended-tOi handi-

capped youth: It provided three&year specialized ;classes, also six

and twelveoconthpreparatory and trial claims: Entrants are selected

by the provincial 'labor office of the Employment Service.

Rehabilitation centers 'throughout the country are maintained

and administered by the Social Insurance 'Institutes, with vocational

guidance supplied by the provincial labor offices Which take responsi-

bility for pleatlg rehabilitated persons ,in jobs. The labcit offices

also arrange for additional training and retraining of older ad handi-

capped workers, both within and outside plants and as individuals or in

groups:
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Several hospitals. offer physical therapy services and there

is an amputee center at Kufatein.

There are a variety of services for children and youth in-

cluding two major rehabilitation centers for handicapped children and

,five special schools where crippled children receive vocational train-

ing after they have completed elementary school.

Youth-at-work programs for the handicapped are carried out.

in three cities, where numbers.of the physically handicapped are aepa..

rated. into groups. for special training.

Services for the blind include three residential schools for

,.. children and adults. There are three workshops which offer major ems.

ployMent opportunities for.blind adults. Vocational training in the

schools and weirkshops ierprimarily in the.crafts for shorthand, sec-

tt

retaries, typists, telephone operatorsandmueic.

The' major provisions of their Federal law are these: Any

disabled person shall have an `alternative claim to one or more _of (1)

medical and,vocational rehabilitation,. (2) protected jobs'. and (3) mone-

tary benefits. The choice obeli be made by a rehabilitation team in-

'consUltation with the disabled person..

Vocational rehabilitation shall not be granted to persons

abate old -age pension eligibility age (men 60, women 55)0 nor to

per:36ns who already have a claim against social accident (workments

compensation) insurance or the veterans and -Nazi victims adndnistraticl.

The administration makes use-of existing public or private institutes

by way of making contracts under civil law.

Protected jobs, either individually in ordinary plants or in

Special sheltered workehops, are created byway of auhildiee which do

notexceed the alternative Monetary benefit. The agelimtt'for sub=
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sidized sheltered jobs is 65 for men and 60 for =men.

It is estimated that around 70 percent of rehabilitation

work in Austria is being performed tithe Federal Government but a

vital role is played by the voluntary age4Cies.

The Workshop for--:the Care of.the Physically and Mentally

Handicapped wan founded in 1$150'and initiated the first seminars7tor

the training of occupational therapists and then service groups;

-ands in general, has publicized the need for rehabilitation services.

Caridas, which is a religions organization, has provided social aid

and rehabilitation for the physically handicapped. The Oeoterreichische

Arbeitagaminschaft flier Rehabilitation in Vienna is an affiliate of the

International Society for Rehabilitation of the 8Disabled (ISRD): It°

-specializes in social care for Phyainally. handicapped persons. The

Austrian Mental Hygiene Association, the League against Polio, and the

Austrian Society for the Rights Of the Child are also active in the

field.

National Vocational TrainiiigjOenter, Vienna, is for handi-

capped adolescente. It offers three years of vocational training in

mechanics, individual management, leatherork, upholstery"alem re-

training and additional training. 45

National Institute for Deaf-Mutes, Vienna, offers a kinder-

garten, school and vocational training for girls age 3 to 18.

Institute for the Blind, Vienna, is for children and adoles.

cents. It offeraldndergarten, school and vocational training.

Occupational Therapy Courses for Severely Disabled, Vienna,

*offers occupational therapy training to severely disabled persons,

40 percent of,whom are under 18 years of age.
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School for Handicapped ChildrensRodaun, provides eight

iclasses for children-between the ages of 6 to 20.

Waldschule, Wiener Neustadt, 'in lower Austria, provides

schooling and vocational training for handicapped-children.

Provincial Training Center for Handicapped, Oratz-Andritz,

offers complete vocational training for bays and youth between ages

8 to 25.

Rehabilitation Center, -Tobelbad\providee medical and pro.

fessional rehabilitation of severely handica paraplegics. Coen-

*pational therapy and vocational guidance tre p vided, but no voca-

tional training.

Rehabilitation Center for Handicapped Children, Hexmager,

provides medical and social rehabilitation for handicapped children.

Child Guidance Clinic,'Saleburg,yith inpatient and out-

patient departmentsh provides examination-and observation Of mentally

handicapped* maladjusted and physically handicapped children.

Special Kindergarten -and Home at KLangenfurt , is a child

guidance clinic that Serves children not able to attend either a

regular or special school but who can still be educated. .

Workshop for Handicapped of VOESis-Luiz, provides social

and vocational rehabilitation and reemployment of the handicapped.

Summation

Rehabilitation of military and civilian war victims is

regulated lithe War Victims Assiertance Act of 1957; It in the ex.

pressed aim of rehabilitation, according to that Act, to reintegrate

the injured persona into the economy or to improve their position
4

therein° This Act provides for occupational training and retraining,
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ciiative treatment siand supply of prostheses.

If the'previous occupational traiting.otthe injured person.

was interrupted due to"war injuriee,nor if he can no logger carr out

his previous profession because of a war Wiry, occupational training

or retraining has to be continued until he ie fully reintegrated. Dur-
,

ing occupational retraining, the injured person ie etitled to allowances

sufficient toamintair his standard of living -and that of his family.

He is'also covered by social ineurante during the period of occupational

retraining.

Every injured is entitled to curative treatment if he

needs it because of a injury. War victims who .are totally incapable

of working are also entitled to curative treatment for other.illnesees.

The curative treatment its aimed at improving the health. and earning

capacity of.tbe injured person in order to prevent deterioration and

to ease his hardship. To this end, medical treatment, hospital care '

and,siokness benefit. help to compensate for the loss of income during

treatment.

Finally, the injured person is entitled to the supply of

prostheses in order to help himoVercome his difficulties caueed.by a

.war injury, and to improve his earning capacity. In, a similar way to

curative treatment, war victims totally incapable of working may also

'claim for prostheses if they need them because of other bodily injuries

apart from those caused by the war. The supply of prostheeee includes

all technical devices which could improve the' situation of a handicapped

person. Blind war victims are given guide-doge if they are able to

make use of then.

Rehabilitation measures for via*, of accidents during

3.01.
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peacetime military service are provided forvafter the war, in an

Act of 1961 ( nliseresversorgungsgesetz"). The provisions of this Act,

in general' foliow the regulations for military and civilian war

victims. nut, of course, the yohabilitation measures from which

these persons benefit are substantially greater than for war victims.

This results from the fact that the 'number of victims of this kind of

accident are fortunately far lower, and thus receive a groter degree

of individual attention in the light of recent technical progress. In

addition, peraions concerned in this context are, as a rule, rather

young:

Since .1$8, there has been a. Federal Act in Austrj.a for the

control of tubercnloils (Tuberculosis Act) which is progressive1

opening uP,thield of modern rehabilitation measures.

"Thiterelare also special provisions for blind persons in

connecttouyith the Placing of Invalids Act.

All amplifiers are obliged by law to reserve a certain per-

centage of jobs for handicapped persons whose earning capacity is re-
.

duced by at least 50%. Five percent of Jobs are reseried for them.

Employern with a reduced earning capacity of at least 25% can also be

included. in this. scheme as long as. the employment of the more severely

haadicappedcworkere is not, endangered. Wages and salaries of handi-

capped employees meat not be reduced on account of their invalidity.

Furthermore, there are special legal provisions in this scheme foi

the protection of handicapped employees.

Employers who do not fulfill their obligation to'emplay at

least 5% .of handicapped workers have to pay a so-called 'compensatory

tax. The proceeds of this tax are put into the "compensatory tax /
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fund,' to finance the welfare activities for handicapped persons, to

provide special machinery enabling such pores to take part in an

active working life and for the construe ion,oi convalescent and rest

homea;

The implementation.of7thic#Act, namely, the "Placing of

Invalids Act," is oneofitge dubs of the authorities dealing with

the labor market.
cs.

Blind perSons are considered to be invalids under the Placing

of the Invalids Act, whatever the cause of their blindness may be. The

componsatorY tax fund, administered by the Federal Ministry for Social

Adminieiration, regularly pays. for the adaptation of equipment, suck

at that in telephone exchanges and typing-and steno machines, in Braille

to the needs of blind eiployeee.

On 1 January 1969 a Federal Act on Labour Market Promotion

("A.rbeitsmarktfordermgagesetz") came into foroe's comprising a, great

variety of measures in order to safeguard optimal conditions in the

labor market. Amongst the measures under this Act are aids for persons

- whose handicap affects their competitive position on.the labor market.

Within the framework of these aids, special assistance for disabled
0

persons is provided. For instance:

I. Disabled persons are given preferentialtreat-

mant in finding employment.

II. Job redesigning aids are employed at the public's

expense.

III. All other aids for the promotion and securing of

employment are equally available for handicapped

persons, and even to a special degree; for in-
.
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stance, testing of work aptitude and attitude,

tests on the job, vocational training, retrain-

ing and further training, financial aid in the

case of essential travelling or second living

-aocomnodation and related expenses, support for

the purchase of work'clothes and tools (3).

A.
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YUGOSLAVIA

Yugoslavia, a mountainous country with an area of about

98,700 square miles, has. simulation of about 18,538,1500 There are

six Republics in its federation: Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia-

Herzegovina, Montenegro and Macedonia.' Nearly 60 percent of the land

is devoted to agriculture--wheat, sugar beets, maize and hops. In

recent years there has been industrial develomant in milling, brew-

ing and sugar refining. The country has rich mineral deposits in

bauxite, iron, aluminum, copper, and other ores. Its hydroelectric

power potential ranks next to Nomura among the European countries.

During World War II, the civilian population suffered war

damage and much of the large incidence of heavy disability can be

traced to this factor. There are no good statistics in the total

number of disabled or physically handicapped, though it is estimated

there are same 20,000 blind adults and over 40,000 deaf.

In most European countries programs for the disabled were

established first by voluntary effort and support but this is not the

case in Yugoslavia. There was some social' assistance for the blind

and deaf in the mid-18001e. In. 1950, with the passage of the Social

Insurance Act, the first provisions for services to the disabled were

established on a nationwide basis. In 1956, improved procedures were

adopted under a revision of the Social Insurance Law. Services of

medical rehabilitation were provided at that time, and are still pro-

vided by the national health institutions while vocational rehabili-

tation is under the Institute of Social Insurance and the Department

of Labor.

3.06
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Following 1948, the number of disabled in Yugoslavia increased

beyond that resulting from World War II when disability among military

and civilian population was widespread. The more recent increases are

due, in part, to the movement of workers from rural to urban communities,

to increased industrialization and industrial accidents. Early methods

of evaluation, based on a percentage of physical disability rather than

residual work capacity, proved inadequate and measures for the provision

of disability allowances and unemployment assistance were also insuffi-
A,

client to meet the needs of the disabled population.

Under the country's disability insurance law passed in January

1959, all handicapped persons who are unable to work are assured dis-

ability pensions and those who can be ribabilitated are given the op.

portunity for training and treatment so that they can return to normal

employment. The law makes it clear that vocational rehabilitation and

employment are principal goals in a program for the betterment of dis-

abled persons. The administratilie organisation responsible for carrying

out the program is the Institute of Social Insurance.

The disabled worker in Yugoslavia is given financial assistance

while undergoing rehabilitation and during the period of adjustment to

work. Allowances are continued during illnesses recognized by the

health insurance program. Supplementary grants are made to handicapped

persons who on only work on a part-time basis. The vocational objective

selected for training and employment of the handicapped person, if at a

lower level than previous employment or determined capaCity, must meet

with the approval of the disabled person himself..

The Institute of Social Ins canoe has established commissions

throughout the country consisting of two or more physicians,.a voca-
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tional counselor, social worker, and 804alinsurince representative.

The commission reports on the medical diagnosis, aasesament of residual

capacity, conditions of work-ter the handicapped, the vocational re-

habilf ation services needed, and the type of aboloyment to which the

individual is best suited. The commisaionla assessment may be followed

by that of a review board which is responsible for settling points of

controversy. Riplopaint of the handicapped may be in commercial or

industrial centers, in sheltered workshops, rehabilitation centers,

special institutions, etc. Commercial and industrial organizations

are required bylaw to hire the handicapped when called upon by an

agency of the Institute of Social Insurance.

Many organizations and institutions throughout the six Re.

publics of Yugoslavia provide vocational rehabilitation aerVicos to

the handicapped. Leadership in the development and provision of

services, however, was provided by the Federal Institute for Rehabili-

tation in Belgrade. In 1952, this pilot damonatration rehabilitation

center was established at Belgrade with taohnioil assistance from the

United Nations and equipment from UNICEF. The center was manned by

six experts who, under the United Nations fellowship prograrbo had studied

rehabilitation methods and techniques the previous year in the United

Kingdom and the United States. It has been the objective of the Federal

Institute for Rehabilitation to establish national standards of treat-

ment and training, to establish a new specialty of physical medicine

and rehabilitation ae graduate training in several universities, to

provide continuous training for medical and technical personnel, and

to establish total rehabilitation programs in each Republic where medi-

cal, educational, vocational and social aspects of rehabilitation are
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thoroughly integrated.

,' a45-1,

BY 1957, the Belgrade center had stimulated the establith-
,

ment of other centers in Zagreb, Ljubliaial .Blanja-Luka, and in other

locations over the country. A rehabilitation department was establish

in the Secretariat of Public Health. A Federal rehabilitation co"- t

was also established ae advisory to the national program and to

operate with internatiaial organizations.

The Federal Institute for Rehabilitation continuasio be a

and

techniques for adoption by hospitals, centers, and vocational train-

ing programs throughout the country. The institute es inpatient

and outpatient services. The institute operates cooperatively with

the university of Belgrade, with general hospitals of the city, and

with the other Government agencies. The Federal institute is the

national organization in Yugoslavia affiliated with the International

SoCiety tOr Rehabilitation of the Disabled.(ISRD).

The Institution for Rehabilitation of Disabled Perepns of

the Republic of Slovenia, in Ljubliana, was established in 1951i. This

State supported institution serves the whole Republic of Slovenia..

It has a comprehensive vocational rehabilitation program and works

closely with the Orthopedic Clinic of the Medical Faculty of the

thivereity of Ljubliana. The institution has a resident capacity of

125 patients, male and female, ranging in age from 8 to 80. It

major focus is in paraplegics, amputeetvand hip dislocation cases.

The support of this center canes from the Central Government and the

Republic, of Slovenia.

The Valotra Hospital and Rehabilitation Center, near Koper,

research and demonstration center for trying out new pro
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is approximately,60 miles southwest of Ljubliana and provirehabili-

tation services to disabled persons in the southern area of Slovenia.

Many types of disabled, persons are served, finch as the. orthopedic, the

tuberculous, the postpolio, and trammatio and congenital hip dislocation,

cases. Support of the center comes frft the local region, from the

Republic of Slovenia, and, through Social InsuraBce payments by patients°

The Savoda Rehabilitation Center, Lasko, Slovenia, admits

patients from all over Yugoslavia suffering from orthopedic, paraplegic,

polio and neuromuscular, and other disabilities. It works closely with

the medical facilities cf Celje, an industrial city in the vicinity.

Support of the center comes from the city of Celje, the Republic of.

Slovenia and Social Insurance payments of patients.

The Rehabilitation Center is located at Zagreb, Croatia, is a

complex organization consisting of the Center itself, the Orthopedic,

and Rehabilitation Clinic of the University of Zagreb Hospital, the

Rehabilitation Department of the Zagreb General Hospital, and "USV1T"

Sheltered Workshop. The center opened in 1962. Its program is closely

-related to the other organiiations. The Orthopedic and Rehabilitation

Clinic receives patients from all parts of Croatia.

The Rthabilitation Department of the Zagreb General Hospital

established a rehabilitation center as part of the general hospital.

Physical and occupational therapy are provided and plans have been

made for prevocational and vocational aining programs, This rehabili-

tation center program is supported as art of the overall operation of

the hospital°

The OSVIT or Sunrise WorkshOp was established in 1957 by

former tubercular patients° It provides employment to persons an-



_ gaged in homebound employment. All of disability are admitted,

P' produces ceramics,

icial flowers. 'The

which amounts to over

moat recently the Mentally ill. The w

ornamental products,. plastics, and

workshop is Supported by its annual prod
,

61 million.dinarsAaboui Uposomo). Work

basis with an annual bows.

/Throughout moat of the cbuntries o

resort centeriare located in areal, where nat

salt springs, or a particularly warm and tianq

these faCtors are conducive to convalescence ..and'

paid on a piecework

antral Europe, former

provided hot springs,

atmosphere. Since

recovew, rehabili"

-tation people have been quick ,to make use of them. Such is the loca-

tion of the Rehabilitation Center at Krapinski-Toplice, about 25 miles

"math of Zagreb.

Thelenja-Luka Rehabilitation Center is located in the Re-

publicvof Bosnia - Herzegovina. The site is thip of a'fOrmer Trappist

monastery.. Banja-Luka has become an industrial center for the region,

and the. rehabilitation center is the principal facility for rehabili-
.

tation in the Republic. The center also serves the Republic of

Macedonia and receives patients from other parts of rugoslavia. The

program of the center is closely -related to-that of the General

Hospital. Vocational-testingaid evaluation andvocational training

are well coordinated with the medical rehabilitation program. The

vocational training- program includes' tr._aining in radio mechanics,, .

light machine operation, electric trades, woodworking, typing, and

.business operations. Support for the center is derived almost entirely

k'

from the Social Insurance litnd.

.The Republic of Montenegrotstablished the MefloSovitch
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habilitation center at Igalo and three similar centers in the Republic.

there aremany-institutiOns in_ingoalaiia that provide some

rehabilitation services to special disability groups and a variety of..'

centers for crippled children. .In,Slovenia there is the Tuberculosis

Institute and Hospital at Golnik.and the centers for Rehabilitation of

the Tuberculous; one at Neva-Celia and another at TopolsiCa the erst-
,

while thermal spa-referred to above° Among others, centers for crippled

children are located at Kammik and at Nova-Gorizia, and also at Zagreb.

A school for the blind in Zemun was selected to be the National

Demonstration and Training Center for the Blind inorderto study problems

related to rehabilitation of the blind, to train staff, to establish

international relationships and to gather information on the incidence
7

of blindness.

Vocational training schools with-workshops for blind adults

over the age of 18 prepare the blind for such occupations as typing,

telephonist, handcrafts, broommaking, bruthmaking, and piano tuning.

These schools are supported principally by the Government. By locating

the schoble in four different sections of the cOuntryi their services'

I
are brought Within reach of many blind people. Schools for the edu-

% cation of blind children under the age of 18 are also well located to

.serve the blind'populatien. The school for blind children in Macedonia
.

is fox7raltiple handicapped children, particularly the deaf - blind.

Summation

. ugoslavia Toe faced with a:majorproblem of social, economic

and educ tonal adjustment, as well as government reorganization. A

nation,which had been, principally, agricultural, had to gear itself

to industrial and modern means of produOtiono Nowhere have the efforts
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been more, rewarding titan in the medical and rehabilitation fields. The

United States; through its technical aseistance program, has greatly
0,

aided, these efforts. Advances in technology over the past thirty years

are evident in the North.Section of Belgrade, Zagreb, and other in-

dustrial centers.

Voluntary organizations arePassisting With the rehabilitation

of the disabled through governmental officials. They all work through

.rehabilitation centers and hospitals in LjUbliana, Zagreb,"SarajeVo,

Belgrade and Skopje. A number of thermal spas and coastal resort centers

have been converted into rehabilitation facilities.

. Vocational training and sheltered, workshops are being developed

but are concentrated in the urban centers. Many university professors

and educators are assisting in this movement. Thellinistriee of Edu-

cation and Social Security combine their resources-to help educate and

train the disabled and disadvantaged for work in-industry or elsewhere.

Good progress is being made in the national effort.
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NORWAY

Norway covers about 10_ percent of the western part of the

-Scandinavian peninsula. It is the fifth largest country in Europe,

while seciond to Iceland. Its population density is the lowest. In

the east, the country borders on Sweden, Finland and the Soviet Union,

and has the sea as its boundary. It hab an exceptionally long coast-

line. Alon9he coast there are numerous islands (about 150,000, of

which only 2,006 are inhabited). Nearly three quarters of the area is

unsuitable for habitation or cultivation.

The capital of Norway lies on about 600. N. This latitude

runs north of Scotland, through central Canada and southern Alaska.

Norway's most northern town,/ Hanimerfest, is also the most northerly in

the world, lying on 70° 39148n N latitude. The Arctic Circle crosses

near the middle of Norway, the northern most part being well-known to

tourists as il!The -Land ofthe Midnight 'Sunn .

The population of Norway is 3,867,000 (1969, estimated),

which is equal to 12.5 inhabitants per sq. km (30 per sq. mile)--the

. -

dependencies not included. Or, to put it in another way--if the area

were divided equally, there would be almost 100,000 sq. metres (eq. 25

acres) for each Norwegian. Approximately 48 percent of the population

live in rural districts, 40 percent in towns and the remaining 12 per-

cent in other built-up areas.

Oslo is the capital, of Norway and'has a population. of 487,600

and a total area of 175 sq. miles. It was founded about 1048. Seat of

the King, Government and Parliament and the Supreme Court are in Oslo.

It is the country's leading industrial city and most important comer-

-,
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'cial and Shipping town.

T ndheim,(pop. 126,000), Norway'Ssecond largest city, was

founded ab. 997. It is an important center for trade, industry and ship-

ping. The cathedral Nidarosdomen the national shrine of Norway, is

located here.

Bergen (pop. 116,000) is an oid!shipping and trading city and

the cultural center of Western Norway. It sponsors an international

summer festival in May and June.

Stavanger (pop. 82,000) is Norway's foremost canning town and

has also taken the lead in shipbuilding. Stavanger Cathedral from 1125.

Kristiansand (pop. 56,000) is the capitalof the south coast

and center of industry, trade and shipping.

Economic policy has been the major issue in post -war politics
.

in Norway, with marked dissent on the questions of taxation and the de-

gree of state interference in private trade and industry. Controls and

restrictions found necessary by labor led several times to bitter politi-

.cal strife. A certain degree of socialization was introduced, and sev-

eral state-owned industrpl activities were established. On the other

hand, there has been substantial agreement on foreign and defense poli-

cies, and on measures to avoid detrimental labor conflicts. Major social

benefits have been'achieved through cooperation between the parties, e.g.

the National Insurance Scheme in 1967.

Norway's administration system is one of both central and local

government. Under the civil administration system the country is divided

into 20 counties, which in turn are divided into 1j7 urban municipalities

and 402 rural municipalities. They seem to work in an orderly manner.

The work earlier done to provide vocational' rehabilitation and
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employment for handicapped persons was largely initiated by private

humanitarian organizations prior, to World War II. Following World War

III the public authorities steadily became more and more involvedl aiid

it is now generally'accepted that vocational rehabilitation is primarily

a public respobsibility.
.7

Administrative and practical responsibility for vocational re-

habilitation is shouldered by the public employment authorities, but

there is also extensive and systematic cooperation with other public

organs, particularly as-regards pension, insurance, health and training,

problems. Afi intimate cooperation is also maintained with many private

organizations.

During the period 1970-73 the Government will take up proposals

for the establishment of a health and service center for the handicapped.

It will be planned to receive clients from all over the country, and its

main functions will be to offer:

-- An information exchange and service centre for the

various types of aids available to the handicapped,

- Exchange of information concerning welfare measures

- ,hospital hotels ,

- Trhnsit homes for handicapped

- Instruction and training for various categories of

vocational personnel

Physio- therapy, work therapy

- Courses, seminars, etc.

This center will also engage in experimental activities and

research. Experience gained will, hopefully, contribute, towards training

of a larger number of physically handicapped persons, to the point where,
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given the appropriate technical aids, they can go on living and func-

tioning in their on homes, and possibly in their places of work, rather

than being forced into hospitals or similar institutions.

The following broad survey of the vocational rehabilitation

/

work undertaken in Norway gives the picture as it is seen frSh the point

of view of the official labor employment ageneiess

Labor Exchanges

The Labour Exchange Service has a staff of 91 persons, spe-

cially trained to deal with vocational rehabilitation of the handicapped.

They are employed in the county labor exchanges and in the larger local.

labor exchanges. In addition, there are other staff,members specially

trained in giving vocational guidance. In several cases there will,also

be a large demand for work for vocational psychologists.

Generally speaking, the rehabilitation personnel are expected

to have a broad social, technical or pedagogidal education and experience

Of practical work. They acquire further qualifications through in-service

training in the Labour Exchange Service's own school and through trainee-

ships at the State established Rehabilitation Center.

. .

Where practical rehabilitation activities are concerned, the
-,,)

stall' ofd the Labour &lane rvice600perahes with the. pen er's physi-

cian treati9g the handicspp d, possibly with his hospit a socio-medical

ward, with the personnel at the office of the county physician (or other

.
socio-medical experts in the county), withAthe Insurance Fund, with

. I

social workers and with the local social affairs offices. The program

is extensive.

If a client experiences difficulty in getting his vocational

problems solved in a satisfactory manner through the ordinary channels
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of training, including the various training courses for adults offered

by the Labour Exchange Service itself, contact must be established with

one og the special centers. Some of these are attached to the Ministry

of Labour or are connected with the Labour Directorate. In the year

1969, 6.183 handicapped persons seeking employment were registered at

the Labour Exchange as possible rehabilitation cases, of which 4.872

were men and 1.311 were women. The age groupings were as follows:
.

Under 240-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60 years
Age 20-years-years years years years and over Total

Number .768 1.600 1.026 1.387 1.104 .298 6.183

Percentage 12 26 17 22 18 5 100

The largest group of vocational handicaps stemmed from mental

diseases (31%). Then followed the group suffering,from deficiencies in
g.

the organs of movement (23%) and organic nervous illnesses and illnesses,

affecting organs of the senses (11%).

The same year 3.242 persons were provided with work, of which

2.593 were men and.649 were women.

Rehabilitation Centers

Three State operated rehabilitation centers are located in

Oslo, Bergen and Trondheim. These centers first of all assist rehabili-

tation personnel in working out a rehabilitation plan or program for

each individual Client and for motivating him towards the realization

of the rehabilitation process. These centers have at their disposal

specialists on social medicine, work psychology, vocational guidance

and social work, and form working groups to assist each individual client

in solving his problems.

These centers are also in a position to dispatch working groups
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to regional areas in order to assist the rehabilitation personnel in

making rehabilitation diagAosis and planning for local groups of clients.

The centers have special wards for physical training. They also teach

vocational training and readjustment in modern workshops. The centers

have the possibility to undertake post-research and testing with a

view to finding new rehabilitation methods for the different types of

handicap. These three centers treat a total of approximately 1.000

clients per year.

1970 saw the establishment at Troma6 of Northern Norway's own

rehabilitation center,, and further plans for a new rehabilitation center

in Oslo are expected to be ready by 1973.

Firms for Vocationally Handicapped

Fbllowing a stay in one of the State rehabilitation centers

and training and assistance from the Labour Exchange Service, many

handicapped persons will still not have achieved such a degree of re-

adjustment to normal-work tempo and routine that it will be practically

possible - or responsible - to pass them on to normal places of work..

Several special firms have therefore been established for the vocation-

ally handicapped witithe basic aim of functioning as transit firms fOr

those who need a period in which to readjust to normal working tempo

and routine 'before taking their place in ordinary employment. These

finis provide more permanent sheltered emeloymsht.

At one time, these firms essAtaily employed persons with

or mental handicaps. Currently the aim is also to readjust

a strikingly wide range of persons suffering from diverse social handi-

caps: Alcoholics, law breakers, some of the retarded, social misfits,
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elderly persone having to change trades late in lifevand so on--the

socially disadvantaged.

Most of these firms for the vocationally handicapped are

organized as ordinary joint stock companies where local authorities,

organizations of the vocationally handicapped, and humanitarian orga-

niZations (as well as interested individuals and ordinary firms) have

subscribed the stock capital.

At the beginning of 1970, 47 firms offering employment to a

total of 1.583 persons were approved as firms for the vocationally

handicapped. The initiative to set up such firms has often been taken

by the officials of the Labour Ephange Service. A separate organ,

known as the Order Centre for Firms Employing Vocationally Handicapped

Persons (On), has been established under the auspices of the State

Rehabilitation Centre in 0s10;:which has also. provided expert help

connection with the establishment of these firms. The State grants

considerable financial funds for the establishment and operation of

such undertakings. The employeedof thede firms are employed through

the rehabilitation officials of the Labour Exchange Service. In each

firm a rehabilitation committee is set up which, at fixed intervals,

checks on the vocational progress of the individual employee, considers'

his pay and the chanoes of moving him on to an ordinary place of em-

ployment.

Individuals who have been employed by firms for vocationally

handicapped approved by the Labour Directorate through the Labour Ex-

change Service, cart obtain readjustment financial benefits from the

Unemployment-Insurance in the form of:
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1. Extra pay

2. Family allowance

3: Travel allowaned

I. Housing allowance

'5. Child care allowance

In 1968 the Storting approved the following measures:

- The number of sheltered places of work to be substantially increased.

- Special steps to secure more permanent sheltered places of work.

More experimental activities in this field.

- The public authorities, on behalf of the firms, to endeavor to solve

\problems of commission and sale on a rational basis.

Tr- sit Homes

In order to find the proper occupation manylhandicapped,persons

have to move away from home. This, of course, also happens during the

rehabilitation period. Thus, th is a demand for transit homes, partic-

ularly for people whose own ho s are in places going through .a period of

growth. where there is a shortage of vocational schools, training cehters

for adults, and firms for the vocationally handicapped. The Labour Direc-

torate has granted funds for the construction of new transit homes and for

the completion of existing transit homes. A hostel for the handicapped ill

being financed from the same funds. During,the current year a total of

kr 750.000 have been allocated to measures of this kind.

The Central Council for the Handicapped

The development of vocational rehabilitation has depended

upon cooperation' between several- ministries, institutions and organi-
....,

nations. Under the auspices of the Binistry of Labour a Central Council

for the Handicapped has therefore been set up. Itlas 16 members, in-
,
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fi
cluding representati4es from the Labour Directorate, the Directorate

of Health Services, the National Insurance Fund, the Ministry of Edu-

cation, the Rehabilitation centers and the Coordinating Committee of

the organizations for the handicapped., The Secretaiiat of the Central

Council is located in the Ministry of Labour.

The Central Council advises ministries, public institutions

and organizations working with rehabilitation and promotes coordina-

tion of their work. It may on its own initiative take up and consider

rehabilitation questions. The Central Council has appointed several

working committees. One of these has worked out guidelines for the

establishment and operation of firms for the vocationally handicapped,

another has published a rehabilitation manual.

lbutionti-omtheUnlointInsurceanitowardsreust-

ment of handicapped persons employed in drdinary firms

Contributions from the pnemployMenkInsUrance Fund are granted
titi

ti

to employers who employ difficult cases,who because of physical, mental

or social handicaps need a peiod of 'readjustment before lawy,can work

at full capacity.

The situation must be of a nature that the applicant, because

of his handicap, genuinely needs such a period of readjustment before

he can be expected to perform. his work normally.

A precOndition of stick grants is that efforts have, as far

as practically possible, been made to implement other rehabilitation

measures, including trai4ing and vocational instruction. Also, the

possibilities of employment in L. firm for vocationally handicapped and

of transfer to the on labor market, possibly even outside the sub-
.

jectls original home area, 'must also have been very Carefully examined.
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The contribution consists of kr 6,-pr. executed working hour,

and may be paid out for 12 weeks. If the employee after 12 weeks' period

of readjustment (with contribution to the employer) has,not reached an

almost norraal capacity for work, a further contribution for 12 weeks at

kr i4, - may be granted.

It is also a condition that the employer pays standard wages

to the employee from the first day of work and keeps him eraplayed after

the termination of the contributions if he performs his work Satis-

factorily, and gives no valid grounds for distissal.

Types of Pensions and Cash Benefits

a) Unemployment Insurance
. .

Pursuant to the At of May 28, 19592.0114 pertaining to un-

employment insurance, Aid can be granted from the local unemployment

funds towards living expenses for persons who, because of age, illness

or disablement, or other special reasons, are without suitable employ-

ment, and.who have small chances of getting permanent And suitableork

without such aid.

Aid-can be given up to a total of kr 3.000,-. With the ap-

proval of the Director of Labour, a total sum of kr 5.000 can be granted.

b) National Health Insurance Act

Pursuant to the National Insurance Act of June 17, 1966, re-
.

habilitation aid can be granted to all person who, because of illness

or injury, have a permanedtly reduced capab tyof'self-support or

considerably limited possibilities with ref d to choice of occupation

, ,

or place of work, if such aid will help pro

;

urement of appropriate am-

ployment.

Rehabilitation aid can. be grante to the extent that such
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aid is considered necessary and appropriate, in the form of:

1.' Examination, training and treatment in a socio-
- .

medical ward in a hospital or approved rehabili-

tation center.'

2. Contributions towards covering expenses relating

to instructions, training and readjustment to

0 schOols, courses, firms, etc.

3. Contributions towards covering necessary expenses

related to rehabilitation, as mentioned under 1

and 2 above.

Contribution to loans or to travel and/or rgmoval

expensed; towards starting up sem sort of economic

activity; or to other ends of decisive importance

as regardS the capability of the insured person to

find ajob.

The same aid can be given to an unmarried mother, and may

also be awarded to a surviving spouse or unmarried\woman who for at

least 5 years has been compelled to stay at home taking-care of her

parents or some other close relatives.

c) Social Cae'Act

`Persons who are not able to support themselves or to' take

care of themselves are eligible, pursuant to the Social CareAci of

June 5, 1964, to receive ,social aid in a variety of forms. Far example:

1. Loans, guarantees for-loans, contributions to the

cost of vo = ional, training or otherwise acquiring

an occ patio% or for other goals aimed at rendering

the pplicant self-supporting.
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2. Refunds in connection with work 'performed in

"working homes" or sheltered firms, with or with...?

.out residence being involved..
o

Summation

The Work. done to provide employient for handicapped persOnS

was largely initiated by private humanitarian organizations. But after

World War II, the public authorities stewiilybecamemore and more in-

volved and it is now generally accepted that vocational rehabilitation

is primarily -a. public task.

The administrative and practical responsibility is today

shouldered by the public employment authorities, but there is also ex-

tensive and systematic cooperation with other public organs, particu-

larly as regards pendionl insurance, nealth and training problems. An
7i

intimate cooperationds also maintained with private organizations.

The development of vocational,rehabilitation depends on co-
_

operation between several ministries, institaions and organizations.
,

Under the auspices ofthe Ministry of Labour a Central Council for

the Handicapped has therefore been set up., It has sixteen members,,

including representatives from the Labour Directorate' the Directorate
. -

of Health Services, the National Insurance Fund, the Ministry of Edu-

cation, the. Rehabilitation centers and the Coordinating Committee of

the organizations for-the haaicapped. The Secretariat of the Central

Council is located in the Ministry of Labour.

Pursuant to the National Insurance Act of June 17, 1966, re-

habilitation aid can be grantedoto all persons who, because of illness

or injury, have a permanently reduced capability of self-support or

considerably limited possibilities with regard to choice of occupation
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or place to work, if such aid will help procurement of appropriate

employment.

Rehabilitation aid can be granted to the'extent that such-aid

is considered necessary and appropriate, in the form of:

1. ExaMination, training and treatment in a socio-

medicalward in a hospital or approved rehabili-
,

tation center.

2. Contributions towards covering expenses relting

to instruction, trainingand readjustment to

schools, courses, firms, etc.-

3. Contributions towards covering necessary expenses

related to rehabilitation as mentioned under 1 and

2 above.'

COntributions to loans or to travei,andior removal

.

expenses; towards starting. Up Some"sort of economic

activity, or to other ends of decisive importance,

as regards the capability of the insured, person to

find a job.

The same aid can be given td an unmarried mother, and"may

alsebe awarded to a surviving spouse or unmarried woman who for at

least five years has been compelled to stay at home taking care of her,

parents Or some other close relative.

Persons who are not able to support themselves or ta take

care of themselves are eligible, pursuant to the Social Care Act of

June 5, 1964,4to receive social aid in a variety of forms.
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DENMARK

The country of Denmark covers an area of approximately 16,619

square miles. She has a population around 4,585,256, excluding Green-

land and the Faroe Islands in the Atlantic Ocean. The4density of the

population averages more than 100 persons per kilometer. Denmark has

been a constitutional monarchy since 1849, and the Government is parlia-

mentary. legislative power is held cooperatively by the King and Par-

liament, while executive authority is exercised by the Secretaries of

States and their departments. Local self-government is highly developed,

particularly in regard to education, public roads, hospitals, social

insurance and social services.

Approximately two-thirds or the population in Denmark is

living in areas of concentrated population in and around cities and

towns. Nearly fifty percent of the population is economically active

and more than one-third of these is engaged in industry trade, building

and construction, while agriculture, including foresty, horticulture,

and fishing, employs about one-fourth. Nearly one-third of the national

products is for export to other countries.

No data, to date, are available on the number of disabled

persons in Denmark.

As in many economically and industriany developed countries,

the care of the disabled,in Denmark was first developed through. private

initiative, and later. on,,subsidized by public funds. Legislation

followed. Publicly run programs were established and a measure of pub-

lic control was exercised over organizations and institutions that bad
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been started with private means and under voluntary leadership. These

institutions are still largely privately run but depend,' greatly, on

public funds.

Another factor that has greatly influended the development

of rehabilitation for the -disabled in Denmark, historically and at

present, is the National Health Service which is under the Ministry of

Interior. The programs for the disabled, the aged, etc., are under the

Ministry of Social Affairs. This separation in administrative respon-
,

sibility is reported by some to have 'caused delay in tackling the med-

ical problems of disability in terms of the rehabilitation objective

and to have set up a complication in achieving the coordination neces-

sary in disabled individuals' program.

Denmark, however, has been a leader in providing care for its

disadvantaged citizens and in furthering the rehabilitation of its dis-

abled people. This they are proud of.

The Constitutional Law of 181i9, legalized the responsibility

of the State for seeing that no citizen should suffer material need on

account of loss.of, or never attained, ability to work. This is known

as the "free constitution." The so-called Poor Law of 1891, laid down

more exact rules concerning to whom and to what extent economic help

should be given. In addition to this legislative concern for the indi-

vidual, the 19th century saw the establishment by private initiative

and by the Government of institutions for the care, training, and em-

ployment of large and easily identified categories of handicapped per-

sons. For example, in 1807 an institute for the deaf and dumb was

established by the Government; in 1811 a voluntary charitable organi-

zation was set up for the blind; in 1816 the first treatment for the
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mentally ill in contrast to custodial institutions was put in operation;

, and in 1855 the first institution for mental defectives was established.

The care of epileptics was started in the mid-1890's, and in 1898, an

institute for speech defectives was set up by the Government.

The largest, best known, and oldest institution for the dis-

abled is the Society and Home for Cripples. The society was founded in

1872. The services piovided by the society are to reduce disablement

insofar as possible with medical treatment, and then by means of voca-

tional education, and assist the individual to be self-supporting to

the greatest practicable extent.

Extensive development of the programs of this sOciety'con-

times. It owns and runs all the orthopedic hospitals and hospital

departments in Denmark. Some of these are the orthopedic hospital at

Copenhagen and Aarhus and orthopedic departments at Aalborg, Kolding,

Holstebro, Sonderborg, and Odense. Orthopedic workshops of the society

where prostheses, other orthopedic appliances and technical aids are

produced and institutions providing evaluation and a variety of reha-

bilitation services for the cerebral palsied are located at Copenhagen,

Sollerod, Odense, and Aarhus.

The society operates two medical hospitals at Hornbaek and

Hald. The society also maintains boarding schools at Copenhagen and

Virum for children between the ages of 7 and 16 years who are unable

to attend regular schools because of severe physical handicaps. The

society's school program also includes private tuition in a pupil's

home and tuition for children admitted to hospital departments. The

society runs a vocational school for training disabled youths') There

are 16 different types of training shops at the vocational school at
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Copenhagen and boarding maintenance at the home is provided as needed.

The shops are run as productive, as well as training facilities.

The Society and Home for Cripples.also cooperates with local

authorities in running rehabilitation centers in various parts of the

country, the general purpose being to rehabilitate injured and other-

wise disabled adults. These centers receive public support from the

State but are run by the society. There is a Rehabilitation Clinic at

Copenhagen, Sheltered Establishments and Homework Center, also at

Copenhagen, and two sintilar institutions which provide training and

work for severely disabled persons.

At most departments specially trained social welfare advisers

are employed to give clients help in solving their socitl, economic,

and vocational problems.

The Society and Hoie for Cripples pioneered in the establish-

ment of services for the disabled and legislation and the assumption of

public responsibility for the support of services followed. Of primary

importance to rehabilitation are the National ASsistance Act (1933) 1961,

and the Rehabilitation Act, 1961, administered by the Ministry of Social

Affairs. Of significance.also are the following: The Old Age Benefit

Act, 1891; the Health Insurance Funds Act, 1892; the Industrial Injury

Insurance Act, 1898; the Relief FUnds and Unemployment Insurance Funds,

1907, the Disability Insurance Act, 1921, and the Old Age Pension Act,

1922.

The National Assistance Act of 1961, requires the State to

take care of the "education, support, maintenance, treatment, and care

of disabled persons whose handicap requires that they should be treated

at a State institution or an institution recognized by the State or * *
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in a * * * supervised foster home * * which is under constant super-

vision from an institution." The passage of this legislation made it

possible for handicapped persons to receive treatment by specialists,

young disabled persons to realve training in a trade or other occupa-

tion and for the handicapped in general to receive other forms of help

paid in fullelq the State.

Special care services are provided exclusively by the volun-

tary institutions and organizations that receive State grants. The

Special Care Services, an administrative area of the Ministry of Social

Affairs with its director on the staff and under the supervision of the

Ministry, is primarily respondible for the coordination of services pro-

vided by the voluntary institutions and for he prevention or duplica-

tion in service. Administrative interpretation is caved principally

by having the director of Special Care Services act as chairman of the

governing boards of special category organizations. Thus he serves in

this capacity on the Blind Persons Board, Deaf Persons Boardl and Board

for the Hard of,Hearing. Services provided by institutions and other

organizations to special care groups are in addition to thcea provided

under. the National Assistance Act.

The Rehabilitation Act of 1961 develops and supplements the

services for disabled people. It makes available services for the

handicapped not covered by special category legislation; for example,

to those suffering any physical or mental disability and to those whose

primary disability is due to social causes.

Any Danish citizen in need of special care or medical, voca-

tional, or social rehabilitation is eligible for such assistance sub-

ject to no formal conditions. The kind of assistance received depends
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upon the needs of the particular disabled person and may consist of one

or a combination of any of the following services: medical treatment,

provision of artificial appliances including hearing aids, education,

industrial rehabilitation, vocational training and retraining, and help

to carry on a trade or business.

The Rehabilitation Act provides for regional rehabilitation

offices (12 at present), with responsibility for counseling the dis-

abled, for coordinating their programs of rehabilitation services and

for granting financial assistance to the disabled.

The personnel of these offices are responsible for seeing

that vocational assessment training or retraining and other needed

services are provided the handicapped person. They do not provide the

services themselves but. arrange for them to be provided, by the facili-

ties of public and privately run organizations and institutions.

Vocational rehabilitation services are designed to place the

handicapped person, whenever possibles,in open market competitive em-

ployment. In cooperation. with public employment service, which carries

general responsibility for vocational guidance, the personnel of the

rehabilitation offices see that needed services are provided. For exam-

ple, medical and psychological examinations necessary in securing voca-

tional assessment are the ultimate responsibility of regional rehabili.

tation offices. Cooperation with special grant-aided institutions for

disabled persons in furthering the rehabilitation program of the disabled

person is also the responsibility of these offices.

Job placement of disabled persons is dependent upon the coop-

eration of workers' and employers' organizations, the National Confeder-

ation of Danish Trade Unions and the Danish Employers' Confederation.
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These organizations are represented on the central cooperations commit7

tee, Rehabilitation Section of the Disability Insurance Court and on

various otbAr committees. The Disability Insurance Court decides on

claims for disability pension and for the provision of various types of

assistance such as the purchase of motor vehicles and financial assis-

tance to set up an independent business. It also acts as a court of

appeal from decisions of the local authorities relating to rehabilita-

tion services.

The provisions of several special category acts are briefly

described in the following paragraphs.

The Blind Persons Act, May 1950, provides for a special board,

Blind Persons' Board, empowered to evaluate developments and make recom-

mendations to improve services to the blind.

A special employment service and other special facilities

designed to give the blind and partially sighted advice and guidance in

setting up an Independent buginebs or trade are arranged for by, the.

Minister of Social Affairs. Financial assistance may also be provided `

for the establishment of a business or other means of gainful employ-

ment. Counseling service for the blind is provided, in cooperation

with the National Service, by the Danish Society for the Blind.

The Act of January 27, 1950 makes provision for services to

the deaf and hard of hearing. The Act provides for the establishment

of the Deaf Persons' Board, the chairman of which is the director for

Special Care Services, Ministry of Social Affairs.

Three hearing centers have been set up at Copenhagen, Aarhus,

and Odense. Audiological clinics have been set up at the University
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Hospital, Copenhagen, and in some Provincial towns. The-chief purpose

of the clinics is to assist the hearing centers in granting hearing

aids, vocational guidance, social guidance, and placement service.

Both the National Assistance Act, 1961, and an Act of June

1959, "Care.of Mental Defectives and Other Persons of Subnormal Intel-

,441.

ligenceft make provision for services which are carried out by the

National Mental Deficiency Service under direction of the Minister of

Social Affairs.

Summation
k

The services for the' handicapped fall, in all essentials,

into the following. three categories: "special care" services; reha-.
11

bilitatian.serViceS; and welfare facilities. In addition, howeverl.,

voluntary organizations carry out extensive activities, with or with-
,

out public support.

As regards several categories of handicapped persons, services

in the fields of education, rehabilitation and care are, wholly or in

part, the responsibility of the so-called "special care" services, i.e.,

the special care of the mentally ill, the mentally retarded and other

persons of subnormal intelligence, the epileptic, the crippled, the

speech defectives, the severely word blind, the blind and the partially

sighted, the deaf and the hard of hearing.

The National Assistance Act requires the State to take care

of persons suffering from any such disability and being in need of res-

idential care or foster family care under supervision. It is expressly

provided that the State shall be responsible for the existence of the

institutions required.

The Rehabilitation Act develops and supplements the services
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for handicapped persons. It applies toihanaicapped persons other than

those covered by "special care" legislation and to persons whose dis-

ability is not so severe as to require special care proper. In dition

to persons suffering from any physical or mental disability, the Reha-

bilitation Act applies to persons whose disability is mainly due to

social causes.

Any Danish citizen who is in need of special care or f medi-

cal, vocational or social rehabilitation is ligible for such ssis-

tance, subject to no formal conditions. This type of assistance depends

on the circumstances of each particUpr case. It may, e.g. consist.in

maintenance, care, medical treatment, provision of hearing aid or any

other aids, nursery school and school education, retraining or assis-

tance towards vocational training. The scirvioes for the handicapped

are entirely voluntary to the person concerned, except for'the mentally

ill and the mentally retarded, for whom care may be established.or main-

tained against their will in very special cases on certain conditions

specified by law.

Since the end of the second World War, a number of rehabili-

tation units (workghops) have been established through funds provided

from various sources (local authorities and voluntary organizations,

the Ministry of Labour, the Ministry of Social Affairs, etc.). In

addition to general work adjustment, these institutions provide an

actual training in industrial work under conditions being adjusted, as

far as possible, to those 'n industry. htpresent2 there exist some

35 rehabilitation u capable of admitting a total of 1,000 persons.

The production o the workshops covers a variety of fields such as
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metal, wood, footwear, textiles, paper, gardening, etc.

Vocational placing of disabled persons is not linked to any

public registration of the handicapped, and employers are under no obli-

gation to give employment'to the disabled as a special proportion of

their staff (quota system).

Private employers are, in addition,' not required to reserve

vacancies within particular occupational fields for handicapped persons.

Under the Rehabilitation Act, on the other hand, a hoyal Order was issued

on 30th September 1965, giving preference to disabled persons for certain

occupations in Central and Local Government undertakings, and in insti-

tutions which carry out their adtivities with public recognition and

support. The idea is that, where it is not.possible to get a disabled

person settled in open employment, the public employment exchanges shall

notify the public authorities, etc.within the area. Whenever manpower

sis needed in the occupational field of the handicapped, the dompetent

authorities, etc. shall consult the employment exchange aboUt engage-

ment of the handicapped. When the handicapped is considered as quali-

fied as any other candidates, the authorities are obliged to engage him.
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SWEDEN

/
Sweden hai a population of approximately 7;495,129 and an

area of 173,649 square miles. About 9 percent of its land is tillable

and neatly 53 percent is forest. The major occuAations are luMbering,

mining and manufacturing. The urban movemeht-w-of population over the

past years has left only around 30 percent of th people livihg in

rural districts.

Rehabilitation of the disabled in Sweden is a responsibility

of both central and local governments, with private organizations for

the care of the handicapped playing an important but subsidiary role:

The central governmental agencies responsible for the program

are the Kgl. Medicinalstyrelsen (National Medical Board) and the Kgl.

Arbetsmarknadsstyrelsen (National Labor Market Board), in cooperation

with the Biksforsakringsverket (National Social Insurance Agency) and

the Kgl. Overstyrelsen for Yrkesutbildning (National Board fdr*Voca-

tional Training). On the local level, the counties and four cities

which combine a county' functions lath those of a municipality dis-

charge the respons ties assigned to them under the national program

in close cooperation with the Provincial subsidiaries of the national

agencies.

The Government maintains cooperation with both central and

local level of organizations for the handicapped. These organizations

receive substantial subsidies from the Government. They provide spe-

cialized services, recreational facilities, special technical aids, and

financial support for specific groups of handicapped persons (e.g. the

blind, polio victims, rheumatics). Through their national joint organi-



zations, Svenska Vanforevardens Centralkommittee (SVCK), the organi-

zation for the care of persons with orthopedic handicaps conduct re-

search, develop and produce new aids to meet general and individual

need, and send information to the organizations for the handicapped.

Vocational rehabilitation, i.e., the stage of rehabilitation

.which begins of r or runs parallel with the last phase of medical re-

habili = tion,. is an integral part of Sweden's "active labor market,

policy,' which aims at providing a job for everyone. It is open not

only to p sons with physical and mental handicaps but,also to socially

maladjusted = &disadvantaged, persons (juvenile delinquents, ex- convicts,

and 'alcoholics)

Statistics on the total number of disabled in Sweden are not

available at this time. The statistics of the rehabilitation sections

of public employment offices cover only the handicapped registered with

these sections' (33,500 in 1961), and include, also, socially malad-

justed persons and alcoholics undergoing rehabilitation. On the other

hand, these statistics fail to include large groups of handicapped

persons.

Since World War II, Sweden has created and expanded its social

insurance system covering all resident Swedes and, in most respects, all

resident aliens. The mainstays of the system are general health insur-

ance, combined with workmen's compensation and general pension insurance.

Of special importance are the liberalized provisions concerning disabil-

ity pensions, the tax-financed national disability pensions as well as

the income-related premium-financed disability pension. Anew defini-

tion of disability has been adopted and the-means test, which formerly



determined the amount of national. disability pensions has been Sbol-

ished. The abolition of the means test benefited in particular dis-

abled housewives whose 'national pension will no longer have to be re-

duced in proportion to the husband's income. As a result of the

eralized provisions on.eligibility, the number of recipients of dis-

ability pensions is expected to increase from the present ihol000 to

170,000 or more.

Due to the extensive social insurance systels Sweden's dis-

abled enjoy a moderate but secure income.. Howeveri some disabled per-

sons hdving no income besides a national disability pension or a daily

allowance from health insurance still live in straightened circumstances

and municipal social assistance must be added to provide a modest but

adequate living level.

Both the municipalities' obligation to give social assis-,

tance and the general-social insurance system have considerable impact

on vocational rehabilitation efforts.

Municipal officers extending social assistance under the

auspices of municipal social assistance committees screen the recipi-

ents of aid under their care to determine cases which lend themselves

to possible rehabilitation. According to. the circumstances of each

individual case, a handicapped person may be referred to a hospital.

for medical treatment or given advice on obtaining technical aids to

relieve his handicap or be directly referred to the vocational rehabili-

tation section of the local employment office. In practice, referrals

to vocational rehabilitation sections are the most frequent. These

municipal services are very important in tracking down patients too
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listless ignorant or discouraged to seek rehabilitation on their own

initiative, but they are only ancillary to the rehabilitation activ-

ities of the Central GovePrnment and the counties.

A disabled person should receive disability pension only if

, rehabilitation has failed to restore his working capacity or to the ex-

. tent it has failed, the pension supplementing inadequate earnings. Sy

law, a disabled person forfeits his right to a pension if he refuses

1

to submit to the treatment which has been recommended'by the agency

administering social insurance. While undergoing rehabilitationf(med-.

ice" and vocational), a patient usually receives daily allowances from

health insurance. The substitution of a disability pension is usually,

postponed until the result of the attempt at rehabilitation is known.

The general interest in rehabilitation was significantly in-

creased by the substantial improvement in'social insurance benefits

and the'addition of ATP benefits (supplemental pensions).

The Riksforsakringsverket (National. Social Insurance. Agency)

administers health and maternity insurance, national pensions, dis-

ability pensions, and most workmen's compensation. Its most important

function in regard to rehabilitation is, however, to direct disabled

persons toward the rehabilitation services provided by cehtral and

local governments. It has 28 regional subsidiaries called allmanna

forsakringskassor, each covering a county or a major city. Attached

to each of these regional insurance offices is a joint committee

(samarbetslag) consisting of one officer,of the division in charge of

health insurance, the office's medical adviser, an officer of the pro-

vincial labor board, and the same board's medical adviser. All coop-
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erate in this effort.

The Committee screens patients afflicted by illness of long

duration to determine cases which lend themselves to rehabilitation.

Since all adults are entitled to daily allowances for periods of sick-
>

ness and to free hoapitalization, the regional insurance office has a

complete, record. of all "caserof illness and their duration. Usually

cases.,ate screened when incapacitation has lasted over three months.

A second screening'is made by the pension delegations (pen-

sions-delegationerna), bne at each regional insurance office (sometimes

two and in Stockholm four), when a patient applieS for a disability

pension.

Treatment and medical rehabilitation is given atpgeneral

hospitals and at a few specialized establishments administered sepa-

rately.

Medical rehabilitation clinics preparing the transition from

the sickroom directly to gainful employment, or to some phase of voca-

tional rehabilitation, are a relatively new development. Four central

county hospitals have been operating such clinics for a few years,

others have begun to operate them very recently on a limited scale, and

more will follow suit in the next few years. It is hoped that within

e next few years each of Sweden's 25 central county hospitals will

h ve a fully equipped rehabilitation clinic. According to the plan of

t.e National Medical Board, a rehabilitation clinic should comprise

one section for physiotherapy, one for occupational therapy with facil-

ities for indUtrial therapy, sections for inpatient and outpatient

care, respectively:, and one for social counseling and contacts with

4



other agencies, notably those in charge of vocational rehabilitation.

Social counselors (kuratorer) are serving with all major

hospitals. One of their tasks is to assemble available information on

a patient before referring him to the vocational rehabilitation section

of the local employment office.

Since July 1, 1962, the cost of all orthopedic aids (pros-

theses, supporting braces, surgical boots,, crutches, wheelchairs, and

other invalid vehicles with or without motor) and repairs of these aids

are covered by the Government, provided the aids are obtained upon pre-

scription by a doctor of an orthopedic clinic. Similarly, the Govern-

ment covers the entire cost of hearing aids for children under 16 years

and contributes up to 400 kronor for hearing aids of adults, if 'the'

aids are prescribed by ear specialists. The cost of bandages for colos-

tomy and ileostomy and of electric pacemakers for heart patients is

defrayed by the Government under special regulations.

Governmental 'grants are extended through the De Vanforas

Riksforbund (National Association for the Care of Cripples), for the

purchase of technical appliances.

The coverage of the cost of orthopedic and other aids and

appliances is not subject to a means test. Any disabled person is

eligible for these benefits, regardless of whether he engages in gain-
..

ful occupation or has to remain idle.

There is a separate program aduLaistered by the National Labor

Market Board which provides disabled persons with special technical aids

that are needed to engage in gainful occupation or vocational training,

e.g. a motor car (as distinct from an invalid's vehicle) and tools for
o
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a craftspan.

In the mental hospitals, the program to restore the patient's

working capacity is part of
4
the general treatment which aims at read-

justment to normal life. Work in sheltered workshops is being tried

out on a limited scale. The transition to vocational rehabilitation

or placement in a job is prepared by social counselors.(kuratorer) who

perform similar functions to those in general or specialized hospitals.

Vocational rehabilitation is an integral part of Sweden's

labor market and insurance policy. For the central administration of

vocational rehabilitation, a Vocational Rehabilitation Division

(arbetsvardsbyra) has been created within the National Labor Market

Board. An advisory delegation representing other central authorities

and certain organizations for the relief of the handicapped has been

attached to the Board to ensure the current coordination of govern-

mental measures in this field. The advisory delegation consists of

representatives of the National Social Insurance Agency, the National

-Medical Board, the National Board for Vocational Training, the Central

Committee for the Care of Cripples (Svenska Vanforevardens Central-

kommittee), and the national organizations of various categories of

the handicapped.

On the provincial level, there are vocational rehabilitation

sections (arbetsvardsexpeditioner) in the head offices of the employ-

ment service (one head office in each of the 24 Provinces and one in

Stockholm), and in some of their larger branch offices. These voca-

tional rehabilitation units perform a key role in the system.

The employment offices are administered and supervised by

the provincial labor boards, which coordinate their vocatio rehabili-



tation activities with those of the counties.

e counties andthe four largest Cities have the responsi-

b* y for establishing and opefating institutions for rehabilitation

the job (arbetstraning, sometimes translated as "work training" or

"industrial rehabilitation") and sheltered employment.

Handicapped individuals seeking a job are served by the em-77

ployment offices' general sections, and only if the section in charge/

of the applicant's field of employment (e.g. office work) finds it

impossible to place him is the handicapped applicant referred to the

Vocational rehabilitation section.

Only about one-fourth of the vocational rehabilitation sec-1

tion's clients come to it in this manner, however. The remaining three-

fourths are referred to it directly from hospitals (through the hos-

pitals' social counsellors), specialized establishments for the care

of cripples and other handicapped persons, or by municipal social

assistance officers.

The clients of vocational rehabilitation sections include

physically or mentally handicapped persons, as well as socially mal-

adjusted persons (ex- convicts, juvenile delinquents, and alcoholics).

If a vocational rehabilitation section finds that a client

is in need of training--for instance, in order to specialize in a sec-

tion of his prpvious occupation, where his handicap does not impair

work performance..-or of retraining for a new job, vocational guidance

is given either by the rehabilitation officer in charge of the case,

or if there s need for specialized advice by the vocational guidance

section of the same employment agency. Complicated cases can be re-

l47
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ferred for aptitude tests to one of the two Institutes for Applied

Psychology (in Stockholm and Goteborg).

Any kind of degree of academic education or vocational training

is open to the disabled from the simplest manual operation to university

studies. The choice in the individual case depends on the client's apti-

tude, ability and educational background, his, age, his prospects for

employment and, last but not least, available training facilities.

Whatever kind or method of training is chosen by the client

with the advice and assistance of the rehabilitation section, a client

without sufficient income receives a trainee allowance from the Govern-

ment,to meet his and his family's essential needs and additional bene-

fits to cover the cost entailed by his participation in training (trans-

portation, working clothes, working material, school supplies, and so

forth). The trainee. allowances are means tested, which means that they

are reduced in proportion to a trainee's income from other, sources, in-

cluding social insurance benefits.

Vocational training can be given at special schools for dif-

ferent categories of the handicapped (the blind, the deaf, orthopedic

cases) or at regular vocational schools (operated by municipalities or

counties with Government subsidies), or in private industry or public

establishments where the clients work as apprentices or trainees.

Rehabilitation on the job (arbetstraning) aims at enabling

persons who have been out of work for a long time because of sickness

or 'the consequences of an accident to readjust to work and to contacts

h fellow workers in circumstances where allowance is made for fatigue

or handicap, inter alia by a reduction of work hours below normal levels.
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Sheltered employment is provided for two categories: (1) For
0

persons permanently disabled to a degree which rules out a,normal work

performance in any conceivable job; (2) for persons who are capable of

a normal work performance but would not fi into normal factory or

office environment, e.,g. because they are seriously disfigured or

suffer from a psychic handicap requiring special consideration and

patience on employer's or supervisor,' part.

Most of the counties opera e Vocational Rehabilitation Centers

(arbetstranings institute) for reh ilitation on the job and sheltered

employment, both categories of c ants working side by side in work-

shops for various kinds of indu rial work and in sections for office

work., In addition, there are si: er establishments for sheltered em-

ployment only, and specialized establishments servicing specific groups

of handicapped persons. Besides e counties, sponsors include munici-

palities, private organizations, -Id a few industrial companies.

Homework is another very suitable occupation for the seriously

handicapped and homework centers are attached to many sheltered ethploy-

ment units. They distribute work ord rs among the handicapped, collect

the finished products, pay foi them, d market them. Courses in wood-

craft, metalcraft and similar skills a sponsored by the Vocational

Rehabilitation Division of the'National abor Market Board.

A third form of sheltered empl t is so-called work in

archives (arkivarbete) and is administere as part of unemployment

relief. This provides employment for elde ly or partially disabled

intellectuals, many of whom are refugees, f r persons with psychic handi-

caps whorequbt special consideration on the part of the employer, and

(471.9. .
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foi. others who could not suitably be assigned work in the open market

or work involving a physical effort.

A fourth form of sheltered employment, also administered as

part of unemployment relief, is outdoor work for persons who are hard

to place. This is part of the emergency public works program and com-

.

prises lighter work in forest and recreation areas or forest work made

easy through teamwork for older or partly disabled forest.workers and

roadbuilding projects for alcoholics or juvenile delinquents.

Sweden maintains an extensive houiing and boarding program

for elderly persons and the disabled. In addition, the Government ex-

tends a subsidy to cover the extra cost of planning and equipping apart-

ments for the specific needs of persons with orthopedic handicaps. The

provision of adequate housing is an 'important link in vocational reha-

bilitation.

The most important voluntary organizations for the care of

the handicapped are the association for the blind, De Rlindas Forening,

for cripples, De Vanforas Rilmeorbund, for the deaf, Sveriges Doves,

Riksforbund, for persons hard of hearing Horselfmajandets Riksforbundo

for persons with heart and lung diseases, Nationalforeningen mot Hjart-

och Lungsjukdomar and Riksforbundet for Hjart-och Lungsluka, for multiple

sclerosis patients, Svenska MS-foreningarnas Riksfrbund, for polio

cases, Riksforbundet mot Polio and for rheumatics, Riksforbundet mot

Reumatism. In addition, there are associations aiding psychiatric

cases, alcoholics, and delinquents.

Political and nonpolitical women's organizations, cooperate.

in Kvinnoorganisationernas Stiftelse till Stod at Handikappade Husmodrar,

in order to provide handicapped housewives with special technical 410-
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pliances to facilitate their hoUsework.

There are four vocational schools for cripples with a total

capacity of 247 which are operated with Government subsidies by Van-
.

foreanstalter (forrixaleInstitutea for theTotal Care of Cripples);

whose medical clinics-are being;i1corporated in the general hospital,/

/
system.

I

A number of association are active in the care of cripples

and have established the Svenska V aMorevardens Centralkomittee (Swedish

Central Committee for the Careof Cripples) to coordinate their activ-

.

ities4 These organizations are the four institutes for the Care of

Cripples; yhich-run the vocational schools described above, th6 Eugenia

Home in Stockholm (for the-care of seriously crippled children), the

D; Vanforas. Riksforbund (National Association for the.Care of Cripples),

the associations for polio victims, rheumatics, and multiple sclerosis

patients, and the Svenski Ortopedforneingen'(orthopedic association).

The Swedish Committee of the International SOciety is the

national ,organization d.n SWeden affiliated with, the International

Society for Rehabilitation of the Disabled (ISU).

Summation

The number of applicants- registered for vocational rehabili-

tation rose in 1209. The increase was-only,4797, however, which meant

that the sharp rise observable right through the 19601s had come to an

end, During the period 1962-1967, the number of applications for voca-

tional rehabilitation increased annually by 7,000-14000 persons. The

1968 increase was 4,300. total number of persons seeking vocational

rehabilitation in 1969 was 87,901 of whom 50,996 were enrolled during

the course -of the year.
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The production upheavals affecting Swedish industry in 1969

and the resultant clOsures,"rationalizations, and changed attitudes
.

toward older workers seriously affected the chances Of-handicApped

persohs to obtain employment in the open market. The opportunities.

for quick' relocation of labor and for.placement,Without any prior

preparation decrease year by year.

The importance of all forms of preparatory work is therefore

increasing all the time. As a result, the vocational rehabilitation
.

service has had to.cencentrate4,more and moron contact work in the

different sectors from which applic.5n4 are referred to the labor ex.;

Changes. Contact work in the nursing, social welfare, prisoners' aid,

youth welfare, national health insurance and industrial health service

sectors absorb more,efid more time of vocational, rehabilitation officials.

Vocational reha litation service staif actbias consultants and partici-

pate in team Work efforts in different kinds of rehabilitation and edu-
c

catio ork

Sheltered employment continues to expand. at a rapid rate.

One / esult h4s been to increase the d gree of specialization in voca-

L
tional rehabilitation work. It has be ome increasingly necessary for

vocational rehabilitation service contacts with, for example, the

archive work sectorp'office work centers, sheltered workshops, etc.

to be dealt with exclusively by one or more officials.

The Labour Market Board's Vo'cational Rehabilitation Dele-

gation, which is an advisory body with the function of promoting the

coprdination of state, municipal and private initiatives in the vo6a-
44

tional rehabilitation field, was aet up in 1952. At the end of the

1969/70 fiscal year, the Delegation consisted of representativesjrom

z.D

r"
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eighteen organizations for the handicapped, four government authorities

("including the Labour Market Board), five labour market organizations,

and -three institutions engaged in the care of the handicapped.

The development of the employment service in the direction

of a system whereby the individual is provided with the material with

which to.find'a suitable opening for himself, within the limits of the

resources available, has probably helped counteract the stream of appli-

cations and waiting lists. which form for vocational rehabilitation.

Training for the handicapped continues to expand; 16,834

persons started vocational training (including rehabilitation courses)r

in 1969. In all, 28,72lt handicapped or disabled persons underwent

vocational training in L969.

15j
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WEST GERMANY
A

The. Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany) was established

in Bonn, in 1949. It' is composed of 10 Lander or States: Schleswig-

Holstein, Hamburg, Lower Saxony, Bremen, North-Rhine, Westphalia, Hesse,

Rhineland-Palatinate, Baden=Wuerttembergy Bavaria, Saarland. The Federal

Republic's Constitution also includes the City.of Berlin as a state, but

this article of the Constitution is under suspension at the present time

in order to continue Allied rights to protect the city.

We3t Germany covers an area of 95,712 square miles. This in-

cludes West Berlin. Exqluding West Herlin, she has a population of
O

56,173,207. West Berlin, the largest city, has a population of 2,223,000;

Bonn, the capital, has 156,000.

Following World War II, West Germany experienced rapid indus-

trial and economic recovery. She is Western Europe's largest steel prd-

ducer and has a high rate of production of iron ore, pig iron, ferro-

alloys, coal, and a large oil refining capacity.

Statistics indicate that in 1961, there were approximately

800,000 severely disabled persons, that is, with physical handicaps

limiting their earning capacity by 50 percent or more, including 656,000

war victims and 145,000 persons who suffered work accidents. It is

possible that there, are some additional 100,000 to 150,000 persons with
4

Severe physical handicaps as the result of illness,, other, than work

accidents or congenital defects, but accurate.data on these are not

available. However' the number of severely disabled persons reported

by labor exchanges as unemployed had been reduced to 6,000 by 1980, and

it.
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may have d clined further in view of continuing overemployment into

7
the 170s.

Reehabilitation was supported by private initiative in. Germany.

as early asi the 19th century; a hospital for, the medical treatment and

education o deformed children was established by a German physician

in 1823. Clliurches supportedmany of these early activities. By the

20th century a few outstanding orthopedists were defining rehabilita-

tion as allservices necessary to return the disabled to his place in

society andithese concepts are being implemented in some hospitals up

to the pre'ent time.

Following World War I statutory provisions (1920) for the

rehabilitation and relief of the war disabled and their dependents,

incorporated, the philosophy of medical restoration and training or re-

training for suitable employment. After World War II, under the

Federal Republic, these laws were adjusted to changed conditions,

amended and extended. The laws distinguish between the heavily dis-

abled and the.physica handicapped.- Employment potential is the

goal, if possible.

Due to the vast needs of the war disabled in Germany and the

importance and relatively advanced development bf orthopedics as a

;Medical specialty, great emphasis was placed on medical, mostly ortho-
,

pedic, rehabilitation after World War II. Even greater development of

this medical specialty resulted.

In West Germany there is a variety of social security pro-

visions under the general supervision of the Federal Ministry of Labor

and Social Affairs. A Federal law, enacted in 1950, and administered
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by the Ministry of Labor and Social Security, provided for medical

treatment, pension benefits, social counseling, vocational training,

and assistance in job placement for the war disabled. Hospitalization

and outpatient clinic treatment, prosthetic appliances orthopedic

shoes, etc. were also available under the law, as well as grants for

the purchase, alteration, and maintenance of vehicles.

The Ministry appointed a special council on Orthopedic and

Vbcational aids which conducts research work in the manufacture of

brAces and artificial appliances under special conditions, i.e., at

the University of Munster, the Technical University of Berlin, the

Max Planck Institute at Dortmund, and the Federal Institute at Frankfort

on Main. Training in the use of proSthetic and orthotic appliances is

provided for centers operated public and volUntary auspices.

Salaried employees (within a specified Mhximum) and wage

earners.receive old age, invalidity, and death benefits under employee-
.

employer Government contributory programs (1963 amendment of 1911 law).

This program is administered by State or Federal Insurance Offices.

Employed persons and certain categories of self-employed are

covered under a work-injury program (1963 amendment to 1911 law) sup -

ported by zontributions by employers. Benefits incltde medical care,

appliances, and retraining. Unemployment benefits (current law 1956)

for employees in private employment are provided in a program supported

by contributions from employees and employers, administered by the

Federal Placement and Unemployment Insurance Institute.

Rehabilitation of persons di;Wbled by work accidents, road
t,

accidents, and occupational diseases are protected by statutory Accident

. 157
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Insurance Associations that provide for as complete rehabilitation as

4

possible. These associations maintain working arrangements with over

1,000 hospitals.

The law governing war victims' b

for vocational training, advanced trainin

is offere&in open courses, seminars, tr

job. The `,labor exchanges evaluate the it

the selected occupation, In addi io

the work-injUry

ts provides the basis

et4eining. Such training

n schgels lid on the ,

f the individual for

nsurance Flinde, under

with incapacities suit from w

The Feder Plac t

x

sibility for'work placement and is required by 1

at n of persons

dents or disease.

the)pverall respon-

tp/take such job

and vocational training measures as are required for the maintenance,

improvement, and restoration of employment capacity of a mentally or

physically handicapped person in order to integrate job seekers and

training applicants into the employment process. Each labor exchange,

under the State Labor Office in each State, has a special placement

agency for the disabled. This agency has available psychological and

technical services, information on available jobs andjob requirements

and makes regular contact with employers. Employers are committed by

law to make a percentage of jobs available to heavily disabled persons

and to make placements which enable full use and further development

of their abilities and knowledge (maintenance of plant facilities,

machines, tools, plant operation).

Due to the conviction that the handicapped should take their

place in'society and compete with the nonhandicapped and not be isolated
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in their working lives, there are no State supported factories or shel-
i,

tered workshops. Most rehabilitation centers are for training. Reha-

bilitation centers where the severely handicapped obtain permanent em-

ployment because they cannot get-work in the open market receive aid

from the State in the form of work orders.

The majorityp work,done in the Federal Republic in reha-

bilitation and services to the handicapped is financed by the Govern-

ment or employer-supported accident insurance agencies working cooper-

atively. Nevertheless, there are both national and local associations

concerned with the welfare of the disabled. For example, the German

Federation of the Blind and theGerman Union for the Deaf are central

organizations with regiOnal, State or local units; denominational ef-'-

forts are coordinated by the Federation of. German Evangelical Insti-

tutes for the Physically Handicapped and the Federation of Catholic

Institutes for the Physically Handicapped. Concern for'specific as-\

pects of-disability is evident in the German Association for the Control

of Crippling, the National Association for War and Civilian Disabled,

the Association for War Veterans, the German Association'for Mhltiple

41,

Sclerosis, and the Association of Polio Victims and their sponsors.

All federations and associations for self-help are incorpo-

rated members of the German Federation for the promotion of the Welfare

of the Physically Han capped. This organization serves to coordinate

and promote means to p event, eliminate, and ameliorate physical dis-

abilities and their cons uences. It works cooperatively with the

Government to improve and\ expand services.

0
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Summation

By law, war victims may claim the application of measures to

promote employment (Federal Act of 20 December 1950 on assistance to

war victims--Act of 16 June
0

1953 on the employment of disabled persons).

Under the victims assistance scheme (Federal Act of 1950

on assistance to war victims, as amended by the Second Reorganization

Act.of 21 February 1964 --Bundesgesgesetzblatt I, page 750), persons

suffering from injuries incurred on military or para-miitary service,

or as a result of the conditions inherent, in such service,:or as a

direct consequence of war, are entitled to curative treatment, whichr

includes medical and dental treatment, outpatient treatment, the-supply

of medicines, dressings, remedies and dentures,. hospitalization, treat-
.

ment in a sanatorium (for tuberculosis), care provided by nurses and

other medical auxiliaries (trealment and care at home), and the pro-

visibn of orthopedic appliances. The nature and extent of the curative

treatment are identical with the benefits supplied to their Members by

sickness insurance funds, unless the Act on assistance to war victims

) provides otherwise,.

The employment PrOrtion Act of 25 June 1969, which entered

intoiNforce ofil July, instructs the Federal Labour Office of the

MihiOry of,Labour and Social Affairs to coordinate rehabilitation work

by making use of its specialized services and of the network of regional

offices affording direct access to the labor market.'
ti

It may provide assistance either in the form of benefits to

individuala orLin the form of collective assistance (establishments

and sheltered/workshops).
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The Disabled person's Employment Act (Schwerbesch1digtengesetz)

or 16 June 1953 contains special provisions applicable to war victims:
)

-- Steps must be taken to ensure that sufficient numbers

of war blinded are included in the comp sory cate-

gories.

-- When female posts are being filled in the public

services priority may be given to widows of military

or of civilian war victims of service --men posted as

missing, or of prisoners of war. The wives of dis-

abled persons who are unable to work enjoy this same

4

advantage.

The statutory- accident insurance institutions are responsible

for rehabilitation measures, i.e., medical treatment.(functional reha-

bilitation) and the occupational and social rehabilitation-of industrial

accident,victims (occupational assistance). The Industrial Accidents

Act of 18814 already provided that accident insurance corporations were

responsible for providing appropriate curative measures, and the amending

Acts of 1892, 1900 and 1925 supplemented and widened the scope of the

relevant provisions.

Measures designed to maintain, improve or restore earning

capacity, usually designated byAhe term urehabilitation2u are governed

by the. Reich Insurance Code, the disablement and old-age insurance

scheme for workers, the employees' disablement and old-age insurance

scheme and the miners' scheme. The basic idea underlying these measures

is that it is more sensible and more profitable, both for the insured

and for the community as a wholei to restore his health and his occupa-
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tidnal capacity than to gay him a pension.

The order of 13 February 1924 on Welfare Services and the

Reich Directives of 4 December 1924 concerning the. conditions for the

nature and scope of public assistance provide for the reclassification

of all needy cases, including physically and mentally handicapped per-

sons not covered by an insurance scheme. The Disabled Persons Act of

27 February 1957 prescribes measures for the rehabilitation and re-

education of persons suffering from a defect of the motor.or sympa-.

thetic systems, or in danger of so suffering; such measures include

curative treatment, the supply of orthopedic appliances, education and

occupational training, as well as welfare, and follow-up services.

In pursuance of the, Employment Promotion Act.,of 25.Junef969,

which entered into force on 1 July 1969, - considerable imprbvements are

nowsbeing made to individual and collective arrangements for the reha-

bilitation and placement of disabled persons.

The Federal Office is now also authorized to provide assis-

tance to sheltered workshops in'the form of loans and subsidies. This

arrangement will be of benefit-to disabled persons who,are not yet, or

never will be, capable of finding open employkent.

An Act on the employment of disabled persons, passed.by the

Federal Parliament on 16 June 1953 with retroactive effect to 1 May

1953, is mainly designed for the reintegration of war victims into,

working life. The scope of this Act was broadened and the provisionS"

improved in 1961.

The Act on the employment of disabled persons - new version

of 14 August 1961 - requires employers to assign to disabled persons:
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(a) 10% of posts, if public authoritie

(b), 6% of posts, if public or private ndertakings

Any employer under sub-paragraph (a) empl ying more than nine

*persons and any employer undersub-paragraph (b) oying more than

fifteen persons must take on at 4.east one disabled p rson.

A private employer who fails to give emplo ent to,the number

of disabled persons prescribed for his undertaking or to comply to the

, fullest with his employment obli6tions, will be liab to a fine of

50 Dmmonthly for each reservelorpostwunfilled. Theamo nt of the fine

is fixed by the employment office and 4s paid by the e 'loyer to the

principal Usisstance office (Hauptfiirsogeste114, The 'ne maybe re-
°

duceak,or waived in critical situations; for'example,if, in spite of his

efforts, an employer is unable to fulfill his obligation employ'dis-
,

abled persons.

The proceeds of fines are used for promoting the employment

of disabled persons, as well as 'for the recovery and maint nance of

their working capacity and for financing the development o rehabili-

tation centers.-

The Act on the employment of disabled persons els provides

for thi-gollowing preferential treatment ofythe persons prot=cted by

it. No employer may dismiss a disabled person with'but the a thoriza-

tion of the principal assistance office. Disabled persons entitled

to six additional working days of paid leave per annum. Empl.yers must

give disabled persons Work which they den, as far as possible, use to

the fullest in developMent of their abilities and knowledge.

Occupational rehabilitation and re-education are org zed
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by a number of autonomous statutory bodies under the control of various

government departments, such as the Federal Ministry of Labour and

Social Affairs, the Federal Ministry of the Interior, the competent

Lander departments and the Federal Insurance Board.

Foremost among the institutions which act as rehabilitation

centers, i.e., which cater to medical, vocational and social needsl, is

the Federal Bureau of Labour dnd Unemployment Insurance. Its task is

to give advice to any person, either fit or disabled, seeking employ-.

ment or guidance.

It should be pointed out that as a result of discussions in

parliament on the Employment Promotion Act, the funds made available

to assist rehabilitation centers working on a federal scale and pre-

vocational retraining centers have been substantially increased (6).
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Introduction:

PART III

Vocational Rehabilitation and Facilities
in the United States -- A Model

It has been said by experts in rehabilitation that ua. civili-
\\\ ,

za.tion,may be measured in some degiee by the treatment accorded the oils-
\

abled members of its society." Among certain past civilizations, such

practices as putting the disabled to death or !flocking them away° were

followed. Even in this country, the disabled have not always been ac-

corded the best treatment. However, in our times, their talents are

being recognized, and they are being brought flout.of the closets" and

"off ,the shelves!' and through the doorways opportunity which, has

been opened by a more enliihtened and inforMed citizenry (Pecs', 13).

For the past dozen or more years rehabilitation facilities

',have been engaged in rehabilitation of the severely and other physi-

oallydisabled Citizens. Many have adopted the concept of Vocational

Rehabilitation similar to those found at JohntoWn pegnsylvania,and

iFisheneville, Virginia. Some of the e 'centers a

operated, and some are private or non\ niqu

Ublicly,or state

eatures of all

of them are their emphasis on pre-vocation andrvocatioR1 residential
__, 1

and
,.,,

,

training, medical restorative, etc:\services andsupe ion, and per-'
?"

.,.

\mlil.and social-adjustment. \
\ , .

i - ,,\

1 ' , i \At a greatly accelerated,pce'e\over the past few ars, the] ,

,

Ohgress Of the United StateShas enacted ew legislation designed too o
-,, \, \ \ 1 \ ---- \

assist physically, ment y, emot'onally, educatiOnally and culturally
N

s,,

handicapped citiiens in Z, efforts to achieve a digrithedv decent

.11 ,



life. Such, legislation has re-emphasized the need for evaluating and

diagnosing rehabilitation potential prior to.andior during training

for re- entering the job market. In many instances, for example, work

with the mentally retarded or cerebral palsied, the problem becques

one of habilitation. Rehabilitation and habilitation are not mutually

exclusive, they are products of the same culture medium.
o

The Vocational Rehabilitation Act Amendments (13.1... 89-333)

4passedby the Congress in 1965, and amendments' to the Social SecUrity

Act (1957. arid 1960) greatly strengthened the States.' Vocational Reha-

bilitation programs by making more money and personnel available. In

Connecticut, for example, the prigram quadrupled in size over a period

of about five years. The grante-in-aid programs to workshops and re-
(

habilitation facilities enabled the/States! Vocational Rehabilitation

programs to utilize more funds for patients needing help through re-
.

habilitation facilities. Such rehabilitation concerns itself with the

whole' person; his medical, social, emotional and °last but not least,

vocatidnall needs (Cull and Hardy, 14)
0

increase of disability among the general:population of

the Uni.teCitates is probably proportionate to soMe-deiree to the

growirf erit'br mechanization in our culture with 17eltant indus-, ,

%trial a.Cca,ents. Of no less importance is the ability of the medical

-profession tn9 increase

day dru''gss rgery and

life expectancy through the miracles of modern

rehabilitation. Disability, then, hasr affectedr

greatei,numbers of individuals and left them- with varying de'grees\of
i

1

handicap' for a productive life,. This goes for the aging and the young

especially for those YoUng people caught up in the i!drug culture."
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Each year in the United States some 3,715,000 persons between

17 and 64 years of age, who usually work,'bommue limited in the amount

or kind of major activity by one or more chronic conditions. This is

equivalent to a rate of 2,040 per 100,000,of the general population.

The proportionate total for-Connecticut (based on 1962 census) is

54,500. This indicates that there is e. need in our State to vocation-

ally rehabilitate over 50,000 disabled persons peyear. This figure,

will double over the next decade. The comprehensive and other types

of rehabilitation centers Must play a large role in helping our State

to cope with' this problem. ThiS is equally true'of the forty7nine

other States in our country. A look ,at adorns model programs across the

country is, hereby, indicated.

- Federal Program -

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is an orga-

nization,of people serving people--the more thin 200 million Americans.

In one way or another, the Department touches the lives of almost every

person in the United states. In fact, HEW 'comes closest of all Federal

agencies to achieving a major constitutional aim Of our Government: "to

promote the general welfare." By working to release human potential

and eradicate demeaning conditions that stunt dignity, growth and de-

velopment, the Department strives to help all Americans build healthier,

happier, and richer lives.

Essentially, HEW helps people solve probleMs. Through its

more than 250 programs authorized by the Congress, the Department's

107;000 specialists in more than 300.different occupations try to help

people overcome obstacles too enorMous for them to cope with alone.
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These challenges include: an

S.

- The treatment and study of disease, particularly such

major killers as heart disorders, cancer and stroke.

- Controlling communicable diseases and eradicating

epidemics.

- Increasing the nation's supply of hospital beds and

qualified physicians, dentists, nurses, social

workers, rehabilitation specialists,. and allied

health personnel.

- Providing 'rehabilitation services to the physically

and mentally disabled.

- Making sure that quality health services are avail-

able to all people.

- Controlling occupational health hazards.

- Inspecting foods and drugs to determine whether they

are pure and safe.

- Alleviating the effects of mental retardation and

mental illness.

- Improving the quality of education in the auqry's

elementary and secondary schools. 4

- Reducing the social and educational handicaps of poor

children.

. -

- Expanding and improving libraries.

- Providing basici,education and vocational training to

adults who cannot compete in the labor market.

- Making cqllege and graduate school available to more

people.
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- Providing agingcitizens financial security and better

medical care.

- Offering assistance to people unable to work.

- Conducting research in a variety of social problems.

- eliminating denial of equal health care and educe-

tional opportunity to any segment of our society.

The basic Federal-State prograi of vocational rehabilitation

began in 1920. Since then, more than two and one-half million people

have been successfully rehabilitated. The program of basic suppOrt-

grants to States fobuses on the individual disabled person4,;.his abil-

ities and aptitudes& his interests, and his needs. IllnkarrStates.

there are two programs - -one for people who are blind and one for people

th other disabilities.

The Federal-State funding pattern also provides for special

research and demonstration projects in rehabilitation, innovation, and'

expansion projects, career training in the rehabilitation field through

training and initial staffing grants, and grants for construction of

rehabilitation facilities and facility planning.

The Rehabiliitatio Services Administration also focuses on

another keyfgroup--the mer ally retarded. Programs benefitting the

retarded include hospital improvement and modernization, armunity

facilities construction and staffing, and special rehabilitation ser-

vices for the retarded.

For more than 30 years, RSA has administered a program under

it

which blind persons are licensed to operate vending stands on Federal

property. State rehabilitation agencies provide training and retail

services to blind persons for the work and supervise stand

t\
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operations. There are more than 2,800 stands providing employment for

more than 3,060 operators, who average more than $5,200 a year in

earnings (11).

- Regional -

The Division of Rehabilitation Facilities, Rehabilitation

Services Administration, is issuing a National Directory of Rehabili-

tation Facilities. The directory consists.of ten volumes, one volume

for each region of the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

Volume VIII, for Region VIII, catalogues vocational rehabili-

tation facilities which the Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South

Dakota, Utah and Wyoming State Rehabilitation agencies utilize for

client, services. The information found for each facility was taken

from Staterfacilities plans or from information which State facilities

`planning,supervisors supplied to the Division of Rehabilitation Facili-

ties. The names and addresses of State facilities planning supervisors

for Region VIII are found in the appendix.

The"info ion presented for each facility should not be

considered complete as additional information will be included in the

revised issue of the directory for Region VIII. State facilities,

planning supervisors will be in touch with executive directors and

administrators of facilities for more information or for up-to-date

inforpation that will be included in the annual modifications of State

facilities plans and for inclusion in future issuances of the directory

and other publications of the Division of Rehabilitatioh Facilities.

Executive directors and administrators o f

f

acilities that are

not listed are advised to either telephone or write their State facili-4

ties planning supervisor for information concerning listing in the

directory (9).
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- State of Connecticut -

D vision of Vocational Rehabilitation
4,

How Vocat onal Rehabilitation Seives the Dis led.

° What is Vocational ehabilitation?

Vocational Rehabilitation is a public service for developing

and restoring the wdr Ling usefulliess of handicapped persons so that

they may become self-upporting.

Who is Eligible for Help?

Any handicapped individual who can be reasonably expected to

profit by rehabilitation services may apply for rehabilitation assis-

tance. Disabled veterans are eligible to the extent that they area not

entitled to or are not receiving similar benefits through the Veterans

Administration.

Persons withrdisabilities resulting from birth, disease,

accident, from emotional or behavioral causes are served. These dis-

'abilities include arm and leg deformities, amputations, heart ailments,

tuberculosis, hearing, speech and eye defects, mental illness, envi-
.

ronmental,sand other liandicappii-ig conditions. Services are provided

without regard to race, color, creed, or national origin.

What Services are Provided?

1. Full evaluation, including medical diagnosis, to

learn the nature and degree of disability and to

help evaluate the individual's work capacity.

2. Counseling and guidanceln achieving good voca-

tional adjustment.
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Medical, surgical, psychiatric and hospital

care and related therapy to reduce or,remove

the disability.

4. Artificial limbs and other prosthetic and

orthotic devices needed td increase work-

ability.

5. Training, including training for a voca-

tion, pre-vocational and personal adjustment

training, -and remedial education.

6. Service in comprehensive or specialized re-

, habilitation facilities, including sheltered

workshops and adjustment centers.

7. Maintenance and transportation when necessary

so that the disabled person may get full

benefit of other vocational rehabilitation

services.

8. Tools, equipment, and licenses for work on a

job or in establishing a small business.

9. Placement in a job suited to the individual's

highest physical and mental capacities.

10. Post-placement follow-up to See that place-

ment is satisfactory to both employee and

employer.

How Do Disabled Benefit?

Services are provided to meet the inevidual needs of dis-

abled persons so that they may engage in safe and suitable occupations.
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Such services are provided at'public expense.

Many physical or mental handicaps can be removed through

vocational rehabilitation services. Others may be corrected to the

point where they do not interfere with work demands of properly selected

7
jobs. Employment records of thousands of vocationally handicapped

persons prove: Its not what a man has lost, but what he has left 4/

that!soimportant.

How Do Employers Benefit?

include:

Rehabilitation services-available without cost to employers

1. Counseling to conserve manpower.

2. Evaluation of capacities of handicapped applicants.

3. Aid in restOiing and retraining injured workers.

4. Advice in determining suitable jobs for disabled

personnel.

Referral of trained, skilled6 reliable workeLt who

have benefitted from rehabilitationeservices.

How Do You Apply?

By phone, letter, or personal visit. An appointment with a

rehabilitation counselor can be arranged at the nearest local office

of yourState Rehabilitation'Agench r at some other location con-
.

venient to you. After consultation, your rehabilitation counselor

will determine with you what services maybe needed in your particular

ease.

For blind individuals, services are provided by The Board

of Education and Services for the Blind. (5).

,/
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14DDEL A

The Easter Seal Society
Easter Seal Rehabilitation Center
2757 Telegraph Avenue
Oakland, California 94612

The Alameda County Easter Seal Rehabilitation Center features

a comprehensive program for patients that includes physical, speech and

occupational therapy, social'service and employment guidance; medical

direction and evaluation, nursing and homebound therapy.

Referrals to the Rehabilitation Center are made by any licensed

physician or dentist. There are no restrictions as to.age or diagnostic

group, except that the disability must be primarily physical rather than

mental. ,

Among the valuable equipment recently acquired is an electro-

,\ " t
myograph, a complex instrument that detects muscle and nerve diseases

in physically disabled patients.

/ Another important feature is the therapeutic pool that assists

patients with such problems as a hip fracture, arthritis or low back

syndraMe.

,-

For the patient with an amputation, the Center offers an

amputee clinic, the only private, non-governmental amputee service in

this area. The clinic is a team approach to the total needs of the

patient that includes the consulting physician, prostfietist, therapists

and a social worker.

All Center services are often used for t1e stroke patient.

Therd is rehabilitation medicine consultation., speech therapy if the

patient is aphasic occupational therapy for activities of daily living,
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physical therapy for exercise and gait training and social service for

-patient and/or family.

Any physician interested in using the equipment and services

mentioned has only,to call the Rehabilitation Center forefUrthersin-

formation at 835-3131.

The Alameda County Society, an affiliate of the California

and National Easter Seal Societies for Crippled Children and Adults,

serves all peisons regardless -of age, cause of crippling, race, religion

or economic status (3).

11DDEL

Las Palmas School for Girls
1500 South McDonnell Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90022

yfLas Palmas fuhctions as a residential treatment center for

100 adolescent, delinquent girls between the ages of 13 to 18 years,

of every religion, race, or nationality. The 'Agency is used exclu-

sively as a placement facility for girls who are wards of the Los

Angeles County Juvenile Court yrider a Delinquency Subdivision, and

for whom an Order of Sptable Placement has been made. Wane these

girls' come to the attention of the courts because of delinquent behav-

ior, tey are youngsters with unstable personalities characterized by

hostile, aggressive, impulsive acting-out behavior.

,Girls accepted for care must be between the ages of 13 to

111/2 years at the point of intake. Girls with serious physical handi-
,.

caps, or who are diagnosed as psychotic, or sociopathic are not ac-

cepted. Practically all the girls accepted for placement can,be de-

scribed as falling within the range of the character or behavior did-

176
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orders. ClinicalYstudies indicaie these character disorders range from

those which tenpito be more neurotic to thelae which border on the socio-

pathic. Most girls in placement have been. nvolved in any one of a

number of the following types of behavior: g abuse, rudklay; sex

delinquency, truancy; incorrigibility, shoplift g 'car theft, ''etc.

-(,ice a girl has undergone the treatmen program at Las Palmas
,

and ha #been released into the community; she may ater return to the
.

institution as a resident in order to receive additi nal:assistance.

There are also non-resident pupils at. Las Palmas. Be'- se these girls

have had difficulty adjusting to the'community schoolay they are per-

mitted to attend school at Las Palmas. but-reside off campus. There

are usually between two and four students who attend, Las Palmas School

in this way (7).

MODEL C

San Francisco Aid Retarded Children,' Inc.
1362. - 9th Avenue ;

San Francisco, California 94122

Adult Vocational. Program

The piimary goal everything we do at Aid Retarded Children

is aimed' at the developmen f a community awareness about the nature

of those children and adults who have mental retardation.

We know that if the citizens of San Francisco knowthose who

are mentally retarded, the.pregrami and services which are extended to

most'members of.the community will be extended to the retarded members

as well.

We at Aid Retarded Children have made it our responsibility

to become a part of our city; serving on committees, offering the ex-
,

1
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pertise"of volunteers and staff and conducting demonstration projects

which will help prove our contention - that the retarded can be full-

fledged members of society.

Thirteen years ago there was a prevalent belief that seriously

retarded persons could not be trained to hold down jobs. Aid Retarded

Children started a Work Training Center. The year, 1956. There were

30 young men and women in the pilot project. At its conclusion the

State Department of Rehabilitation agreed to accept our clients as

people who could be trained to work.

The San Francisco Community Rehabilitation Workshop, re-

sulting from a joint-planning venture with other voluntary.thealth

associations, is further proof of the retarded persons ability to per-

form successfully (1).

I' DEL D

, Area C
Community Mental Health Center
Department of Human Resources
Washington, D.C.

O

Area C Community Mental Health Center, June.1966-Summer, 1968
4

In June 1966 there were still two separate and distinct psy-

chiatric services on the grounds of D. C. General Hospital. The older

service was the Acute Psychiatry Seryice, housed in thenewer, larger

building.' The service itself had strong ties with Georgetown University's

Department of Psychiatry and.its,teaching staff for psychiatric resi-
.

dents. Its.services were available to persons suffering from all types

of psychiatric problems in the District of'Columbia and especially those

in.areas outside Area C. The acute service did offer specific facili-
4

ties to certain Area C patients, such as an inpatient facility for
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children and 'adolescents and some of the more acute alcoholic patients.

A long established mental health clinic'in the Northeast

Section of:the area, had been designated a satellite ofth
4

newer Area C CommuniM. Mental Health Center. It has served children
o

and adolescents and thir parents and guardians in the immediate .geo-

graphic area as well as some families in other health areas. With its

changeri%`title it began to limit its services to Area C residents

within Statistical Area 14 in which it was located.

While the staff of the newer service, Area C Community Mental

Health Center, was'involved with the internal complexities of what had

happened, what was happening and what would happen in the future, out.-

side of the walls ocher events were occurring. The Health Department

actively sought a replacement for its Area C Center directft both

within its 'program And in other parts of the country. A psychiatrist

from the A.4ult Program ,iias finaIlyselect&I as Acting Director of the

Center.\She was later appointed Director.

Altogether, internal and external pressures exerted bonsid-

erable influence on the Center during this difficult and growing period.

SevexAlAdult units in the Acute Psychiatry Service were transferred

to the Adult Program; This was followed by an organizational change

in which the Acute Psychiatric Service was transferred from D. C.

General Hospital to the Mental Health Directorate. With the transfer

to the Mental Health Directorate other inpatient changes resulted in

Area C Mental Health Center. Programs with large city-,wide outpatient

rosters were directed to discharge patients from all areas except C

while the Northeast Satalite would specifically concentrate on patients

from the surrounding Statistical Area 14. Services and units.within
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AcutePsychiatry were also reorganized. Units were specifically des-
.

ignated to serve the other three health catchment areas in the city (2).

MODEL E

The Gaylord Hospital .

Wallingford, Connecticut

Gaylord HoSPital has determined to fill the now vacant role ,

of pacesetter, a model for the national reawakening to the importance

of rehabilitation. It has placed great emphasis.on the quality of re-

habilitation. The hospital has 100 beds, a staff of 2514 and treats

approximately 500 patients each year. The work being done here is not ,

likely to 'clear away the national backlog of those in need of rehabilloo;

tation. Nonetheless, Gaylord, as one of the leading rehabilitation

'centers in the eaM,1 as one of the historic innovators in the field,

as an institution whose commitment to rehabilitation is total and deep-'

/
rooted, must show the way. And its role of national leader in the

.

field is a particularly critical one to the State of Connecticut.

Gaylord's pat/grits come chiefly from within the State. They include

a

victims of stroke arid-aphasia, multiple sclerosis, muscular dystrophy,

arthritis and tuberculosis as welly as paraplegics (those paralyzed from

the chest down), and those recovering from heart attacks, amputations

or other surgery. Each is treated as a whole patient and receives--in

addition to medical and nursing care of all kinds--psychiatric counsel-

ings vocational and occupational testing and evaluationl and physical

therapy (14) .

MODEL F

Pennsylvania Rehabilitation Center.
727 Goucher Street
Johnstown, Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania Rehabilitation'Center is operated by the
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Pennsylvania Bureau of Rehabilitation. The Bureau is part of a State-
.

Federal program to provide _rehabilitation services for the disabled...

It is tax supported and is one of the fel./ such programs which actually

results in tax savings in that a rehabilitated,person pays back in

taxes the cost of his rehabilitation within three to four years.

Construction of the 3l8 bed center began in 1956 after more

than two years of planning. It was completed in 1959 at a cost of

over $8,000,000. It is located on approximately 35 acres of land.

The buildings cover more than 8 acres. The rest of the area is devoted

to outdoor recreational activities.

This is a comprehensive rehabilitation center which offers:

A. Medical, Be Psyohosocial, C. .Vocational Services

Medical Services
(413 Bed Mec(ical.Wing)

A. General Medical Supervision
B. Special Medical Consultation
C. Rehabilitation Nursing
D. Physical Therapy
E. Occupational Therapy
F. Speech Therapy
G. laboratory and X-Ray

Psychosocial Services°

AA Counseling
B. Psychological Testing
'C. Vocational Evaluation
B. Social Casework
Be Family Counseling & Guidance
F. Supervised Recreational,&

Social Activities
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Vocational

A.- Appliance Repair
B. Arts & Crafts
C. Baking & Cooking
D. Brace Making.
E. Business Education
F.-Cabinet Making & Finishing
G. 'Dental Lab. Technician
H. Distributive Education
I. Drafting Technology
J. Dressmaking &.Sewing
K. Electronics
L. Instrument Technology &

Related Subjects

National Urban League, Inc.
55 East 52nd Street
New York, New York 10022

Training

MODEL G

M.
N.
0.

P.

Q.
R.
S.

T.

U.

V.

Laundry
LibrarY
Medical' Specialties
Nurses Aide/Orderly
Motor Repair & Related
Subjects
Office Machine Repair
Printing Technology
Shoe Service Trades
Tailoring
Upholstery -

Cooperative Training
Program (12)

On-TheJob Training, a progeam developed by the National

Os.

Urban League in cooperation with and funded by the U.S. Department of

Labor, was organized in 1964 to seek out and develop training oppor-

tunities for unemployed members of minority grOUps.

The National Urban League, seeing a need for placing greater

emphasis on the plight of the unemployed, the under-employed and those

who have lost their jobs because of technological changes, has expanded

its original purpose. OJT not only recruits the disadvantaged job

seeker, we retrain him so he may upgrade himself and we train him so

that he may reach hismaldimma level of job performance.

'While we work to alleviate severe unemployment and under-

employment, we help the employer-trainer to fulfill his manpower needs.

Urban League OJT is the most successful on-the-job training

program today. Five years ago OJT operated in four cities. Today it

is successfully operating in thirty-two cities., Of the 36,000 place-
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ments we have nade since 1964, 89 percent have successfully completed

training and have been hiredion a full -time basis.

1. A field reprebentative.of the National Urban

League 3TM/discuss your manpower needs and

the possiba.1ity of job training opportunities

for minollity job seekers who are unemployed

or underemployed, the underemployed being

thosewho work hard but cannot earn enough

to s ort their families.

2. Training officers of the National Urban Teague

wil counsel potential trainees before they go

iirtd OJT and will. conduct follmi-up counseling

-besbions after the trainee is placed.

3./ Trainee advisers of the National Urban League

will recruit, interview, and screen applicants,

referring, them to job training opportunities in

line with their interests and abilities.

The OJT program trains for jobs and promotions

in private industry that are readily. available,

rather than creating jobs wits Federal subsidies.

5. Although the Urban League OJT project staff will

handle paperwork and the basic processing of

trainees0Ou reserve the right to make the final

select on and to design the training sequence to

meet your needs. Upon acceptance by your firm,

the trainee becomes an employee enjoying the same
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responsibilities, privileges and benefits as other

employees. In addition, Urban League training

officers are available for on -the -spot counseling

whenever necessary (10).

MIELE

Institute for the Crippled and Disabled
400 Fir-st Avenue
New York, New York 10010

The Vocational Rehabilitation Program at ICD

ICDI s Vocational Rehabilitation Services include evaluation,

counseling, training and .placement. The TOWER System, an ICD 'develop-
r

ment, is used for measuring vocational potential and determining the

selection and assignment of Workshop clients. 'Training includes

jewelry manufacturing, machine shop operations, optical mechanics,

electronics,, business machine operations general clerical skills,

43antograph engraving, food handling, mailroom and meseenger work.

The principal function of Industrial Rehabilitation at ICD

is the operation of a sheltered workshop fOr 200 physically and/or

emotionally handicapped persona not ready to undertake competitive

employment. Workshop clientsf,receive a preliiiinary job evaluation

and petsonal adjustment training to develop work habits, work tolerance

and produdtive speed fol' trade training and/or placement in industry.

ICDIS Comprehensive Program

Medical, Social Adjustment and Prosthetic and Orthotic

services are integrated with vocational rehabilitation at ICD to pro-

vide a comprehensive program of outpatient services for the physically,

and emotionally disabled.
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Clients are referred to ICD.by State vocational rehabili-

tation agencies, community agencies, .ifisurance companies, State mental

hospitals, private physicians and many other sources. Clients range

in age from youyig children to adults in advanced years.

In addition to outpatient, services, ICD offers a broad pro-

fessional education' program. Basic medical studies relating to re-

habilitation are conducted by the Milbank Research Laboratories,

operated jointly with New York University Medical Center (16).

MODEL I

Morgan Memorial, Inc.
Goodwill Rehabilitation Centers
95 Berkeley Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

At the New England Rehabilitation-For-Work Center all pro-
.

grams, however different from one another, have evolved within a single

framework characterized by three primary features:

1. A client-centered outlook

2. A respect for the ,client as a whole person

3. An orientation to optimal functioning

.

Although the project was established with identification of

interest in meeting the needs.of persons characterized by particular

types of disabilities, the actual implementation of client services

occurred, always, with respect to tho needs of individuals. The fact

that a large percentage of the caseload was comprised of visually im-

paired persons was a useful statistic for certain kinds of research.

0.

However, it was of only incidental relevance for the conception and

administration of programs for individual clients. Some consideration

had been given to the value of establishing a fixed curriculum within
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which all clients would be assigned, but this idea was discarded as

being inconsistent with the facts of individuel differences and with

the desire to respect the integrity of Center clients. Allied, to the

notion of a fixed program was the use of a class-like admission schedule.

This had been an operating characteristic of the pre project Noyes pro-

gram in which-a group of clients was admitted at fairly regUlar inter-

vals. This practice may have facilitated theevaluation of certain

group dynamics, but the value of individualized admissions which were

adopted with the inception of the project was borne out repeatedly on

those many occasions when aclient was referred with the vocpression

\that "a delay in getting him started would be disadvantageous."

Too much research and demonstration had preceded the initi-

ation-of this service-oriented rehabilitation center project to permit
.

anything other than a multidisciplinary approach to programming. In

addition to the concern for services being planned'around the needs of

clients as individuals, the staff was also mindful of the fact that these

needs were usually multiple and were far frau limited to the area of work

More frequently than not, it was apparent that personal- social

maladjustment was not only causing more immediate problems than were

any vocational deficiencieS but also constituted themselvee baeio ob-

stacles to efficient functioning in any endeavor, be it acholaptio,

vocational or social.

Since over 910% of Center clients were in fact not "ours" but

were referred by State or Federal agencies for what amounted to con-

sulting service only, it was often very difficult to extend the breadth

and depth of staff interest in the clients. The limited extent to which

they were able to become involved in the home and family situation-of
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clients was a case in point (15).

MODEL J

American School for the Deaf
139 North Main Street
West Hartford, Connecticut 06107

The Graham H. Antho Vocation ehabilitation Center

The Graham thong Vocational Rehabilitation Center is

operated-by American School for the Deaf on the school campus and

furnishes vocational evaluation, training, placement, and follow -up

services for both hearing-impaired youth and adults.

SSZW----41eQ"ALestforninlI°entit

The Center operates on the sound philosophy that evaluation

is "A Quest for Potential," that rehabilitation is a "key for the quest

for meaningful employment" and that every individual can achieve a

satisfactory life vocation if proper structure is provided. This. is

done by reinforcing as many reality variables as possible.

0

Program

The Center-provides for routine inter-staff communication

between vocational rehabilitation, vocational education and training,

audiological, life adjustment, counselingi placement, follow-up and

related services.

Vocational TraininG

Thirteen vocational departments offer training in the following

areas:

Auto Body

Business Education

Tool 'and Cutter Grinding
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Data Processing

Electronics Assembly

Machine Shop

Numerical Control Machining

Office Machine Operation

Photo Composition

Printing

Quality Control Inspection

Tool and Die Making

Supportive Services

The cervices at the Center consist4of various professional

staff members who assist the individual in achieving his goal of voca-

tional training, by providing support to each client's unique needs.

The clients may attend vocational evaluation and training on a full -

time basis.

Supportive services include:
O

Basic Education

Counseling Services

Interpreter Services

Occupational Adjustment Training

Personal-Adjustment Training

pre-VOcational Evaluation Program

PiaCement'Services

'Services

Tutoring Services .;
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Cost of Services

The Anthony Rehabilitation Center for the Deaf located at the

American School for the Deaf offers services to Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation clients, other agencies and individuals at cost.

Other Services

Services at the center or on-the-job may include work samp]le

tryouts on machinery, equipment and tools; job sampling requiring skills,

knowledges, habits, attitudes and adjustments related to trades and em-

ployment most applicable to hiring impaired individdals (6).

MODEL K

Massachusetts Mental Health Center
74 Fenwood Road
Boston, Massachusetts 02115

Massachusetts Mental Health Center, a State Mental health

center, is an intensive treatment, teaching, and research\institution,

and part of the teaching hospital group of the Harvard Medical School.

It serves a population of 210,000 persons (Brookline, Brighton; Allston,

part of Jamaica Plain, part of Back Bay Boston and part of Roxbury),

plus selected cases from other areas of the State.

Inpatients

Approximately 220 patient places: Day Hospital, 55; day care

and inpatient on services 1, 2, and 3, 155; children on Ward Six, 11;

4
admiseions per mont discharges per month: 80. Patients treated per

month:2-36.

Day Hospital

Hours 9-3:30, Monday through Friday, Census: up to 55. Several

of these patients come directly from the community, others are referred

from otter hospitals and outside physicians. Both male and female patients
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are accepted; excluding severe suicidal risks. DrugS, group and indi-

vidual psychotherapy ard'available.

Southard Clinic

The outpatient department for adults through the Walk -In-

Service provides initial consultation with 300 new patients each month,

emph'asizing prompt attention, to each patient's presenting problem. A

doctor is available 21 hours a day. Further diagnostic studies, in-

cluding social service work and psychological consultation, are pro-
,

./vided where' indicated. Ten-taelity percent (10-20%) of the new patiedts

each month are admitted. AU outpatient treatment, including that of

patients discharged from the inpatient services, is conducted within

the clinic.

Children's Unit and Clinic

The children's ward, operated through this unit and used for

intensive diagnostic study and research, functions Monday - Friday; the

children going to their homes for weekends and holidays. The clinic

sees approximately 395 children and parents each month. 'The staff con-;

siats.of 12 psychiatrists, 2 psychologists and 5 social workers, plus a

pediatrician from the Massachusetts General Hospital. About 72 children,.

plus the parents, visit, the clinic each month. This constitutes a total

of 900 patient visits per month.

Resident Psychiatric Staff

Fistyear residents, 24; Second-year, 25; Third-year, 13;

Fourth-year,

Senior Staff

More than 50 full and part-time psychiatrists make up the

teaching and supervising staff.
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Nursing Service

Permanent staff includes Director'of Nurses, 2 Assistant

Directors, Chief Nurse, l supervisors, 2 instructors and 26 head nurses.

There is a total of 55 attendants, including 11 LPN's and Charge atten-

dents, affiliated with the Boston College School of Nursing and McGill.

University School of Nursing.

Occupational Therapy Department y
The staff is made up of a director, l registered occupational.

-----

therapists, 5 occupational therapy aides, and 3 recreatiOnal therapists.

Therapists work with patients in open ansi closed groups on each' service

as well as individually. ,Oc atio!14therapv ents from collagen

all over the country spend a three-month affiliation here. The O.T.

/

Department coordinates the hospital work therapy program for patients.

The' occupational therapist's unique contribution to the psychiatric

team is her skilled use of activities with the patients to prof ote '

healthier modes of °aping with interpersonal relationships and other

life tasks.

Recreation-
2,

Staff nuMber: 2 part-time recreational therapists, 1 full-,

time gym attendant-and a full-time life guard. This staff works to-

gether with patients to develeptc.wogram,of activities which take

place both in the hospital itself and in the outside community.

Volunteerw'are also *Abed.

Social. Service Deparpment,

Thirty-eight social workers, ten student social workers and

one volunteer participate in four separate units (Inpatient and Day

Hospital, Southard Clinic, Children's Unit, and Community Mental Health

Services) in a variety of ways: Service (primarily) to patients and/or
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relat' des consultation, teaching, administration and pl g research.

students come from four schools of social work: Boston College,

ton University, Simmons College and Smith College.

Rehabilitation Services

Theee are a joint responsibility of the Occupational Therapy

Department, Rehabilitation Counselor. Internship Program, and the

Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission. Eve cation, counseling, job

training and, for selected clients, the service of the Commission is.

provided.

Psychology Department

The. main functions of the department, whose staff totals 8

psychologists and 2 assistant ?sychologists, include diagnostic, testing,

individual and group psychotherapy' and research. Five to six advanced

graduate students in clinical psychology,,p-articipate in a one-year,

full-time internship training program supported primarily by the National

Institute of 'Mental Health.

VoltAteer Departnient

- . '

The Director of Volunteers interviews, selects, places; and

meets weekly with appro)d.mately 100 volunteers per year in almost all

of the hospital departments, -,coordinates the High School Mental Health-

Careers Program, handles °mUch of the center' s public relations worlt,

/
and' condubts tours. The majority of our volunteers are students from

nearby colleges and high schools.

Research Departnaht. se

There are approximately 25 ongoing research projects with a

total staff of about 200 full -time and part-time researchers. The

I
studies range from neurocherd.cal to socio-psychological research.

- .
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Auxiliary

The nation's oldest continuously existing auxiliary to a

mental hospital. The group works to benefit hospital, patients, and

staff by providing service projects and funds not otherwise available:
a

instruction and educational materials; special equipment; occupational

therapy and recreation activities; social service fUnds for needy
/-

patients; hospitality; a.'d initial support for promising new projects.

The Auxiliary manages the coffee and gift shops to proyide pleasant

and convenient facilities, as well as rehabilitation o0ortunities for

,
patients. The profit from these undertakings goes directly 'into patient

services. Led by a board of 30 members, the organization also seeks to

inform Others about the hospital and mental health througA its publi-
,

cations and public education programs.

Community Mental Health Service \
The Community Mental Health Service was established to extend

the services of the Massachusetts Mental Health Center beyond its Van

walls. The focus of this service is to assist in the planning, devel
c

oping, coordinating and delivering of comprehensive mental health,care

for our catchment area. The service provides consultation, education,

and training to community agencies (for example, anti-poverty agencies,

Department of Welfare, schools, Mod tp Cities) groups (mental health

associations, tenant's councils, local_self-help and community action

groups, etc.) and individuals. In each' neighborhoods we join with

other social and health agencies to form inter-agency councils.

In addi
t
ion, the community program provides direct service,

at present focused upon .crisis-intervention, home visiting and geri-
,,

atric care. Finally, the community service has established liaison with
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a.number of agencies and groups who can be of direct help to the mental

health center and its patients: Visiting Nurse Association, local

hospitals and health centers, employment programs,-etc. Geriatric

Unit--three full-time and several part-timemstaff members provide

direct services, consultation and education to senior citizens in,,the

catchment area, professional and non-professional care-givers, and

agencies concerned with the care of the eld4Oly. It is the most cam-

prehensive, community focused program in the United States (8).
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PART IV - DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

It is apparent fromA study such at Ourls that vocational

rehabilitation in the United States and Western Europe is 30 complex

--and broad that it demands maximum utilization of all available corn-
,

munity resources. We have observed advances in technology, as well

as technique, in work with the mildly and the severely handicapped in

the United, States and all of the fifteen (15) countries and rehabili.

tation facilities visited. Agencies, both public and private, are

Active in the establishment of a consortium of services that appears to

meet the needs of handicapped people, but in every instance there is

still much more to be done. A universal appeal is for more and better

rehabilitation facilities, workshops, trained personnel and volunteers;

and, of course, moo07.

From our visitations we were able to see vocational rehabili.

tation programs in Europe that bore little or no resemblance to our

State-Federal program in the United. States of America in etruCtureo

However, it is Obvioud that a handicapped or disadvantageperson in

need Of,rehabilitntion services is not allowed to "fall through the

cracks" of rejection, waiting, appealing, denial, etc. The, seemingly,

humanitarian approach to human services in Europe enables government

,and private agency personnel to plan and foster a program of vocational

and other rehabilitation services that are designed to bring immediate

relief to the person and members of his family. For example, it a

person is diseased or injured and applies for rehabilitation services,

either he or she ends up with something after evaluation. This "some-

thing" may take the form of vocational training, welinre, social secu.
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city, workman's compensation, etc., withdut the person having to go

through several ageacies over a protracted period ortime. Rehibili-

tation and other services are considered to be rights which the citi

zenry should enjoy. The "one stop" idea or philosophy is mechanism,

. if employed carefUlly, for enabling the individual to maintain dignity

and awareness of the possibility that society cares.

A communality of vocational rehabilitation on both sides of

the ocean is that of bringing about, for the handicapped person, a

smooth and appropriate integration into the world of work and adjust=

mint or readjustment to society. Through research and development
/ d

more simplified.. work methods areavailable'in industry/and workshops

for the handicapped. This is also true of access to places otworship,

amusement, recreation, etc. in society. The various organizations re-'

apoosible for rehabilitation have developed and improved their efforts

to achieve suitable and effective rehabilitation for clients'by taking

full advantage of opportunities provided by public and private places

of training and employment. It is worthwhile to note that medical,

employment, rehabilitation, educational, psychological and other spec-

ialists are recognizable members of the rehabilitation team. Many of

these specialist*, as well as volunteers, are members of or contributors

to, the following organizations engaged in International Rehabilitations

Limited Nations

International Labor Organization

Pan American Health Organization

United Nations Children's Fund

World Health Organization.

Agency for International Development
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- Bureau of Cult Ural Relaticais
, Department of State

Arrrican Foundation for Overseas Blinds

Boyd Scout World Bureau

Catholic 'International Union for Social.

Cooperative for American Re lief Eveirthere,

International Aaeooiation of Rehabilitation
Facilities

International Casaittee of the Red Cross

-International COnfederatiot Of Free Trade Unions

Internations)1 Conferencie of Social Work

International Council

International Federation of Disabled Ubrkers and
Civilian Handicapped

:International Federation of Physicalliedicine

International Hospital Federation

International Sooiety. tor Rehabilita ion of the
Disabled

Illternational Association oi Psycho logists

International Union-against Tuberculosis

League Of Red CrOlie SR ieties

World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts

World ConferenCe for Physical Therapy

World Council for the Welfare of the Blind

World Federation-for_ Mental Health

World Federation of the Deaf
I

World Federation of Occupational Therapists

World Organization for'Rehabilitation. through
Training Union
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World Rehabilitation FundpInof

World Veterans Federation
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Introduction

In our investigation of the Vocational;` Rehabilitation delivery

system of fourteen Western European Countries and Yugoslavia we found

varying degrees of similarities and differences. :There is little or no

uniformity's with the possible exception of a deep Concern for the die.

abled and disadvantaged. In discussing this concern with many govern-

ment officiils and functionaries of public and private agencies we were

Wormed that vocational rehabilitation was a right of the people that

the country coneerned had to recognize. Vocational rehabilitations

like health, social security, workmen's conpansations educations etc.,

iss potentiallys welfare, available for all who are in need and who can

profit therefrom. In every country visited this was the prevailing

principle enacted by law and statute. Undweamling the law and etatutes

so it BOOMB, is a humanitarian philosophy of service to people in order

to foster independent living and avoid dependency.

It was quite evident that vocational rehabilitation is a

Federal government responsibility. Private efforts are encouraged,

and lawny instances the private health and charity organizations

play a leadership roe in the development of new.programs and provide

for their t in the final analysia, it is the Federal govern-

ment that e muscles which, frequently in partnership with .

the private sectors lablee handicapped and diaadvantaged citizens to

receive vocational rehabilitation through the Various services and

.facilities available.
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In the United States we have the Federal government in

partnership with the states fostering vocational rehabilitation services

in a more structured_ manner, it appears, than in the European countries

we visited. Other public and private health, welfare, labor, educational,

and industrial organizations work very closely with the state operations

and the results are similar to those found in Europe. It seams that

among our professional and volunteer workers the aims and objectives

are the same, i.e., helping the handicapped become more independent in

our society. But, still, a basic problemhere.in'the United Stateeis

making rehabilitation services available to all of those in need and who

could, therefore, benefit from these services..

It is a recognizable fact that compared with the European

conntries visited, the United States is monstrous in size and population,

as well as diverse-in its p ple a d customs. We,must also be reminded

of the fact that institutional, religious, and racial prejudice has

frustrated past effarts to extend vocational-rehabilitation services,

as well as other humanitarian- services; tothe,poor, blaCkas andther

minorities. Then, too, our country and its civilian population vas

not harmed 'directly. by two World Wars. Thiai in and of itself, has
YY

had, Weems to us, an enlightening effect upon the peOple of Europe

and the0r nationa/ government. Perhaps there is a greater appreciation

of tha needs of the handicapped for it is closer to. home. Rehabilitation

workshops and facilities are pointed to with pride, 'and the government

gives financial support, etc. to many of them. Industry is expected to,

and.does, work closely with the government in training and providing

canalairman a till. or part-time baais for the handicapped. In EFopei

this relationship is mandated, in the United States it is permibaive:
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Because of the limited time. spent in each country and the,

by siPerfioial observation of workshops and rehabilitations

centers and their impact on vocational rehabilitation - efforts in the

United States and in Europe, our recoeseixistions are few but pervasive°

Theyare the following:

1. Develar(i'vocaticaal4ehabilitation program

ewhere the Federal govOrmient.willbe responsible

for its delivery systole. The estates could be .

reimbursed 90 to 100% of coot. Through this

.type of organization-, all handicapped Judi..

vidUalsi potentially, cord be marred.

Increase the client's:orrice capacity of the

state vocational rehabilitation agencies by

-.allowing all counselingi.consulting, co,

ordinating, etc. efforts to.xeceive credit,

as well as thonuMber'of

(number placed in productiO, employment).

Make funds available, in the klert of grants to

all certified rehabilitation oenters'and work.

shops thatpre,providing,servicaq to 'the handi-

capped in the United States.

4. Appropriate funds for building of rehabili-

tation woriOlhops and facilities on a non-

matching basis, similar to methods used by

DepartumntOfBoueing and Redevelopment 'but

without the repayment feature.
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Amend the Vocational Rehabilitation.Act so

that the socially and culturally disadvantaged

are eligible for vocational rehabilitation

services on a par with the disabled. This

would make the funding of Section 15 .of the

Act unnecessary.

Establish labor laws so that business and

industry have to employ a percentage of

handicapped and/or disadvantaged workers.

The same should apply to locals state and

national goverMient.

Develop a acme- door" or !one-way",systom for

the handicapped person to use: This would,

enable the handicapped person tdobbain help

or relief after a single trip to.an agency.

Rehabilitation is the job of everybody and`"

every agency.

Provide more funds for international fellow-

ships and exchange of workers in the rehabili

tation field at home and airoad. This would

be a plus for international goodwill on a par

with the Peace Corps and The MarahallPlan.

Develop a program for faster international and

intercontinental communication handling and

translation of'rehabilitatiOn.pui3lioations and

other works. This is a wide gap in the re..

habilitation ,program.
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Public Law 93-112 of the 93rd Congress, H. R. 8070, September 26,11973

An'Act. To replace the. Vocational Rehabilitation Act, to extend and

revise the authorization of grints-to States fdr vocational rehabili-

tation services, with special-emphasis on services to those with the

most severe handicaps, to expand special Federal responsibilities and

research and training programs with respect to handicapped individuals,

to establish 'special responsibilities in the Secretary of Health, Edu-

cation, and Welfare for coordination of all programs with respect to

handicapped individuals within the Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare, and for other purposes.
o

Qn

Sec. 2. The purpose of thiS Act is to provide a statutory basis for

the. Rehabilitation Serviced Administration, and to authorize programs

to--

(1) develop and 'implement comprehensive and continuing State

plans for meeting the current and future needs for koviding

vocational rehabilitation services to handicapped individuals and

to provide such services for the benefit of such individuals,

serving first those with the most severe handicaps, so that they

may prepare for and engage in gainfUl emplOyment;

(2) evaluate the rehabilitation potential of handicapped indi-

viduals;

(3) conduct a study to develop methods of providing rehabili-
,

Cation services to meet the current, and future needs of hSndi-

capped individuals for whom a vocational goal is npt possible or

feasible so that they may improve their ability to live with greater

independence and self - sufficiency;
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(1) assist in the, construction'andlmprovement of rehabilitation

facilities;

(5) develoP new and innovative methods of applying the most ad-

vanced medical technology, scientific achievement, and psycholog-

ical 'and social knowledge to solve 'rehabilitation problems and

develop new'and innovative methods of providing rehabilitation

services to handicapped individuals through research, special

projects and demonstrations;

(6).nitiate and expand services to groups of handicapped indi-

-viduals (including those who arp homebound or institutionalized)

who have been underserved in the past;

(7) conduct various studies and experiments to focus on Long

neglected problem areas;

(8) promote and expand employment opportunities in the public

and private sectors for handicapped individuals and to place such

Individuals in employment;"

(9) establish client assistance pilot .projects;

(10) provide assistance for the purpose of increasing the num-

ber of rehabilitation personnel and increasing their skills through

training; atd
,

(11) evaluate existing approaches to architectural and trans-

portation bit'riers confronting.handicapped individuals, develop

new suoh approache, enforce statutory and regulatory standards

and requirements- regarding barrier-free condiuotion of public

'facilities and study and develop solutions to'existi4g architet%

tural and transportation barriers impedirig handicapped individuals.
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Federal Register, Tuesday, June 11, 1974, Washington, D.C.
Volume 39, Number 113, Part II .

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Employment Standards Administration

EMPLOYMENT OF THE HANDICAPPED

Affirmative Action Obligations of
Contractors and Subcontractors

PART 741AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OBLIGATIONS OF CONTRACTORS AND SUBCONTRACTORS

On September 26, 1973, the President signed the Rehabilitation Act,

Public Law 92 -112, which, among other things, requires Government.con-

tractors and subcontractors to take affirmative action to employ and ad-

vancesih employment qualified handicapped individuals. By virtue of

authority delegated to me by Executive Order No. 11758, and pursuant to

. section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act, I hereby issue Title 20, Chapter VI

Subchapter C, Part, 7111 of the Code of Federal Regulations, setting forth

the duties of contractors, subcontractors and agencies.

Subpart A---Preliminary Matters; Affirmative Action Clause, Compliance

g741.1 Purpose and application.

. The purpose of the regulations in this part is to assure ccabliance'

with section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which requires govern-

ment contractors and 'subcontractors to take affirmative action to employ

and advance in employment qualified handicapped individuals. Thb regu-

lations in this part apply to all government contracts for personal prbp-

erty or nonpersons' services (including construction) in excess of $2,500.

FailUrs, of a contractor to comply with any provision of the regulations r

in this -part shall be grounds for the imposition of any or all of the

sanctions authorized herein. The regulations in'this part do not apply
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to any action taken to effect compliance with -respect to employment or

participation in Federal. grant programs, under section 504 of the Rehabili-'

tation Act or 1973.
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State of Connecticut

PUBLIC ACT NO. 73 -279

AN AT CONCERNING THE RIGHTSADF THE BLIND AND OTHERWISE PHYSICALLY DISABLED

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in 6neral

Assembly convened:

Section 1. For purposes of this act, an individual ts blind if

his central visual acuity does not exceed 20/200 in the better eye with

,correcting lenses, or if his visual acuity is greater than 20/200 but is

accompanied by a limitation in the fields of vision such that the widest

diameter of the visual field Subtends an angle no greater than twenty

degrees.

Section 2. The physically disabled, including, but not limited

to, the blind shall be entitled to.full and free use of streets, high-

ways, sidewalks, and zany mode of public transportation, aubjct only to'

the conditions and limitations established by law and applicable alike

to all persons. Any person who violates any provision of s section

shall be guilty of,a. class C misdemeandr.

Section .3: Section 22-346a of the 1969 supplement to the general

statutes is repealed and the following is substituted in'lieu thereof:

(a) Any blind person may travel on a train or on any other mode of public

transportation, and may enter any other place of public accommodation.

WHICH CATERS OR OPFERS ITS SERVICES OR FACILITIES OF GOODS TO THE GENERAL

PUBLIC. including BUT NOT LIMITED TO, any public building, inn, restaurant,

hotel, motel, tourist cabin, place of amusement, resort or any facility

of any such public accommodation, accompanied by his guide dog, and he
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may keep such guide dog with him at all times, in any such public accom-

modation or facility thereof at no extra charge, provided such dog shall,

be in the direct custody of such blind person El] AND shallsbe wearing

a harness Land shall be.properly muzzled; and provided such blind person

shall have in his possession a credential issued by an accredited school

for dog training. (b) Upon request of any person in charge of any such

public accommodation or upon request of any employee thereof, such blind

person shall present such credential,, for inspection) .

4
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TITLE 45 - - -PUBLIC WELFARE

CHAPTER IV---SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION SERVICE (REHABILITATION PROGRAMS),
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

PART 401---THE STATE .VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM

Supplemental Security'IndaMe Recipienti
OA

Notice of propoaed regulationsto revise Chapter IV o/flrftle 45 of

the Code of Federal Regulations ia,,order to implement pection 1615 of
.4f4

' the Social Security Adt with respect to the provibion Of vocational
.71 ,

.

rehabilitation services to certain supplemental s curity idn ome

ientiwas published'in the FEDERAL REGISTER on February 11, 19Th (39 F.R.

5248).-

Subpart E---Vocational Rehabilitation Services for Supplemental Security

'Income Recipients

g 401.120. General.

(a) Section 1615 of the Social .Security Apts provides fors referral

of blind or disabled supplemental security,incOme.recipients who are
, .

under age 65-to the appropriate State agency administering the State

plan for vocational rehabilitation services approved under the Rehabili-

tation Act of 1973 and for a periodic review of their need for and uti-

lization of available vocational rehabilitation services. Individuals

so referred must accept such vocational rehabilitation services as are

made available, unless there is good cause to refhse. Authorization id

-provided to pay the State. agency the costs incurred in the provision of

such services to7individuals so referred.

(b) Funds appropriated under this authority-will be made available

-44
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for payment by the Secretary:for vOCatonal rehabilitation services'

(and related costs. of adininistr. atidh) provided under the State plan

.

_,.
.

approved under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. '

(c) To receive Federal funds for services under this subpart, each

State agency is required to Submit an amendment to its State plan which

sets "forth the policies and procedures.for providing services to blind

and disabled recipients'in keeping with-the purpose stated below and

which meets the requirements and conditions prescribed herein.

0 401.121 Purpose.

The purpose of the provision of vocational rehabilitation services

as authorized in this subpart is to enable a Maximum. number of recipients

to increase their employment capacity to the extent that they,can engage

in productive activity. ..9

g 401.12g, Applicability of othpfregulations.

She provisions governing vocational rehabilitation services to

supplemental security income recipient's, the Costs-of which are paid ,

.
from'supplemental security income pr6gram funds, must conform to all

requirements' elsewhere in this part governing the State vocational re-

habilitation prOgrams-which are not inconsistent with the requirements

prescribed in this subpart.

8 401.123 Definitions.

(a) "Supplemental security income recipetntn, or "recipient ", as

used in this subpart,, means an individullpho is. receiving cash payments

(or with respect to whompaymants are ma7de) under the supplemental secu--.

rity income program based on. blindness or disability.

(b) Productive activity" means full-time employment, part-time

21a



employment, or self - employment vwherein the nature of the work activity

performed, the earnings received, or both or the capacity to engage in

such employment or self-employment, reasonably be expected to result

in termination of eligibility for supplemental security income payments,

or at least'a substantial reduction of'such payments in accord with

'cam exclusions applying to the blind as specified in 20 CFR Part 416,

Subpart K.

,
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Public L4w -516 of the 93rd. Congress, H. R. 17503,Tecember 7, 1974

An Act. To extend the authorizations of appropriations in the rehabili-

tation Adt of,1973 for one year, to transfer the Rehabilitation Services

Administration to the Office of the Secretary of Health, Education, and-

Welfare, to make certain technical and clarifying amendments, and ,for

other purpose's; to mend the Randolph- Sheppard Act for the blind; to

strengthen the Program,authorized thereunder; and to provide for the

convening of a White House Conference on Handicapped Individuals.\

Be it enacted by the Senate and House Of.Representati;es of the

United States of America in Congress assembled,-

TITLE I---AMENDMENTS TO THE REHABILITATIQg ACT OF 1973

Shoit Title

Sec. 100. This title shall be known as the ',Rehabilitation Act

Mendments of 197411.,

Rehabilitation Services Administration
/

Sec. 101. (a) SectiOn 3(a) of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 is

amended to -read as follows:

"(a) There is establidhed in the Office of the Secretary a Rehabili-

tationtation Services Administration'U hich-shall be headed by !a Commissioner

-.(hereinafter in,this Act referred to as the ' Commissioner') appointed

by the President by and with the advice and consenj of the Senate.

_t

Except for titles IV and V and as otherwise 'specifically provided in

this Act, 'such-Administration shall be the principal agency, and the

Commissioner shall be the principal officer, of such Department-for
,

carrying out this Act., In the performance of his fnctions, the Commis -

sioner shall be directly-responsible to the Secretary or to the Under
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Sehretary'or an appropriate Assistant.Secretary of such Department, as

designated by the Secretary. The ftnctions of the CoMpissioner shall'

not be delegated to any officer not 'directly responsible, both with
\,

respect to program operation and administration, to the Commissioner.

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) of this section shall be

effective sixty days after the date of enactment of this Act*

a

A
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